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FREE • Published Monda sand Thursda s 
PROUD As the spring semester wraps up, it's time to hand out some Knighty Awards. - SEE SPORTS, Bl LOUD 
www.UCFnews.com • Thursda , A ril 22, 2004 
Take a look at UCF's protesting history (or 
lack thereof) in this issue of the indie. 
- SEE the indie, i1 
Activists make pitch to save preserve 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Environmental activists 
pleaded with Gov. Jeb Bush and 
the Florida Cabinet in Tallahas-
see yesterday to save a wilder-
ness preserve on UCF's north-
west quadrant that campus 
officials want to partially ·clear 
for Greek-community housing. 
Bush and the Cabinet are 
.scheduled to vote on the 
request April 29. , 
At stake is the fate of land 
that Gary Minor, a fifth-genera-
tion Floridian, called "a tiny 
gem of Florida pine flatwoods, 
depression marshes, ponds and 
scrubs." 
The quadrant is a 24-acre 
piece of wetland that comprises 
less than 2 percent of the 1,227 
acres on UCF's main campus. It 
is bound on the north by 
McCulloch Road, on the west 
by Alafaya Trail and the Pegasus 
Landing housing complex, and 
on the south by Gemini Boule-
vard. 
identified in the campus Master 
Plan as a conservation area The 
renamed UCF Board of 
Trustees affirmed that decision 
in January 2003, proposing to 
construct housing on 14 acres of 
the preserve for Greek-letter 
fraternities and sororities at a 
density of 57.2 students per acre. 
The remaining 10 acres would 
be left as natural habitat. 
Opponents including the 
local chapter of the Sierra Club 
and Susan Eberle, who lives 
nearby, have petitioned the state 
to stop that plan from moving 
forward. They are supported by 
a group called Friends of the 
Northwest Qµadrant, whose 
membership includes some 
UCF employees who said they 
are fearful of speaking publicly 
against the university's plan. 
In particular, petitioners 
argue that for years students in 
biology and other disciplines 
have conducted research at the 
graduate anci undergraduate 
levels using the. preserve. Addi-
tionally, giver). UCF's new doc-
torate program in conservation 
biology, the quadrant now has 
even greater value for research 
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE 
With final exams in full swing, 22 year old Thomas Webb finds some time relax and fish for bass on Tuesday afternoon at Lake Claire. The lake is on the east side of the preserve. 
The preserve has been a 
focus of debate since 1995, when 
the UCF Board of Regents 
approved a plan to develop 
Greek housing in what was, then PLEASE SEE ENDANGERED ON A2 
Knights have no 
place to march 
HEIDI A. DE VRIES 
Mana9ing Editor 
The Marching Knights, the 
musical group that performs 
during halftime at football 
games, has been asked to leave 
the practice fields to the foot-
ball team to train on. 
"There's a severe lack of 
practice fields here," Melissa 
Butler, the captain of UCF's 
womeds rugby team, said. 
The Marching Knights are 
1 feeling that absence. Last year, 
former football Coach Mike 
Kruczek would not allow the 
Marching Knights to rehearse 
on the practice fields, which 
are behind the Arena near Jay 
Bergman Field, when the foot-
ball team was there. ''We would 
. just have to stand there during 
that time," said Assistant Band 
Director Ron Ellis. ''We could-
n't play or make any noise." 
Though Kruczek has since 
. been replaced by new Coach 
George O'Leary, the band is 
still feeling its second-class sta-
tus on the field. Recently, the 
athletic department contacted 
Band Director Rick Green-
wood and asked him to find 
another place to practice. 
Jim Wilkening, the as~istant 
director of the Recreation and 
Wellness Center, is trying to 
help the band find a place to 
rehearse. 
There has been no decision 
as of yet, though both the Intra-
mural Sports field and the 
sport clubs field have been 
considered. 
"We're already really 
crunched for space," Jeff 
Ruberg said. Ruberg is the 
president of the Spdrts Club . 
Council, which encompasses 
30 sports clubs. Currently 
about six sports share the two 
fields. behind the Academic 
Village. "Them moving would 
be really detrimental," he said. 
Butler agrees, "This is going 
to end up hurting other sports." 
The other field is the Intra-
mural Sports field, which is 
across the parking lot of Acad-
emic Village, behind the Bar-
bara Ying Center. "They are 
trying to move [the Marching 
· Knights] to the recreational 
part of campus ... the Marching 
Knights is academic," Ruberg 
said . 
The Marching Knights 
rehearse Monday through Fri-
day during the fall semester 
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. "That's 
.what time my team - the 
women's rugby team - and 
the men's .rugby team prac-
tices," Butler said. "I know why 
they'd pick that time; it's not 
hot out, it's the best time to 
practice." 
PLEASE SEE DIFFICULTIES ON AS 
COURTESY MARCHING KNIGHTS ARCHIVES 
Over 200 students are members of the Marching Knights, a dass that performs for UCF 
football home games. The musical group currently has no place to rehearse for the fall. 
fi . 
Kercy announces plan to boost financial aid 
TERESA CAMPOSECO 
Contributing Writer 
Rising tllition kept 220,000 
young students from going to a 
four-year university this year, 
says Democratic presidential 
candidate John Kerry .. _ . . 
Kerry spoke to college stu-
dents about college affordabil-
ity last week during his 
"Change Starts with U" college 
tour, which made stops at sev-
eral colleges and universities 
throughout the Northeast. 
The candidate said young 
people need help paying for 
college because tuition has 
increased by 28 
percent over 







tion that connects students to 
college opportunities. 
Kerry wants to implement a 
national service plan similar to 
former President Bill Clinton's 
AmeriCorps. Potential stu-
dents at universities would 
work for a certain amount of 
time to help their community, 
.-'11'.n'd'in return would receive schools with limited 
education-funding benefits. 
Under Kerry's plan: 
• At least 200,000 young 
people 63.ch year would 
receive fofu years of college 
tuition at a public university. 
Or if they have already fin-
ished college, they can use the 
reward to pay off student 
loans, ,enter job training, start a 
small business or buy a first 
home. In return, they have to 
serve full time for two years. 
• At least 75,000 young peo-
ple would s.erve as teachers, 
teachers' aides, tutors and 
mentors in urban and rural 
resources. 
• At least 25,000 young peo-
ple would serve as police offi-
cers and assistants to domestic 
security efforts. 
• About 100,000 young peo-
ple would .,5erve in various 
other areas. These tasks . 
include building affordable 
housj.ng, helping seniors live 
independently and keeping 
water supplies and parks 
clean. 
• At least 300,000 college 
students each year would 
PLEASE SEE PLAN ON AS 
The best and worst at UCF this year 
This has been quite a year at UCF, bringing national headlines and tons of 
. attention to the school. W~ve got the good, the bad, and the beautiful in the \ 
pages ahead, so prepare to reminisce about the 2003-2004 school year. 
Most likely to succeed ~ r 
-~"-- -~ ~--\- _...... . } 
. Coa?t Mike Krucz~~ w~s fi~ed from th; U~ foo!b~ te~  No~e;;;fte~;;n;;-~---, 
d1sappo1~tmen~, culm1nat~ng _m the suspension of several football players for sl<fppTng class, rorg1ng I 
forms and, 1n.pne1nstanc~, bn11.~1ng a gun on campus. .. • _ _ _ __ --l 
Kruczek was JUst months mt~ his five-year, $800,000 coaching contract-with no buyout clause. He i 
wa~ted to stay at UCF, but acEordmg to Athletic Director Steve Orsini,,Kruczek understood the deeision. · ! 
. .AsStstant Head Coach Alan Gooch took over the top coaching spot to wild chants of"GOOOOOCH" at UCF's j 
remammg. h~me games for the 2003 season. Following Coach K's canning, the team went on to lose their final tWo -· 1 
_ games, fimshmg 3 - 9 for the season. · I 
On Dec.8, ~e Knights' search for a new coach-ended, with Minnesota Vikings' defensive coordinator Georg; • 
~'leary. getting the nod for his strict disciplinarian coaching-style.-The former NCAA "CoaEhof the-Year"-_ _ _ _ - l 
1mm~iately fa'ed controversy .on the campus, stemming from his lying on a resume for Notre Dame, where he 
treld a Job for a week before bemg fired and taking the defensiv~ coordinator job at Minnesota - - - -· 
O'Leary's sal~ry _dwarfed ~ruczek's at ~~00,90Q pe~year~compa[eg to~ 18S,OQO for the fonn~r coach. 
Gooch wasnt asked by 0 Leary to remain on the staff and, after 23 years at UCF,he bade the school farewell. 
- JSAAC BABCOCK 
PLEASE SEE SUPERLATIVES ON A8 
AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE 
Future writer plagiarized article on cell phones 
JEFF TRUESDELL 
Editorial Adviser 
An article about plans to 
create a directory-assistance 
registry of cell phone numbers 
that appeared on the front 
page of the Future on April 8 
substantially plagiarized an 
aI1icle on the topic written by 
a reporter for the Baltimore 
Sun, which published the orig-
inal article three weeks earlier, 
an internal investigation by the 
Future has concluded. 
The Future reporter, Mike 
Riegel, compounded his error 
by insisting after the plagia-
rism was discovered that he 
personally had made contact 
with a prindpal source of his 
report, Pennsylvania Con-
gressman Joe Pitts. Both the 
Sun and the Future published 
identical quotes attributed to 
Pitts, who is a sponsor oflegis-
lation that would Rrotect the 
privacy of wireless phone 
; 
numbers. 
Riegel initially said he col-
lected his quotes from. Pitts in 
an e-mail exchange. He later 
suggested that the quotes may 
have come from a news release 
produced by the congress-
man's office, and he provided 
the Future with a link to the 
congressman's Web archive of 
news releases, which offered 
no such evidence. Only when 
confronted on April 14 with 
the fact that the Sun reporter 
had elicited the quotes from 
Pitts in a telephone interview 
did Riegel acknowledge that 
he lifted them from the Sun. 
In addition, the Future is 
continuing its search for two 
individuals, Jason Maniaci and 
Julius Windsor, that Riegel's 
article identified as UCF stu-
dents and to whom he attrib-
uted additional quotes. UCF 
Registrar Dennis Dulniak has 




Future summer schedule 
Citrus Bowl bids.for .the big time Week in Health ·· 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
' .. 
This is the last spring issue 
of the Future. Publication will 
resume in the summer on 
Wednesdays only beginning 
May 12. The indie will be 
included in the last issue of 
every month - May 26, Jun~ 
30, and July 28. 
Laser beam quality lecture 
A lecture on "How to Mea-
sure Laser Beam Quality," pre-
sented by Tony Siegman will 
be held from noon to 2 p.m. 
today in the CREOL Building 
Rooms 102 and 103. 
Contact George Stegeman 
at 407-823-6915 or at 
george@creol.ucf.edu for 
more information. 
A highly effective discussion 
Based on concepts from 
Stephen Covey's The 7 Habits 
of Highly Effective People, there 
will be a leadership workshop 
10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. tomorrow 
in the Student Union Keywest 
Room 218A. Leadership habits, 
HEIDI A. DE VRIES 
Managing Editor 
Orlando officials who want a 
chance to have "The City Beau-
tiful" host a bowl game are 
· 1ooking to UCF to cough up 
part of the $25 million still need-
ed to renovate the Citrus Bowl. 
The Citrus Bowl, about half 
a mile west ofI-4 in downtown 
Orlando, is where UCF football 
holds its home games - usual-
ly five games per year. The UCF 
football team is the only regular 
tenant of the stadium, with 
other events such as concerts, 
monster-truck shows and visit-
ing teams making up the rest of 
· the yearly schedule. 
The Bowl Championship 
Series has considered adding a 
fifth game to their series start-
ing in 2006, and city officials 
think it should be the Capital 
One Bowl, the NCAA bowl 
game already played in the Cit-
rus Bowl. 
In order for the Citrus Bowl 
to even be considered, the sta-
dium would have to upgrade 
itself in order to meet BCS stan-
dards. This means, specifically, 
adding 1,500 club seats and 
7,500 upper bowl seats to the 
current 65,438 seats. The reno-
vations are expected to cost $50 
million. Orange County offered 
$25 million toward the expan-
sion on Monday, but an addi-
tional $25 million is still needed 
to see the completion of the 
project. 
The city, along with the 25 
others that received letters ask-
ing about their interest, must 
respond by today to the BCS if 
they intend to continue being 
considered for the site of the 
possible fifth game. 
Officials are unsure where 
the needed money is coming 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE PHOTO 
The Citrus Bowl, in downtown Orlando, needs a $50 million renovation to be considered as a 
host for a BCS game, the Capital One Bowl. The stadium hosted its first bowl game in 1948. 
from, but may turn to UCF to 
fill the fiscal gap. A plan to use 
taxes fell through when· Mayor 
Buddy Dyer suggested only 
tourist taxes shotild be consid-
ered for the additional money 
- and that money is already 
slated for several years to pay 
for the additions on the Orange 
County Convention Center. 
Sleeping long~r might · • ; . 
shorten yourlife . 
A study published in t:µ't; 
Archives of General Psyclwl-
ogy of 1.1 million men and 
women has found the high-
est survival rate among 
those who sleep six or seveh 
hours a night. The surviVa1 
rate declines progressively 
among those who sleep 
eight hours or longer. · 
The study also showed 
that people who slept nin_e 
or 10 hours per night had a 
risk of dying similar to tfurt 
associated with moderate 
obesity. Risk of death 
· increase9. by 15 percent for 
those who slept eight hoW1> 
a night, 20 percent for tho~ 
who got nine hours of sle~p 
and 35 to 40 percent for 
those who sleep IO.hours a 
night. t 






· personal mission statements 
and work-life balance will be 
discussed. Call 407-823.:.0440 
for more information. Endangered animals are top concerns 
against West Nile virus : : 
Although the West Nile 
season does not begin until 
June, right now is a goo~ J 
time to take precautio¥ 
against mosquitoes~ 
the West N"tle virus. The best 
way to prevent West Nil~ 
virus is to get rid of plac~s 
where mosquitoes c~ 
reproduce, such as bira 
baths, swimming pools, gU(-; 
ters and buckets. ., 
Identity theft prevention 
The average loss to an indi-
vidual due to identity theft is 
$17,000. An identity theft 
workshop, hosted by the UCF 
police department, will teach 
how to avoid becoming the 
next victim, ways to protect 
your name and good credit. 
The workshop is tomorrow, 
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in 
the Research Pavilion Confer-
ence Room 301. Call 407-823-
0440 for more information. 
The way out 
Commencement cere-
monies will be held on April 
30 and May · l at the UCF 
Arena. Each ceremony will last 
about one and one-half hours. 
The processional will begin 10 
minutes before the ceremony 
time. 
The College of Arts and 
Sciences I, which is anthropol-
ogy, economics, political sci-
ence, psychology and sociolo-
gy majors; _the College · of 
Engineering and Computer 
Science; and the School of 
Optics will have their gradua-
tion ceremony at 10 a.m. on 
April 30 at the UCF Arena-Bill 
Parsons, a N~A~.J?.~C.~~huttle.~ .. ". 
program manager '"afi.a UCF· '" 
alumnus will be spea:kihg. , 
At 2 p.m., all other College 
of Arts and Sciences majors 
will have their ceremony with 
Geraldine Ferris of the Board 
of Trustees talking. 
On May 1, the College of 
Business Administration grad-
uates will have an 8:30 a.m. 
ceremony. Congressman John 
Mica will speak. The College 
of Health and Public Affairs 
will walk at noon after hearing 
Congressman Dave Weldon 
speak. The College of Educa-
tion and the Rosen School of 
Hospitality Management will 
round out the day's events 
starting at 3:30 p.m. with Win-
ter Park mayor AJ.len Trovil-; 
lien speaking to the graduates. 
Let us know _, 
FROM Al 
and education, they said. 
They are counting on some 
support fr,om the state. In Janu-
ary 1999, Brian A. Millsap, chief 
of the Bureau of Wildlife Diver-
sity Conservation of the Florida 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
Commission, identified the 
IMAGES COURTESY GEORGE JAMESON 
A bald eagle, top, is just one of the animals that would have to be relocated should G!eek 
housing be erected on the preserve. Federally endangered wood storks, above, also hve there. 
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968 
quadrant as a "wildlife preser-
vation area," and noted that 
. development in such an area 
conflicts with objectives and 
policies of UCF's own comp re-
hensive plan. 
opment [in surrounding 
areas]," Mixon said. She added 
that Bowen found only two 
gopher tortoises; development 
opponents claim to have seen 
more than seven. 
Margaret Mixon, a design 
project manager in the UCF 
Office of Facilities Planning, 
countered that the main cam-
pus is surrounded by a 200-foot 
buffer zone that is protected 
from development. "We will 
not go within 50 feet of wetland 
areas," she said. · 
If development goes ahead, 
Mixon said, UCF has identified 
a gopher tortoise protection 
area east of Lake Claire to 
which the animals would be 
-located. Some plants also 
would be moved, she said 
It is also recommended 
that window screens. wl.¢. 
holes be repaired Lawn_s 
should be well-trimmed <mtl 
shrubs should be kept short. 
When out in the evening, 
insect repellent should be 
used as well 
• 
Moreover, the Master Plan 
states that UCF will continue to 
protect and conserve species 
that are listed by the state or 
federal government as threat-
ened, endangered or "species of 
special concern." 
Citing that position and the 
formal requirements for public 
hearings, Eberle in February 
2003 asked state Attorney Gen-
eral · Charlie Crist to review 
whether UCF's Board of 
Trustees violated state law with 
its vote one month earlier that 
affirmed the plan to build hous-
ing in the preserve. 
"This area is made up of 
three natural and interrelated 
communities,"· said a member 
of Friends of the Northwest 
Quadrant, who asked to remaill 
unidentified. "This area is one 
of the last few diverse ecologi-
cal areas in Orange County." 
Opponents of development 
said ·the preserve is home to at 
least seven threatened or 
endangered species, enough to 
classify the quadrant as a "bio-
diversity hot spot.'' The peti-
tioners also have provided a list 
of more than 200 species of 
birds, plants, insects, mammals 
and reptiles seen at different 
times in the quadrant. Among 
those is one federally endan-
gered bird, the wood stork, and 
two federally thre_atened 
species, the indigo snake and 
bald eagle. Gopher tortoises; 
which are on the state's list of 
"species of special concern," 
also have beeri" sighted in the 
preserve. 
After the objections to 
UCF's plans were filed, media-
tion between the petitioners 
and UCF Jailed to resolve the 
issue. The matter was forward-
ed to the state Department of 
Community Affairs last August. 
DCA held an informal hearing 
in December, and filed a report 
on UCF's Master Plan1 last 
month that was anything but 
thorough, Eberle said. 
"The DCA report tries to 
pass off as a solution the utterly 
nonsensical notion that siting 
development in the northwest 
preserve is compatible with 
improving the habitat as a func-
tioning ecological community,'' 
she wrote in a response to DCA 
report. 
~"'.Eberle and the Sierra Club 
argue that due to the interrelat...1 
ed ecologies of the area, it is 
impossible to develop the land 
and preserve the natural habitat 
of the species, even if 10 of the 
24 acres remained untouched, 
as UCF has proposed. They 
also state .that despite the near-
by commereial development, 
the area has continued to 
remain rich in plants and ani-
mal~. To prove their point, they 
videotaped a juvenile gopher 
tortoise, illustrating that the 
animals are reproducing and 
surviving despite the absence 
of a fence that UCF was sup-
posed to erect to shield the tor-
toises from walking onto 
Alafaya Trail and McColluch 
Road. 
New device prevents snoring: t 
by positioning jaw , ;. 
An orthodontic device 
that holds the jaw in i:l- for-
ward position appears t9 
reduce breathing problems 
when worn while asleepi ;:t 
·new study reports. 
The · "mandibula'.r 
advancement device" is 
individually adjusted to' a 
person's mouth and woi;k$ 
by keeping the airway open 
to allow easier breathirig: 
The device is invisible when · • 
inserted and allows the 
sleeper to fully close }$ 
mouth. Research has shown 
the device to be most effed- ,.,. 
tive in women and people 
with mild sleep apnea. · . .... 
Obeslty may raise risk : 
of kidney stones • • 
Overweight individuals 
are more likely to have mo~ 
acidic urine and aµ 
increased risk of uric acid 
kidney stones, according to a 
new report published in.Kid-
ney International. : 
The researchers found 
that subjects with more 
acidic urine had higher b«iY 
weights, after excluding t:pe 
effects of age and patient fac-
tors that could affect urinary 
pH 
• 
However, Angela Bowen, an 
environmental consultant 
working with UCF, studied the 
preserve and concluded it is 
"not an environmentally signif-
icant area, due to all the devel-
In order to build support for 
their case, opponents to the 
development have created a 
Web site, h ttp://www.nwpre-
serve.org, where viewers can 
see more than 40 photographs 
taken by UCF graduate David 
Frish and watch a 30-minute 
documentary about the area, 
along with a 10-minute video. 
These findings suggest 
that insulin resistance may 
be an important cause qf 
gout and uric acid kidney 
stones. As an approach to 
treating these stones 'ID 
obese patients, the physf 
cians are testing the effect df 
an oi.-al insulin sensitizer ver-
sus a placebo, along with a 
weight-reduction regimen. 
IWjl 
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The Future wants to he'ar 
from you! If you have a club, 
organization or event and 
want your information to be 
considered for the Around 
Campus· column, send a fax to 
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to 
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead-
lines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the 
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m. 
Friday for the Mond~y edition. One free copy of the Central Rorida Future permitted per issue. If available, additional copies may be purchased from our office with prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators may be subject to dvil and criminal prc;seartion and/or university disdplfn~. 
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Discounts for UCF Students, Faculty, and Staff! 
Comprehensive Exam ••••••••• $38 (reg. $48) 
Contact Lens Exam ••••••••••••• $65* (reg. $84) 
(Includes trial contacts, instruction, care kit, case, follow-up visits) · 




Bob Yip, O.D. and Associates, P.A. 
Professional Eye Care 
Waterford lakes Town Center 
325 N. Alofoyo Troll 
(407)' 737-3580 
2, B&L Optima, 
Ciba Night & Doy, 
mony others_ 
Full Optical with 0 T&DQET hundreds of stylish, • 11"\n , high qualify, a .>.· - _ /7 
affordable frames , ~~
Thepatlentinlarrt Ofler-personresponslblelof~naslhe~.ti refuse1D pray,~ent or bonilrnbtnedlorpeyma'llb'"anyottaservce.examinetiJn, 
ornasmentv.1*::h ls ~wittllnn tnnorrespondk1Q1Dlheadwlrtlseml!nttor lhefreo,dl!c:oo"1ecl-feeoc~leeexarnft11Xlnor.-eetment. 
~ 





specializing m: :: 
High and Low Lights • Perms 
Straightening • Color• Color Correction 
Men and Women's Haircutting 
1 0°/o DISCOUNT FOR 
STUDENTS & FACULTY 
Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com 
• ' 
Full Line of Quality Products from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL: 
?l.e£ointments ?1.ccey tea • Wa(k-fos Wefcome • l. WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD · I 
--19-R~ ...... !'-I! 
12263 UNIVERSIT . BLVD. • ORLANDO, FL 3281 7:.,• 407-658-212 • 
MON 12pm - Bpm TUES-THURS 9am - Bpm FRI 9am - Spm SAT 9am - 4pm SUN closed 
;;, 
., 
I • jl ) 
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D/o* 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS! 
INCLUDES ALL -03 MODELS "EXCEPT NEW BEETLE· CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY -GTI, 
WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER 
*l .9% financing .available through Volkswagen Bonk USA upon credit approval. Offer good through 4/30/04 
20Q4GOLF GL 
d P/locks Side Airbags, p/Win ows, 1 
A.BS, Keyless Remote, Alarm 
& Much More! 
2004 JETTA.GL 
d P /locks Side Airbags, P/Win ows, ' 
A.BS, Keyless Remote, Alarm 
& Much More! 
4 tr/50 ooo Mle aumuer-to-BulftPer wamotv 
: 5 1r1&o'.ooo Mile powertrain warranw 
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down, Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 4/30/04 
CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER 
w~ Con As~isf You With: ~FIRST tlME ' ~COLUGE-0GRAD ~(RECHT 
< BOYER , PROGRAM ' PROBJ,EMS 
WI CERTIFIED w/2YR,, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANJX ALL LIKE NEW - 'Pre-Owned ALL Wtitt AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease) 
Al•::!I* ill:'. 11 ....... fiii!-4 
~C :IL-I<! ::1WAI !N 
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Article lifted quotes from Ballimore Sun Nation and World 
. '. 
FROM Al 
since told the Future that no 
students with those exact 
names are enrolled at UCF. 
The search for a fourth . 
named and quoted source, 
who Riegel later explained 
was a neighbor of his but for 
whom he has not been able to 
produce any contact informa-
tion, also is ongoing. 
In his defense, Riegel said 
the newspaper published an 
article that he identified after 
its publication as a draft for-
warded by mistake. In writing 
that draft, Riegel described a 
work method that involved 
copying an e-mailed version 
of the Sun article and placing 
it in a computer file under his 
own byline, after which he 
intended to whittle it into 
something he could claim as 
his own - an enormous ethi-
cal lapse, the Future investiga-
tion concluded. In this 
instance, Riegel said, he acci-
dentally forwarded the , story 
before he had finished alter-
ing it. 
"I was just being lazy and 
didn't want to rewrite the 
whole story at that point,': 
Riegel said on April 14, during 
a third and final meeting in 
which he was given the 
chance to explain his actions. 
"I had other things to do and 
didn't feel like doing it." 
Challenged on why he' 
would begin to shape his arti-
cle in such a manner, he · 
replied: ''You could consider 
it as lazy reporting. I was busy, 
and I vsed it as a template and 
then made my own story off 
of it, so I wouldn't have to do 
the legwork.· I'd be lying if I 
didn't say I had done .that on 
some other stories." 
Asked to identify those 
other stories, he could not. A 
spot-check of articles previ-
ously published in the Future 
under Riegel's byline found 
no similar examples of plagia-
rized work. 
Riegel is a senior journal-
ism major and the Future's 
former 'lifestyles editor. He 
wrote the cell-phone article 
while he held the title of sen-
ior staff writer, one of the few 
paid writing positions on the . 
staff of the independent stu-
del}t-run newspaper. On April 
10, during his initial meeting 
with his editor after the alle-
gations arose, Riegel offered 
to resign. I;Ie elaborated in a 
subsequent e-mail to that edi-
. tor. 
"I will say that I made one 
large mistake and perhaps 
several other small ones dur-
ing the evolution of this 
story," Riegel wrote in. his res-
ignation. Later in the e-mail 
he added: "I can't say I under-
stand why my explanation 
isn't.good enough, but I am 
truly sorry for the mistake I 
made, and this is the best way 
to make sure 'nothing like this 
will ever happen again." 
Riegel also is a regular con-
tributor to the Orlando Sen-
tinel as the freelance author of 
the "On Campus" column' 
published each Sunday. 
His action links the Future 
to an alarming period in 
American journalism. Since 
the revelation last year that 
Jayson Blair, a reporter for the 
New York Times, fabricated or 
plagiarized elements of sever-
al of his articles, editors 
across the country have taken 
a more critical look at work 
that appears in the pages of 
their newspapers. Aided by 
readers as well as the individ-
uals who ·are the sources of 
published reports, that ongo-
ing examination has discov-
ered several examples of jour-
nalism that conveyed false 
information or reproduced 
the work of others without 
credit. The discoveries have 
tarnished the credibility not 
only of national papers such 
as the New York Times and 
USA Today but also campus 
papers such as The Arbiter, 
the independent student 
paper at Boise State Universi-
ty, which apologized to its 
readers on April 5 after pub-
lishing an opinion column 
that plagiarized material from 
both a magazine and another 
newspaper. 
Indeed, on the day Riegel's 
article was published, the 
Future ran a correction about 
an unattributed quote in an 
article by Sports Editor Ash-
ley Burns, who was not 
named. Burns originally said 
he interviewed the source of 
the quote, but after it was pub-
' lished he admitted lifting it 
. ..,, from a story published in the 
Orlando Sentinel and circu-
lated by the Associated Press 
wire service. 
Reigel's plagiarism was 
brought to the attention of his 
editor by a reader. 
Because of slight changes 
made in Riegel's article by 
editors prior to publication, 
the Future's investigation 
focused on the unedited 
work he originally sent in. 
Although Riegel later said 
that version was an unfin-
ished draft, the evidence con-
tradicted him. The article 
was forwarded by e-mail in 
the unique format required 
by the Future's editors, with a 
salutatory greeting, a head-
line suggested by Riegel and 
his byline placed above the 
text. The article flowed 
smoothly from start to finish, 
with appropriate transitions 
and an obvious begiri.ning 
and end - nothing that 
would have indicated a work 
in progress. 
In that 28-paragraph ver-
sion, 22 paragraphs can be 
directly linked to the March 
18 Baltimore Sun article, the 
investigation showed. In 17 of 
those 22 paragraphs, Riegel 
had made alterations, adding 
or deleting a word or phrase 
or breaking a single para-
graph from the Sun into two. 
For example, the article by 
the Sun reporter, Dan Thanh 
Dang, began: 
"Consumers have come to 
expect a certain degree of 
confidentiality when it 
comes to their mobile phone 
numbers. Until now, the pri-
vacy of wireless subscribers · 
has long been safeguarded." 
Riegel's' opening para-
graph: 
"Consumers have come to 
expect a certain degree of 
confidentiality when it 
comes to their mobile phone 
numbers. In the short history 
of wireless service, the priva-
cy of subscribers has been 
safeguarded." 
In addition, Riegel's origi-
nal version contained two 
specific references to the 
non-existent e-mail exchange 
with Congressman Pitts. In 
the first reference; Riegel · 
concluded a quote . with the 
attribution, "Pitts said in an e-
mail message.'' In the second 
reference, he stated that 
information was provided 
"according to Pitts' e-mail." 
Then ... Managing Editor 
Alex Babcock first called 
Riegel at home to relay his 
concerns over the phone on 
the evening of April 8, the 
day the article was published. 
At the time, Riegel said he 
must have forwarded the 
wrong version, and said the 
correCt version began with ari 
anecdote about a female UCF 
student and her cell phone. 
Riegel was asked to forward 
that version along with con-
tact information for his 
sources. About an hour later 
- time during which Riegel 
said he also had to drive from 
his Lake Mary residence to 
his job in Heathrow - Riegel 
e-mailed a different, slightly 
shorter version. It did not 
include any mention of the 
female UCF student. Riegel 
later said he deleted that 
anecdote. He initially sent no 
contact information. 
After another 3.0 minutes, 
he forwarded two e-mail 
addresses, one fo.i: each of the 
two men he identified as 
UCF students in his article. 
One was a Hotmail account; 
the other was a Yahoo 
account. Babcock that 
evening sent e-mails to both, 
briefly explaining the situa-
tion and asl;cing the individu-
als t9 contact him by phone. 
One of those e-mails brought 
a swift, one-line response -
''yeah I saw the article and 
remember talking to the guy'' 
- but no phone call and no 
additional contact informa-
tion. Repeated attempts since 
then to reach either source 
and verify Riegel's account of 
his interviews have hit dead 
ends. 
Inconsistencies arose 
elsewhere. Riegel said that 
after an interview, he normal-
ly hands over his notebook 






We specialize in used college textbo~ks 
jects to write down their own 
contact information; his · 
handwritten notes in this 
case showed the e-mail 
addresses were written in 
Riegel's own hand, which he 
acknowledged. Although 
those notes reflected quotes 
from four named individuals, 
including the female whose 
anecdote Riegel at one point 
apparently had included, he 
had contact information only 
for the two men thought to be 
suspect: An attempt by the 
Future to locate the woman 
and verify both her status as a 
UCF student and Riegel's 
·recollection of his interview 
proved fruitless. Riegel wrote 
in both versions of his article 
that he surveyed 36 students 
on the topic, but his notes 
showed only cross-hatching 
- no names, quotes or other 
facts that could be verified to 
~end support to his account. 
Additionally, the version 
of the article that Riegel said 
was his correct, finished 
effort still contained the pla-
giarized quotes from Con-
gressman Pitts. That time, 
however, he wrote that Pitts' 
e-mail response "came from 
his unique Internet address at 
his work office." 
It was that deliberate 
deception, the Future. investi-
gation concluded, which 
undermined Riegel's expla-
nation that his plagiarism 
was an accident. 
To prevent similar inci-
dents, the internal inquiry 
recommended that repbrters 
for the student paper hence-
forth be required ~o include a 
list of phone numbers for 
sources when they turn in 
articles, so that editors can 
more thoroughly document 
their work. 
Jeff Truesdell is a freelance 
journalist and former adjunct 
instructor of journalism at 
Rollins College who has 
served as editorial adviser to 
the Future since August 2002. 
He may be reached at 407-
760-4745 or by e-mail at 
jeff@ucfnews.com. 
Jessica Abbey 
• '-1 ' 
NIKKI KAHN / TRIBUNE MEDIA 
Students from around the country lobbied on Capitol Hill on Tuesday, urging President George W. -
Bush to pass the Development, Relief and Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act. · 
Student fired for selling press pass about Voigt's infraction wheri a 
Scalping a press pass to the reporter told him a press pass had -
Frozen Four cost a University of been posted on eBay. Bedics 
Minnesota Duluth senior his posi- called the UMD athletic depart.. . <> • 
tions as a college newspaper ment after learning whose pass it 
reporter and Duluth News Tri- was. The athletic department, in 
bune intern. tum, informed the Statesman. , ~. 
The UMD Statesman fired ,., 
Chris Voigt on Thursday after Immigrants hold mock graduation · _, 
learning that he had sold his press WASHINGTON - Wearing 1 '. 
credential to the NCAA Division I graduation caps and gowns, more .i 
championship game April 10. than 80 students held a mock . ~ ._,. 
Voigt was covering the tourna- graduation ceremony Tuesday t. 
ment in Boston for the Statesman. outside the Capitol to press Con; .• 
"He was terminated because gress to approve a bill that would 
he violated our code of ethics and grant them legal immigrant sta7 • 
the university student conduct· tus. 
code,'' Statesman Editor in Chief More than 65,000 undocu-
Grace Peterson said Friday. "We mented teens are ekpected to 
sent him to Boston to cover the graduate from high school this 
story, and he ended up selling his spring. Many of them were 
pass for money." brought to the United States flS 
Voigt had written for the young children by their parents 
Statesman for two years and was and have lived here most of their 
a sports intern at the News Tri- lives. 
bune since mid-January. Undocumented students face 
The News Tribune discontin- the prospect of deportation and 
ued his internship Friday mom- can't legalize their immigration 
ing. status. Their home states are 
Voigt, who is majoring in com- required to charge them the high-
munications, said selling the press er out-of-state tuition rates, mak-
pass was an impulsive act. ing college unaffordable in many 
"We were on our hotel shuttle cases. 
going to the Red Sox game and a The Development, Relief and 
lady I had talked to earlier in the Education for Alien Minors Act; 
week said she knew who I was known as the DREAM bill, would 
and how I was getting into the legalize students who entered the 
games, and asked me if l would United States before they were 16, 
take $100 for it," he said. have graduated from high school 
• 
• 
Mark Bedics, who handled and are enrolled in college. It als0 
media relations for the tourna- would authorize states to offer ' ,. 
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1 •• > Plan would give 220,000 students tuition money .. ~ 
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receive up to $2,000 per year to 
help pay for college. In return, 
they have to serve part time by 
working with children and 
teens. 
• At least 100,ooci college 
students would help at-risk 
preschoolers prepare for ele-
mentary school. 
• At least 100,000 college 
students would help teach 
children to read fluently by the 
end of third grade. 
• At least 100,000 college 
students would help at-risk 
teens find the path to college. 
Kerry's national service 
plan would cost about $13 bil- for the wealthy means a tuition 
lion over 10 years. He said he increase for students." 
will pay for it by requiring · But Kharis Rojas, former 
banks to bid on the open mar- vice chairman of the UCF Col-
ket for the opportw;llty to give lege Republicans, said without 
out college loans. He said this the tax cuts, things would be 
will provide the taxpayers with wor~e. 
the best deals at the lowest "It's very John Kerry to play 
prices. the class-warfare card," Rojas 
Kerry also wants to give' said. "It sounds great in theory 
states $25 billion in aid and tax- ' to blame and tax the· rich, but 
payers $50 billion in tax credits the truth is that' they are the 
for higher education. ones who are investing in busi-
Kerry said his plans are nee- nesses and creating jobs." 
essary to offset President Rojas said there were other 
George W.-Bush's tax cuts. factors that contributed to 
"When Bush cut taxes for states' budget crunches and, 
the wealthier, he cut loans and thus, to the tuition increases. 
grants," Kerry said. 1'A tax cut "There was a recession when 
Bush came into office, the dot-
com bubble burst, lets not for-
get Sept. 11 and the war in 
Iraq," Rojas said. "The fact is 
that we are in a recovery and 
this is all just partisan politics." 
But economics instructor 
Josiah Baker said the tax cuts 
are actually a mixed bag. "The 
tax cuts are like Band-Aids," he 
said. "They boosted the econo-
my in the short run, but in the 
long run, they will create debt." 
Nevertheless, Rojas said 
government programs, in gen-
eral, are wasteful and ineffi-
cient. "That's why people trust 
FedEx more than they trust the 
U.S. Postal Service," he said. 
Difficulties sharing limited spaces felt all around 
. I 
~ • FROM Al 
· Butler shares the diffi-
culty that her team, along 
~ · with what the other sports 
clubs would face if they 
had to cl).oose another time 
<,_ to practice. "It wouldn't be 
impossible, but it would be 
difficult," she said. "Every-
one on· the team has their 
class schedules around the 
team practices, and we've 
had this practice time since 
before I can remember." 
P"<>t 
The · Marching 
Knights, on the other 
hand, are hoping to fust 
have a place to rehearse 
during the fall semester. 
The cla:ss, which has 
about 280 people in it, has 
- suffered four moves 
throughout the last eight 
years - Greenwood's 
tenure as director. 
"Everybody knows the 
problem, it's just hard to 
find someone to fix it," 
Ellis said. 
COURTESY MARCHING KNIGHTS ARCHIVES 
The Marching Knights tradition.ally send a "pep squad" to all away games to cheer on the football team. 
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Recreation and Welln 
Greek Affairs 
Fusian Restaurant •1 
Natura Tea and Coffee 
Children's Miracle Ne 
Axis Magazine 
Central Florida Future 
Too Jay's ' •. 
Wackadoo's 
fl! 
Campus Activities ·B 
Student Director - ~Witl 
Comedy and Variety~­
Cinema - Diana Perry 
Speakers - Adrie_nne.,J 
Concerts - Mike Rose 
Spectacular Kniglits ·-
Cultural and Fine Arts 
Dance Marathon -·An 
Video Productions . .:Ji 
Special Events - Af1dr 
Promotions - Stephani 
Volunteer UCF 
Tracy Furr - Student ' 
Tim Love - Assistant1 
Melissa Day- Get Car:; 
Riz Khan - Mentoring 
Vanessa Jhon - Child 
Nechelle Nesmith - .. 
Kavita Bahl - Anima~s, 
Carolina Tannhauser.·~ 
Nicolette Hopson =·· 
Zehra Siddiqui - Healt 
Nicole Gelfert - Dorn. 
Shivam Kalan - PabJiC: 
Melissa Lanzone:-:Ge 
' 
Every Knight C~n E 
Tiffany Levine - St-uoo 
Kelly Jo Williamson~- 1 
Robin Sutphen - Me · 
Bobby Marcoux -•E.l!fl 
J.ennifer White - Ad/P 
Suzy Meyer - Even . 
Brian Butts - Executiye 
--
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~r.ector 
•suiting Knights Dir. 





Knightmare - Homecoming 
James Fisher - Director 
Annie H,owe - Carnival Director 
. Sean Lavin - Community Involvement Director 
- Ricky Huff - Concert Director 
Courtney McNamara - Graphics Director 
Danielle Van Katwyk - Judges and Awards Dir . 
Victoria Babun -· King and Queen Director 
Kurt Jolly - Movie Knight Director 
Dalia Weingarten - Parade Director 
Victor Perez - Pflilanthropy Director 




Homecoming King and Queen 
"Pirates of the Caribbean" 
Carnival 
Skit Knight 
Comedy Knight - Darrell Hammond 
Spirit Splash · 
Parade 
Concert with Sean Paul & Uncle Kracker 
EKCEL Workshops Lauren Heunis - Promotions/PR Director 
Sherri Freedman~- .Skit Knight P,treqtor 
Erin Heil - Spirit_.,~,1:a,sh Direct<;>,.r. ,,. ,. ~~. , 
Ryan Moyer - .Varief)/ '·Director .; t .. !~···J.··41; 
Ryan Luering :-.Volu.nteer Direct-or :"7~: 
... , . . Knights of ~9,~ .found Tabl~. Me~_tings .. ';r?("r".,. ~1 ~ 
1:1, • , CAB Speak·e· rs·· · 1.'. ~·." W'·;-ll"~"'\~.·. 
Chris Collings :. Web Director 
, Office of Student Involvement Staff 
·Laura Waltrip - Assistant Director 
Emily Kukulie~ - Assistant Director 
Joshua Katz - Assistant Director 
Shane Juntunen - Assistant Director 
Chantel Carter - Assistant Direc~or 
Sally Zak - Senior Secretary 
. Jolynn Raudebaugh - Office Manager 
Leah Mitchell - SG Senate Secretary 
Sandi Trainor - SG Presidential Secretary 
Holly Nowell - Graduate Assistant 
Aaron Clevenger - Graduate Assistant 
Tamaria Jackson - Graduate Assistant 
Sandra Miles - Graduate Assistant 
Hope Wehrle - -Graduate Assistant 
Laurel Mayer - Graduate Assistant 
Shelly Coursey - Graduate Assistant 
Beth Stroshane - Graduate Assistant 
Bonnie Ebner ~ Student PR Director 
Shelley Kaufeld - Student PR Director 
. ..i:., · .. . .i .. ~· "t• i'~, • .,, w~t~· ~-· ,.: ~¥. 
_t,;~; ·~,, .,. The "Great;· pebate ~ ffe~a~~vs. Feds:~~:;;;;;~~'\? .. 
t" · . :· ~~ Judson Lciipply ,~;:.~,; ~~'-~.. }~ 
~ •,!, 6 t- [j ,..- ~ .,J,~4. • "i}l l_fif>~ wt~,r. , . ., , I . /' l ... · .... ~·~:\,' ... . -.~·· Dr ·re· 'w· · :~~·{ 1 .. 'rt- ~v(i..~· . ,,\·.~v ... ·1~ 11!:"'~\!."~~t- ".tJi 
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Tuesday Knight Live Comedians: 
Bert Kreischer . 
Wi II Marfori 
_ . Ricky Re.yes 
Comedian Mark G,urry 
Comedian Mitch Hedberg . 
CAB Comedy Amatuer Knight 
Volunteer UCF Events 
Cell Phone Drive 
Blood Drives 
Hunger Banquet 
Beac.h Clean-ups · 
Masquerade Ball 
Volunteer Expos 
Mentoring Events · 
Elderly Awareness Events 
Canned Food Drives 
Get Carded Events 
Green Ribbon Gala 
Family Weekend 
CAB Spectacular Knights 
' I . 
Mr. UCF Scholarship Competition . 
Miss UCF Scholarship Competition 
Club Showcase 
Whitney St.anton - Student Graphic De$igner 
Courtney McNamara - Student Graphic Designer 
~ CAB Cultural and Fine Arts Culinary Series 
Sushi Knights ,_, 
. Heather Boyd - Student Graphic Designer ., Pastry Knights 
Matt DeSalvo - Student Web Designer 
Vic~y Cooley - Student Office Assistant 
John Qaniels - Student Office Assistant 
Ariana Hollis - StudenfOffice Assistant 
· Coffee an'd Tea Tasting 
{. ·· . Wine Tasti,ng 
\ .. · Bands 
Chris Johnson - Student Offi~e Assistant 
Diana Martin - Student Office Assistant 
Bobby Marcoux - Student Office Assistant 
Julie Staffieri - Student Office Assistant 
Pat Wehrle - Student Office Assistant 
Shawn Wehrle -· Stud~nt Office Assistant 
Lisa Yu - Student Office Assistant 
Late Knights Student Board 
Sherri Freedman - Student Director 
Ginger Ladd - Entertainment Director 
KatHerine Stevens - AdVertizing Director 
Lauren Ward - Promotions Director 
Alex Gershowitz - Volunteer Co-Director 
Bobby Marcoux - Volunteer Co-Director 
Sandra Miles - Food Director 
Michelle Borello -Assessment Director 
Multicultural· Student Association 
Advisory Board 
Pavan Talakala - Sangam It 
Cynthia Rodriquez - HASA President 
Alyson Moo Young - ·CSA President 
Jackie Townsend -.. AASU President 
Luis Caraballo - Elements President 
Devlon Jackson - SGA Dir. of Multicultural Affairs 
Kevin P~ters - SGA Dir. of Governmental Affairs 
Willie Bentley - SGA Chief Judicial Advqcate . 
"11 Standing Still" 
"Four Car Garage" 
"Big & Rich" 
'. Dance Marathon for CMN 
Movies 
., 
"Once Upon A Time in Mexico" . 
"Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" 
1"Va~ Wilder" . 
''Gross Pointe Blank" 
"Say Anything" 
"Love Actually" 
"Lord of the Rings" 
-Two Towers 
-Return of the King 
. "Big Fish" . 
"Lost in Translation"' 
"Old School" · 
·'"School of Rock" 
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" 
"Chicago" 
Hypnot.ist Tom Deluca . 
Make Over Bus Tour 
EKCEL Etiquette Dinner ~ 
Poseidon's Enchantment Prom 
. Homestar Runner 
Symphony Under the Stars 
MTV Campus Invasion with Hoobastank 
Black History Month Events 
Hispanic Awareness Month Events 
Hip Hop Week Events . 
Caribbean Awareness Week Events 
Garba-Raas Indian Dance Festival 
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1 Most likely ~o c9llaps~ . - . . ---:· - -- -- -- - - ------ -- ---.. ---- -
f · ----- - --- --- G 'h _ nestled at the entryway to the Arboretun:i and condemned earlier this 
i The Stockard fonservatory reen ou~e , 
\ year - is tifmidly ~~ai~in~ i~~~:~~~~re is not enough money to repair the dilapidated structure, which was 
\ 
Because o recen u g ' .1 d d ·t to UCF in 1971 brough~ to the universi~1a:ier:~~~oc~~dn~;S~5 ~ifi~~n ~ngineering 111 b~ilding, when completed, would encroach l Even if there were ava1 a _e n g,. h d w would kill most of the greenhouse's occupants. 
i on the plants' solar supply. Simply put: its~ ~Id? b · n in March Arboretum staff members were given short notice to 
l When construction of the Engmeen_ng_ u1 mg ega ' tree still reside inside the greenhouse, and 
\ clear out the remainder of the pla~ts m~ide.~ Bo tree ~I~~: ~~niooremain intact when the structure is demolished. 
As t~e school year ends, the Future staff dedded that these stories made the biggest 
impact No matter how you look at the events of the last year, each headline touched 
not only the students, but administrators, alumni and the community as a whole. \ Ar~~~e~~;:St~:i~~~~~~:~~:~~~~ in~~~ ~:~~;~n garden once the Engineering bu~di~g ~s c~mpleted. The 
\ garden wo~ld be part of the Engineering building and wo~~~~~~~~~i~r~:~:Vi ~J t~a/ pl~~s ~:~ new 
\ gr::~h~~~~n;r!o:~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i~~e~~fu~;stty is still trying to find funding for any future greenhouse .... -·-· .,.- ... , .. -·.· -~-·· ·= ··-rr .... "~ .. , ....... ,.,,.,.,..,.. ........... -· _ ............. ---··· ........ --............... ,.--·-·· .. ·····-............ --........... -··~ 
l project. - TEJ OKUN . It 
\~~-~--~~---~~---~~-~~n~y~~~m~~~~•hil~-~---· ~ 
It was a decision that launched hundreds of American flags, spawned more than a dozen Futu;~ articles and triggered " 
countless reader responses. In July 2003, Rebuilding on a Conservative Komerstone, or RqcK, pet1t1?nedSGA for $10,000 
t
1
· Most .likely to prove group stupidity 
Greek hijinks embarrassed UCF on a nati.onal level this year as one case of fraternity hazing was showcased on Fox 
News and the Drudge Report. In total, three Greek organizations faced suspension this year as a result of hazing. 
In probably the tamest case of hazing to ever make the national news, Phi Delta Theta made a "frat boy sundae" of 
fraternity brother Sean Pierce when he was tied to a tree with plastic wrap and doused with"toppings" -
t marshmallows, chocolate syrup and shaving cream. 
l This plain vanilla incident was a result of Pierce giving his girlf\iend a necklace bearing his {ratemity's letters.· 
J 
In a separpte and more dangerous incident, Sigma Alpha Epsilon brothers and pledges were involved in a head-on 
car crash that almost severed one student's nose. 
!. · According to witnesses, two tntcks - one carrying brothers and the other carrying pledges - collided in what 
1 
seems to be a recruitment prank gone awry. 
One witness reported that she saw the pledges' wrists bound with duct tape, and anothrr said that he noticed that . 
the pledges had been drinking. 
UCF police investigated the matter. 
"I spoke with the driver of the Ford pickup, and he said that he swerved into the oncoming traffic just to play a trick 
on his pledge brothers, and when he swerved back into his lane his cell phone fell into the floor of his truck," UCF Police 
Officer George Penvose wrote in his report of the accident. "He said that when he reached down to pick' the phone up, 
he looked back up and realized that he was still in the on-coming traffic lane and that he hit the white Toyota head 
~ . 
Dustin Browri had to be rushed to the hospital after the accident because his nose was reportedly almost severed. 
Richard Frucci, the fraternity's chapter president, later reported that everyone involved in the incident 
was"OK." 
After an investigation, the fraternity was suspended for a year and Inter Fraternity Council President 
Ryan O'Rourke, a member of SAE, stepped down from his position. • 
"While I am dedicate<! to the betterment of our.entire Greek community, I have an obligation to my own 
cftapter," he said."I need to be there supporting SAE in our time of crisis." 
The vanilla "sundae" incident has led to UCF sanctioning PDT and suspending them through the 2004 fall 
semester, according to current IFC President Mark Lim. 
"As far as I know .. . [the university] has taken all the appropriate measures," Lim said. 
The fraternity does have the chance to appeal the suspension, however. According to Lim, they can appeal at 
the end of each semester, starting with the end of the summer. 
During its suspension, Phi Delta Theta is banned from all Greek activities, including recruitment. Lim said that 
the fraternity will most likely be ordered to perform community service and take hazing prevention classes 
offered by the .university before they can' be reinstated. 
Also earlier this year, a sorority, Zeta Phi Beta, was suspended by its national organization for suspected hazing. 
- TEJOKUN 
Most likely to look better than you 
Career Knight 
' ' l
to put a flag in every UCF classroom. . . ,, . ,, 
ROCK lost the fight 20 to 13 in the Senate. Undeterred, they took their cam_pa1gn - dubbed Project Freedom -
off campus, raising $3, 140 in private donations with the help of_ co_nservative talk-show host Shannon Burke. 
UCF soon began drawing nationwide attention for the patriotic movement . ·- " . • 
"The flag is a symbol of freedom and liberty that our ancestors, fa~ and peers have fought for, _said ROCK 
President Heather Smith."We believe that American flags should be promme~ly and properly placed. m every dassroom 
at the University of Central Florida." . . . . . . . . 
Flags went up despite rising contention from faculty and several student gr~ups, mcludmg the Progressive (ounctl. 
Some took out their frustration by ripping away nine flags from classrooms m e.arly October. The vandals were never 
caught, but the flags were replaced and are still fl0ng high. . · • . . 
The move has even sparked talk in Tallahassee about putting a flag m every pubh~ dassroom, though the movement is 
still in its earliest stages. 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
_ MostUkelyJ.Q look beqerJhan you ~-... 
. Advertising and public relations student Ericka·l)unlap garnered more national attention for UCP 
with her being crowned the 2004 Miss America. · . 
S7pt.10,2003 saw a group of s_tudents in Wackadoos, watching the pageant and cheenng on local · 
celebnty Dunlap. yYheo crowned Miss America,.Dunlap.iwas so visibly surprised she had to attempt to put -~ 
on her crown three times. She then glided down th_e run~ay with the.students back at UCF going crazy. 
Dunlap, who had_ bee~ crown~ t~e first-every black Miss Florida three months earlier, is a senior who has been a 
. student s_enator, a sister m the h1stoncally black sorority Delta Sigma Theta and a member of the President's 
leadership Council at UCF. Since being crowned, Dunlap has served as Grand Marshal of the UCF homecoming 
parade and. sang the national anthem before th.e big game. . . . . . _ . · 
.~ough shes taking ayear off ~~m her studi7s to ~Ifill her beauty-queen duties, Du~ap pl~ns hi retu~n to UCF to 
finish-0ff her bachelar's m.advert1smg and public -relations, then a master's in sports-and efltertainment law.-






N etworking Reception 
W edne sday, May 12th 
6 - 8 p.m. 
PLACE: The Citrus Club 
New Grad Special 
It's all about ... P ride. Tradition. People. 
Join the over 10,000 other UCF graduates and become 
a member of the UCF A lumni Association. 
RANDY'S PARTY STORE 
4831 E. COLONIAL DR.' 
NEXT TO SOUND ADVICE 
407·894·2424 
255 South Orange Avenue 
downtown Orlando 
•Open ONLY to UCF graduates 
• FREE to m embers of the Alumni Association 
and $25 for non-members 
• Bring resumes 
For more foformation and to RSVP 
contact the UCF Alumni Association 
at (407) UCF-ALUM 




Membership inc ludes: great benefits, d iscounts, and 
services, Pegasus magazine, inv itations to ·Social and 
networking events, career services through iplacement, 
discounted rates at the Recreation and W ellness 
For more details or t o sign up 
call (407) UCF-ALUM 
or connect anytime at 
www.ucfalumni.c.Jm. 
MON - FRI 
9:30om - 8pm 
SAT 
9;30om - 6pm 
SUN 
fax: 407-895-0436 
Check Out Orlando's Best 
Selection of Costumes & Accessories 




















Most likely to blow it ...,..,,.. ~1""---- .. ~ .... ·- ....  - ........... .........~ ........ " 
The 20~)3 seas9n was supposed to. be a !>anner year for UCF's football pr~rpm. Instead, the team's silver anniversary 
was tarnished by the suspension of four key players, while four others were lost to off-season injuries. 
'"Star quarterback Ry.an Schneider, center Cedric; Gagne-Marcouc and senior defensive tackle OeMarcus Johnson were 
suspended after they failed to obtain signed attehdance forms from their professors. . 
l In an interview with the Orlando Sentinel,Johnson revealed that hewas suspended due to improperly signed atten-• t 
dance slips. He admitted that he signed his own name in place of a professor's signature. I 
"They made a poor choice," said former football Ci.lach tVlike Kruciek: 1l)ey have tolive with the conseqlienCe'S."~ I 
Starting Cotnerback Om.ar ~aurence was suspended from the team in November after being charged, with. two . j 
counts of possession of a firearm on school property, grand theft of a firearm, possession of a firearm with the serial 1 
- -number removed and resisting an officerwithout violence. · - w ~- -· " · "' ·1· 
· Before the season, the team lost four key players due to injury: defensive end Rashad Jeanty, tight end Michael , 
· · Gaines,linebackerChadMascoeandfullback'AndreallCurry. ·~- ' " - ·· · · 1'.' 
Freshm~'l Dan Yeenstra was al~o su~pende(I durin..g the season - though the offensi11.e lineman only rec~yeq a ~ __ 
one-game punishment Veenstra sat out on the game against Eastern Michigan, in which UCF lost 19 to 13. 
- · · -. -~. - ~ "' · - TEJ OKUN -
-----~ --~--~~\ ·1ments ,. . d +udents ___ .,,..,..,. .... '1' th . wn med1ca al ,.. 
Most \\ke\yJo .~!. -~~~ i~;iie9~ t'h; nation to ~~P-~~d~~~~~~ a ~:~-site and tneri receive 
. --r._ ;;~.-;rogra~ m~de UCF th~ebMed, lets students ~~ter t\\eir symp "' . .. - • . ,,.,.,, .. -ufel on \ 
. time This program, titled14n of their condition. - the system easily and sec Y 
, at any . . . ett-care and the µtgency i: Students can access . - .,. ,, 
J t mated adv1ee on s . d ven days a wee..... - - d" I .. ' au ,q -~ ·: -:\ ble 24 hours a ay, se ""'"'"""·- - . t director for mica \ Best of al\, it's ava1 a -- - - ~' 'd •i·1c"ael l)eichen,ass1stan _, .. - -- ~ · , - nths sa1 "'' .11 ,.~-
i ., ~ and.off camP.~5· - - - • 1 ooo to 2,000 hits per mo ' -- -··- - -·r nus M· ... 
'II ''Webelie~ewearehavmg '. --- ~·· 1aunch24nWebtf\3~q_ll.~i:;;,.:nd -
~ · · ''":s~~ices:a~ 5tud~nt ~~aci~J~;~~~ _~hie!' crealej~h~~~~~re!~arch-onente~s~o~ a~~;~~i~:e and . ~ 
? ~~~~;~~t~ent body,·compreh~n;~~~~~~:f ~a~~erin th\s~enture," said Scott e m , d t \'\~alth - ~\ 
roxim\ty,.to OSHl's headquarters ma e 1:0 offerimproved access to St~ ~~iTication of . \' 
.. ~ed\caldirectorofDSHIS~~~t1TOSHISystems.1hepartnd.~rs:so~ducedmedica\~0~2~d~!!Y 1~ ~· ~· - ~ \ 
l:l(Fhas-athree-yearco1'.uu b tn' umerousrnedica\co~ itl~ '...-· - ~1 d d t1ona ou . - ......., - " - ·-- i 
Services, ~nha~ce ~ ~~-- • ·-- '1f. shs.u.cf.edu. ~· ~ - - _ NASEEM SOWll 
cerfainaiseases. W bMed b~lpgging. on to nttp lfl'JJY'-· 
. StudentscanJ.1se.24n e 
---\---·---·----~-
. I 
Most likely to waste everyone's time 
A student senator, Nick Merolle, made UCF history by delivering the first filibuster ever' at a Senate meeting. 
For 15 minutes, he read the Declaration of Independence - with signatures - repeatedly, in order to stop a vote 
on the Patriot Act resolution. · 
The controversy began when, on Jan. 22, the resolution against Patriot Act provisions was brought before the 
Senate. It was discussed until 10:45 p.m., leaving only 15 minutes left until the mandated time to adjourn.That's 
when the filibuster began. ·• " . 
'We need to talk about (the resolution] fully and we need to consider it without the constraint of time," Merolle 
later explained."An uneducated vote Would have occurred with only 15 minutes left in the meeting." 
Ironically, he read from a pamphlet handed out at the meeting by a student who supported the resolution. The 
pamphlet was meant to point out to senators how the Patriot Act infringed on individual's constitutional rights. 
When Merolle exhausted his five-minute time limit, Sen. Keith Rea gave him his speaking time to Merolle. Sen. 
Michael Henry then donated his time as well as allowing Merolle to complete the reading, with signatures, before 
starting over . 
In fact, the speaker of the Senate, Pete Cimino, had to take the final roll call above Merolle's voice in order to end the 
meeting in time. 
One senator called the intentional tiine-waster"ridiculous," and Sen. Rachel Olander, a sponsor of the bill, was upset 
about the purposeful delay. 
"Rather than wast~everyone's time, address an issue," she later said."l've never heard of this being done, with 
things people agreed with or disagreed with.'' . 
- HEIDI A. DE VRIES 
Most ·likely to ·need student support . 
M After being told to cut $30,000 from its budget last semester, the !Jniv_ersity's Writing Center considered shutting 
down. Instead, it had to trim its staff and the services it offered to students . 
Amo,ng the cuts, the center stopped:printing helpful handouts, and students were no longer allowed to prtnt out 
drafts of their papers. , 
Staff membe~,also predicted severe cuts in pperating hours during the spring and summer semesters. 
A student uprising soon followed. The plight of the Writing Center was brought up at two student rallies and 
. during February's open forum meeting with UCF's biggest decision makers. ' 
Apparently, those concerns have brought about some changes. 
"We are doing better budget-wise," said Beth Young, director of the Writing Center."The administration 
recognized our need and restored a good part of our budget." 
In fact, the center brought back more support staff, is now .able to stay open during the weekends and will be 
open during the summer. 
"I really appreciate the support of the administration, and the Central Florida Future for publicizing this.issue," 
Young said. . _ 
That's good news to many of UCF's English and writing professors. They believe that-[Jlany students haven't had 
enough training to hone their skills, which has caused an epidemic of bad writing afuniversities. · 
In any case, the Writing Center's future looks brighter now. It will continue to be a haven for students - whether 
undergrad1Jates or graduate students - seeking to improve their writing skills and general educational 
performance. ~ 
- NASEEM SOWTI 
• 
I 
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· University Writing Center 
Finals Week Operating Hours 
Walk-In Hours 
Monday only 
JOa.m. - 2p.m. 
·Regular Hours 
Tuesday - Thursday 
~ 9a.m. - 5p.m . 
Friday 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
http://www.uwc.ucf.edu 
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SOCIETY AND TECHNOLOGY 
For more information on the Management 
Information Systems Minor - visit the MIS 
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OUR STANCE 
Taking a look at 
the past year 
U CF has been in the news for a lot, of things this year. 
It was mentioned hun-
dreds of times on national tele-
vision stations when Miss 
America was crowned. The 
basketball team made every fan 
proud by making it to the 
NCAA Tournament after a 
great season. Most Extreme 
Elimination Challenge provided 
the chance for UCF students to 
make fools of themselves on 
cable television. UCF was able 
to obtain a former "Coach of 
the Year" to lead the football 
team next season. 
UCF has also been national-
ly embarrassed because of 
some controversies and upsets. 
The sports department fired 
football Coach Mike Kruczek 
after the football players made 
fans cry with scandals involv-
ing forged papers, skipping 
classes and guns, all after a 
depressing, losing season. A 
budget crisis rocked the aca-
demic world, making it hard for 
some students to get into the 
classes they wanted. Some 
small classes were dropped 
entirely. Students protested 
President John Hitt's enormous 
administrative pay raises dur-
ing a time when UCF couldn't 
keep its Writing Center open, 
and teachers were passed over 
for monetary recognition. Miss 
UCF and Homecoming Queen, 
Katie Noland, had to step down 
from both positions. President · 
Hitt was attacked for wearing a 
synthetic hairpiece that some 
took as racist. Greek life 
became a national spectacle 
because of a few hazing inci-
dents at UCF. 
It's easy to remember the 
bad, and allow it to overshadow 
all the positive things that hap-
pened this year. When our · 
graduating seniors look back on 
this year, what will be remem-
bered, reminisced or· regretted? 
All these events, the positive 
and the negative, are worth 
remembering. But a single one 
does not make 2003-2004 what 
it was. This last school year 
was tumultuous and crazy, but 
it was also a learning experi-
ence for us all. 
Every success story and tale 
of woe this year has added to 
what each Golden Knight is. l 
The students cannot be defined 
by any particular event, but 
they can take the varied experi-
ences the student body has had 
throughout the year and apply 
those to themselves. Every 
event allows us an opportunit}r 
to grow. 
- Almost all of the positive 
things that have happened this 
OUR STANCE 
year have added a little more 
recognition for the university, 
making that paper the diploma 
is written on worth that much 
more. UCF is the fastest-grow-
ing university in Florida for a 
reason, and that's because it 
produces fabulous people and 
events. The Knights' basketball 
team 'showed that UCF was a 
force to be reckoned with, even 
in the area of sports. The budg-
et crisis showed us what's 
important in business - the 
managers, even if the grunts do 
all the work. The loss of two 
crowns by one person showed 
us all: Before choosing some-
one for a project, check out 
their record of dependability. 
Afrogate taught us all that 
there's such a thing as being too 
politically correct for your own 
good. The multiple hazing inci-
dents taught us that there's 
such a thing as being too stupid 
for your own good. 
When remembering this 
year, don't think in the negative. 
Try to remember the lessons 
presented this year and how 
they can apply to your future 
positions in life. Everything 
that happens has an opportuni-
ty to affect us in some way, the 
result is how we choose to 
allow each event to touch and 
shape our lives. 
Saving the E~ is 
deadly serious 
I magine a world where you can no longer breathe. You 
can't, because death tran-
scends imagination. It's just the 
end of days. That's it. It's over. 
No more clubbing at Icon. 
That's what could happen if 
we allow ourselves to stay the 
course in dealing with how the 
world works - especially 
when it comes to how we affect 
the Earth's health. · 
The world works the way 
you work. If you don't care 
about what you're doing to neg-
atively affect the world around 
you, then you're hurting every-
body you care about, because 
they need to breathe, too. 
We need a lot more money 
to go toward keeping us from 
destroying ourselves. As an 
unfortunate byproduct of our 
advances in technology, the 
world around us is becoming 
uglier, less safe and more self-
destructive, and we need to do 
something about it. 
The U.S. Commission on 
Ocean Policy pleaded with 
·President George W. Bush 
Tuesday to increase funding for 
ocean research - not because 
the commission is crazy, but 
because it realizes we're in a 
race against time. 
Right now, we're decimating . 
the world's ecological balance. 
You don't have to go far to see 
it either. 
reefs full of life - the pretty 
stuff that keeps you dreaming 
of the beach. That's gone now; 
or at least a lot of it is. Fish 
populations in the reefs off the 
Florida coast have been dying 
off or leaving due to water con-
tamination. Fish don't swim 
near the Keys so much these 
days, noticeably so compared 
to even 10 years ago. If we stay 
the course, the ocean's decline 
may be the beginning of the 
end. 
How does the ocean have 
anything to do with you? It all 
comes down to a tiny plant 
called phytoplankton. It's so 
small that you can barely see it, 
but it provides much of the 
oxygen you breathe. With cur-
rent pollution levels turning the 
ocean into an international. 
sewer, the plankton may be in 
trouble, and it's going to be 
harder to breathe in the future 
without them. 
In the last 25 years, the fed-
eral budget for oceanic 
research has dropped to half of 
what it started with. It's still a 
lot of money - $650 million 
per year - put it pales in com-
parison to defense spending, 
which doesn't do much to keep 
the oceans clean. 
That's a stigma that has to 
be broken, because no matter 
how weak and sensitive you 
think environmental activists 
are now, they might be saving 
your ass. 
The environment doesn't 
just affect the people who care, 
it affects everybody. It just isn't 
immediate enough of a threat 
to justify the attention of those 
with less time on their hands 
for caring about that cigarette 
they casually threw on the 
ground. 
When you see something on 
TV or in the newspaper about 
an environmental law being · 
proposed, take it as a challenge. 
Don't be lazy about it. Do 
something. Convince your 
friends not to litter. Join an 
environmental cleanup effort. 
Get your Greek organization to 
adopt a road and clean it up. If 
you've got five minutes, iook up 
your local congressman's e-
mail address, and tell them 
you're behind it. 
College is a time to find 
yourself, and tell people what 
you believe. Believe it or not, 
nobody wants to destroy the 
planet, but it takes courage to 
say you want to fight for a 
future worth living in. If every-
body does it, it's one hell of a 
powerful voice for change. 
If you want to be breathing 
for another 60 years, get on the 
boat. It's time to start caring 
about the world. After all, you'd 
be dead if the world was as 
careless toward humans as we 
Do you remember taking a 
trip to the Florida Keys as a kid 
with your family? Snorkeling 
off the shore, you saw amazing 
colorful fish, bright, vibrant 
Unfortunately, during that 
period of time, likely due to a 
backlash resulting from the hip-
pie movement in the 1960s, 
concern for the environment 
has also become a socially 
maligned issue, relegated to 
jokes and neo-hippie stereo- . 
types. • · are toward it. 
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READER VIEWS 
Assault Weapons Ban a placebo 
In reference to the April 19 editorial "NRA 
nuts to ignore assault weapons": First of all, I 
have no defense for the heartless comments 
made toward Tom Mauser at the NRA con-
vention. It is irresponsible to infer that these 
sentiments are those held by most gun own-
ers. We mourned and wept for the loss of 
those students every bit as much as anyone 
else. 
However, there was a logical disconnect 
between the conclusions drawn by the article 
and reality. The article implies that renewing 
the 1994 Assault Weapons Ban (AWB) will 
prevent tragedies like Columbine in the 
future. What it failed to mention was that 
when Columbine happened, the A~ had 
already been in effect for more than four 
years. I don't understand how renewing a law 
that didn't work the last time will somehow 
work next time. 
The greatest advantage the anti-gun lobby 
has is the common false perception that the 
term "assault weapon" refers to fully auto-
matic machine guns. With the 1994 A WB leg-
islation, the term applied to all rifles that 
resemble automatic.military weapons, 
regardless of how they mechanically operate. 
Make no mistake about it, the A WB is 
every bit as cosmetic as the features it bans. 
It was petty appeasement of the vocal anti-
gun lobby, and a closer inspection of the law 
itself proves that it really doesn't do much of 
anything to prevent gun crime. 
FBI statistics routinely show that "assault 
rifles" are used in less than 3 percent of all 
gun crimes. They are relatively complicated 
to use and not at all concealable. They are 
not the weapon of choice of violent crimi-
nals, and never have been. 
I have a problem with the editorial's claim 
that owning such a firearm is as dangerous 
as, "owning five pit bulls and keeping them in 
the backyard." Guns are not sentient beings 
that are bred to tear their prey to shreds. 
They are inanimate objects that do nothing 
until someone makes them. 
"Military-style" semi-automatic rifles 
actually do serve a civilian sporting purpose. 
They are lightweight and comfortable to 
shoot, and the ammunition for them is plenti-
ful and cheap. I reject the notion that these 
weapons are somehow more powerful than 
"legitimate" hunting rifles, when in reality 
the ammunition they use is considerably less 
powerful. Weapons classified as "assault 
rifles" do not fire any faster than any other 
semi-automatic firearm: one shot per trigger 
pull. The AWB did notably make grenade 
launchers and silencer mounts illegal, how-
ever one must question the point of this con-
sidering that grenades and silencers were 
already heavily regulated to begin with. 
What it comes down to is that members 
of Congress decided that some rifles are too 
scary-looking for Americans to own. Don't 
take my word for it, look up the law yourself 
and dra~ your own conclusions. Don't be 
fooled into thinking that the A WB keeps 
machine guns out of criminals' hands. 
- EDWARD MORRIS 
'Conventi.onat'·guns just as lethal 
"The weapons' menacmg looks, coupled 
with the public's confusion over fully auto-
matic machine guns versus semiautomatic 
assault weapons -:- anything that looks like a 
machine gun is assumed to be a machine gun 
- can only increase that chance of public 
support for restrictions on these weapons." 
- Josh Sugarmann, Violence Policy Center 
Referring to the April 19 editorial "NRA 
nuts to ignore assault weapons": As men-
tioned in the above quote, it appears the 
author of this article was confused as to what 
"assault weapons" truly are. 
The author wrote: "Mauser was trying to 
prevent rampages such as Columbine from 
being deadlier than more 'conventional' guns 
would make them. If Harris and Klebold did 
not have access to assault weapons, fewer 
kids may have died when they started ~hoot-. ,, ~ mg. . 
What is a "conventional" gun? He even · 
emphasized it with quotation marks, yet 
failed to define what it means. Harris and 
Klebold were armed with semi-automatic 
weapons. One of those weapons, for exam- , 
ple, was a Tec-9, which fires the same bullets ¥~­
(9mm) at the same rate - one shot per trig-. 
ger pull - as many "conventional" handgilns. 
Magazines holding a high number of bullets 
(anywhere from 10 up to 30) are available for. 
both the Tec-9 and "conventional" handguns, 
Another weapon used in the Columbine -
shooting was a type of semi-automatic rifle, " 
Again, one shot per trigger pull, like a "cori- - < 
ventional" handgun. How would the results ~ 
have been any different that day if Harris and 
Klebold were an:p.ed only with handguns? , , f.l 
Perhaps another student from another 
university can help in laying out the facts : ·; 
about "assault" weapons for the author of the 
aforementioned article. It's usually a good v 
idea, as journalists, to seek facts and have aµ 
understanding of a subject before reporting 
~bout it. 
http:/ /www.dailytrojan.com/news/2004/0 , 
3/25/0pinions/Weapons.Ban.Purely.Cosmet- •. 
ic-640680.shtrnl 
- RAYW. ~ 
LOS ANGELES, CA 
Agriculture shares anti.biotic blame ~ 
Naseem Sowti's article "Drug-resistant 
bacteria alarming scientists" in the April 15 
issue of the Future noted the important and . 
dangerous appearance of antibiotic-resistant "') bacteria 
Unfortunately, there is no mention of the . 
article of the largest use of antibiotics in · ~ 
America: agriculture. Over half of all antibi-
otics used in America are fed to farmed ani-
mals raised in intensive confinement. The . 
antibiotics are used both to control diseases . 
that would otherwise devastate the animal · 
populations and to induce insanely fast 
f) 
growth. . 
It is very likely that this widespread, irre- : . 
sponsible use of antibiotics has contributed · ~ 
to the emergence of these "superbacteria" . 
The cruelty animals suffer in modem agri- · . 
culture and the suffering of humans go hanci: 
in-hand. We can do ourselves and animals a . 
great service by eliminating the intensive · 
confinement of animals raised for food 
There is a group on campus, BARC, that is t) 
working to educate students on such issues; · 
and I encourage everyone to visit their Weo 
site at http://www.barcdontbite.org. - · • 
- DANIEL HOLBEffi 
Student 'pegs' universio/ problem . ·. 
I was having a smoke earlier today while: · 
pondering my up-and-coming graduation. .. 
"Finally," I thought, "just one more fmal or "'~ · 
two, and I'll be finished. Four years of my life ' 
and a debt, but I'll have my degree." And then': 
I wondered, "Now what?" Ahead is the result : 
of this little question, my view of the relation-: 
.ship between college and business. ~ 
College. Here we have an institution 
where students pay an organization to "edu-
cate" them on matters regarding the ruodem ·~ 
C)t 
. world Today the modem world happens to 
preach money and materialism. This is a 
wonderful place for businesses to thrive! 
Over four (or more) years the student 
becomes accustomed to a relatively relaxed 
environment "Enjoy yourself while you're 
young," they say, and many take this as 
advice to go out and spend money. Party with ,., 
friends, enjoy the moment. 
Now, four years later, a product is made. 
This product is you, the (relatively) happy, 
(relatively) hard-working American that 
wants to go out into the work force and make 
money so you can buy all the stuff you have 
been waiting to buy. The reason you gave the \I 
institution money to "educate" you is so you 
can get a job eventually, right? You paid just 
as much as the Greek, the athlete, the parking 
servi,ces worker - you should have an equal 
shot at a job, right? You have this piece of 
paper that says you've spent time at this uni-
versity! 
Here coi;nes business. Now, suddenly, the 
institution is turned into a supermarket with 
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A 11 ~ 
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an i?ventory of workers. For a certain price, a 
busmess can buy students up like pieces of 
• • gum. A salary of $50,000 is loose change to the 
.qusiness as a whole. Here's the student, degree 
:i!i hand, saying, "Here's this thing saying I've 
{spent four years of my life learning about the 
' stuff you do. Will you give me money to do that 
; stuff for you?" And the business can judge your 
.entire life - or at least the past couple years of 
•• ~it-to see if you're a good buy. Features are a 
:plus here: Volunteer work, extra profects, 
:~grades, etc. are going to figure in to whether or 
.not your set of features will work for the duty 
;: the business needs. And if you happen to be the 
: square peg for the square hole, then barn, you 
:·have a job. 
; But what of the other people? The ones that 
•• 
1:were round pegs or hexagon pegs? They 
,:weren't good enough for the business, so 
;they're put back on the shelf. Some day, another 
H ·:business might wander in and ·pick up the 
;round peg because it has a round hole. But until 
: then, all the other pegs will sit there and get no 
:use. NONE will be used unless the business 
-. ; buys them, and they won't be bought unless 
·they fit the hole the business wants to fill. 
<I realized I didn't want to be a peg. There's · 
·;much more to me than that. So I put out my 
.- ·~joµit and went to think of a better way to do it. 
- TERRY MCKENZIE 
.. Indie review misses the picture 
After reluctantly picking up another issue of 
the indie, I was excited to see an attractive 
• photo spread and a review of Hellboy. However, 
I was disappointed to read that your staff 
writer, Michael Lawrence, thought so poorly of 
it. 
tit,; The review itself left out vital perks in the 
film. I could not believe you did not mention 
the superb makeup and costuming. One of the 
strongest features of the film was Ron Perl-
• m<µl'S transformation into Hellboy. Kroenen's 
body makeup and costume was deliciously 
gruesome and unique! And what of the visual 
._ effects? I coul.d barely tell when Samuel was a 
body costume and when it was computer 
graphics. 
The CG Russian graveyard was fantastic!· 
• This movie had a large budget, and it's impor-
tant to mention more than just what the other 
reviews have to offer, which have been a quick, 
3 l 
• 
obvious synopsis and complaints. There's more 
that goes into a movie than just the screenplay. 
I particularly thwght the music in the film 
was an interesting mix - your review failed to 
mention how the haunting song "We'll Meet 
Again" (Vera Lynn) set the mood for Professor 
Broom's death. A fantastic selection to set a 
chilling mood. The closing credits had a whim-
sical theme that seemed to tie in with Hellboy's 
character nicely. 
Another point the writer failed to grasp was 
how nicely the characters' personalities were 
developed on screen. Hellboy, in particular, was 
shown to us rather convincingly. Not only is he 
a macho superhero, he has a sense of humor 
and real, believable emotions. The writers kept 
him in character, even during what your writer 
deemed "love scenes." 
The dialogue during these scenes was true 
to character and believable, as well. 
In closing, I suppose everyone has his own 
opinions of what makes a movie ''worth watch-
ing." However, this particular film covered all 
the entertainment bases, and it did what 
movies are supposed to do: entertain. 
I may just take that tidbit on the cover this 
week to heart: ''Don't ever take advice from the 
in die." 
- BRENNA MARTIN 
SOPHOMORE 
GrouP. sex, S&M OK with indie staff 
Whlle reading and occasionally chuckling at 
the April 15 edition of the indie, I decided to 
take a chance on how much of a prude I am, 
and ·read the sex column. Then I just sat there ' 
for a few moments wondering if any of you 
people actually live in the real world. It would 
seem as though you don't. 
I don't think you have to be as uptight as me 
to be offended by the utter trash put on diSplay 
in that column. It is one thing to answer real 
questions about sex. and another thing to 
actively promote' group sex and S&M. 
So here's a question for you, Futu~e: If I or 
anybody else came out and said, "Hey, are you . 
a strong supporter of groµp sex and S&M?" 
would you answer yes, or no? If you answer 
·yes, then you pretty much just shot away all 
credibility with anybody who even has half of a 
conscious left. If you say no, then you obviously 
don't want anything to do with your own staff. 
Which is it? 
- CHRISTOPHER MILLER 
Waterford Lakes Town Center 





Must present coupon. First-time guest 
One per customer. Local residents only. 
---------------------State-of-the-Art ETS 10, 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds 
sunless Express Spa • Facial/Shoulder Tanners 
Free Skin T11Pe Analvsis • All Beds Air conditioned with CD/Radio 
12000 COiiegiate wav 11651 UniVersnv Boulevard 11801 High Tech Avenue 
401-211-1616 401-513-9000 401-243-6100 
• 123 Spacious Rooms • 99 Fully Equipped Suites • 105 Fully Equipped Suites 
w/double Beds in 
Most Rooms • Complimentary Full Breakfast • Full Cable with Showtime 
Buffet 
• Courtyard Cafe Open for • Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ 
Breakfast Daily • Complimentary Social Hour Area 
• Outdoor Heated Pool 
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p 
• Limited Maid Service 
and Jacuzzi • Daily Housekeeping Service 
• Pet Friendly 
• 2 Meeting Rooms for • Room Service by Pizzeria 
up to 40 People Uno's Restaurant 





car Wash Wilh ,. 
· Oil Chanuel · 1. . 
I 
Just off the corner of 
University and Goldenrod. 
~!4 Uhiversity Blvd 
J 
East ~larial Drive 1~ 
We are thejiffy Lube Franchise of the Year! 
·-------------------------------· 
Jiffy Lube signature oil change 
• Change oil with 
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts 
• Install new oil filter 
• Check air filter 
• Check wiper blades 
• Vacuum interior floors 
• Wash exterior 
windows 
• Check brake 
fluid level 
• Lubricate chassis 
as required 
• Check & fill transmis-
sion I transaxel fluid 
·Check & fill 
differential fluid 
• Check & fill power 
steering fluid 
• Check & fill windshield 
washer fluid 
• Check & fill battery 
as required 





Free Fluid Refills 
Between Services! 
Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be presented 
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles. 
• - - - - - - - . - - i - ·· ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
' . 
cy would like to remind graduating students 
i 
or students not enrolled in summer .classes, if you will be 
ne(tding t~ refill prescriptions over the summer and do not 
u.se. a prescription card when paying you will need to refill 
·those. prescriptions by April 30, 2004 
' 
SrudENT HEAl1k SER~CES 
Located in the Student Health Center 
Any questions please call us at 
407-823-MEDS 
. (6337) 
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A UCF Survival Guide i . '• )) Jl 
Bookstore 
- Get your new & used t~xts 
- Buy your UCF spirit 
merchandise here! 
1 
- Enjoy Starbucks Coffee · 
1 - Study at the Cyber Cafe 
, I 
I John T. Washington Center :> 




I ' ~~ \,;'{,,~ . - All-you-can-eat v; \j':><.. "" ..... '?}:· 
14' ' 'S 0"" 
~ - Huge Selection '?-
I . - Meal Plans for Residents, 
I Commuters, Faculty, 
and Staff . 
Buiding 70 - Marketplace Dining 
www.ucfdining.com www.businessservices.ucf.edu 
£.S~ 
S 5~~\j\.;€ ;'\"S, 
I. 
OfficePlus 1 »JJ 
- Ship your Fed-Ex package 1 .,. . 
- Buy your stamps here J . u 
- We'll receive your package : " 
John T. Washington Center . 
1 
www.ucfofficeplus.com ~\)fO~,"\ )))) 
407-823-2780 ~"'\ ~~o~ "'(1. t>o~ I 
d'\,\. '1-J ·~ so~~..., -5'>3 I :;Jl 
..., ov ci,..G'c.. r> y.o\i.. ~~f(\ 
· ~~\'~~~O·~~sc~ I 
~f'\. "\\-'\~ . . . I y )) 
I -ii 
· UCF Card 
I 
It's Your ID AND. Cash Card ·:J) 
-Your ticket to: 
- Library 
- Rec Center 
- UCF Events 
- Use at: 
- Campus vendors 
- Vending Machines 
- Many morel 
- SunTrust ATM Card 
·. ucps.USINESS us~~~~s~5~,._ff . \lJ ~ ~~t> John T. Washington 9enter 
I · · SERVICES s'E.~,._cu\.~f'VCf° · www.ucfcard.ucf.edu 
I . ______________________ _ ____ . ____ . ___ I
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losses by UCF 




Runs allowed by UCF 




Earned run allowed 
by UCF pitchers 
against USF Tuesday 
'I night. 
Briefs. 
Fresh off its second-






UCF women's rowing 
varsity 8+ team 
nabbed another 
runner-up spot at 
' the Southern Intercollegiate 
Rowing Association 
championships this 
past weekend. The 
varsity 4+ team 





.., ., ,. 
Baseball hosts Troy 
State for a 
doubleheader at 4 
.':J p'.m~Saturday at Jay 
Betgman Field. The 
Knjgpts play TSU 
aga in at 6 p.m. on 
Sunaay ... Softball 
refiirns to action at 
2:3o:p.m. Tuesday, as 
Stetson comes to 




"We've got finals 
coming up and 
we've got to get 
ready for some 
things there, but we 
need a heck of an 
n offseason program 
as far as just 
maturity wise and 
getting bigger and 
stronger and doing 
the right things th is 
summer." 
• ·-UCF FOOTBALl 
) ' COACH GEORGE 
O'LEARY ON THE TIME 
Off BEFORETHE 
PRE SEASON 
"I think as long as 
we get better each 
game. That's what 
I'm looking at." 




Forget the conference _awards, it's these 
imaginary trophies that really ·matter 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Sports Editor 
It's not an exact science. In fact, it's 
not reany a science at all. 
· Much like 13-year-old girls have 
their slam books .in high school, UCF 
athletics is always in need of a few 
superlative awards. Maybe it's because 
UCF can't stop winning, or maybe it's 
just because we're bored. Either way, 
this semester has seen quite a few high 
points, while the low points have sur-
prisingly been rare. 
Playing the Dr. Jekyll to last fall's Mr. 
Hyde, this spring has brought a breath . 
of fresh air to UCF athletics. Four 
Atlantic Sun championships so far, a 
Cinderella basketball team and a new 
era in football highlight this spring's 
Knightys, WJ.iile most UCF student-
athleteshave tasted victory.this spring, 
not all of them can win Knightys. 
For the honor, the bragging rights 
and the admiration of the tens of thou-
sands of their peers, here are this 
semester's Knighty winners: 
Coach most in need of a hug: 
George O'Leary 
Word has spread throughout the land 
of UCF that new football Coach 
George O'Leary isn't putting 
up with any slacking. 
He's a no-funny-
business coach 
who has taken over 
a team that was 
nothirtg but a 
laughing stock last 
season. O'Leary 
doesn't deserve a 
hug because he seems 
mean or hard-nosed. 
He deserves the I 
embrace of every UCF 
fan just because he's 
here and he's going to 
make this piogram a 
winner. O'Leary made 
O'Leary his point t the.foot-
ball te~ in practice 
this spring, as he laid down some 
ground rules. Not only did he install 
25-second play clocks to keep the 
action continuously rolling, but he 
also told the staff no hats, no sun-
glasses and no other way. 
Most in need of a contract extension: 
Kirk Speraw 
63-29 over the past three seasons. 
That's Kir~ Speraw's record as the 
mastermind behintl UCF .'en's bas-
ketball. This season he 
led a rag-tag group of 
A-Sun underdogs 
straight through a con-
ference his team was 
picked to finish no bet-
ter than fourth in. Why 
is this a big achieve-
ment? Speraw has 
turned around a pro-
gram that seemed borderline extinct 
after the Knights turned in an 8-23 sea-
son only three years ago. This season, 
with the help of now·faunortal seniors 
Josh Bodden, Roberto Morentin and 
Dexter Lyons, Speraw took UCF into 
the national spotlight with a bid to the 
NCAA Tournament and a close loss to 
No. 8-ranked Pittsburgh. 
Best hair that won't cause a controversy: 
Gabriel Strangberg 
Strangberg 
It's a little bit Pippy 
Longstocking and a lit-
tle bit Coolio, but 
Gabriel Strangberg can 
pretty much wear his 
hair however he'd like 
as the senior helped 
lead the men's tennis 
team to its second-
consecutive A-Sun 
championship. Along-
side partner Rhett Rosen, Strangberg 
helped UCF dominate the doubles 
point throughout the Knights' season-
high 10-game winning streak, which 
included the A-Sun totl.mament. 
Freshman phenom: 
Josh Peppers 
This was the tough-
est race of any Knighty 
award, since baseball 
and softball have quite 
a few youngsters put-
ting up veteran num-
bers. Peppers, howev-
er, found his groove in 
the final few games of Peppers 
th~ regular season and 
the A-Sun tournament to help UCF 
secure its bid to the big dance. Unless 
the NCAA grants Dexter Lyons a few 
more years of eligibility just for being a 
great guy, Peppers is the heir to the fan-
favorite throne and men's basketball's 
next potential superstar. 
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTYS ON B4 
ILLUSTRATION BY JERROD ROCKHILL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Feaster's granny cements doubleheader sweep 
Freshman Casey 
Feaster hit a 
grand slam in 




to lead the 
Knights to a 
10-4 victory. UCF 
won the first 
game2-0. 
Softball sits in 
second place in 
A-Sun standings 
MATT DUNAWAY 
Senior Staff Writer , 
The UCF softball team com" 
pleted a 4-0 weekend at home, 
getting past Mercer 2-0 and 10-4 
on Sunday afternoon. The 
Knights have moved into sole · 
possession of second place for 
'the moment in the Atlantic Sun 
Conference. 
Game one opened with UCF 
taking a 1-0 lead on a two-out 
RBI single by second basemar:i 
Crystle Krafft with the bases 
loaded. 
"That's why we like her in 
the sixth spot," Manager Renee 
Luers-Gillispie said. "She is just · 
as powerful as Stephanie and 
Jania, and it's huge for her to 
produce, especially when teams 
walk Stephanie ;md Jania " 
"I love the pressure," Krafft 
said. '~d with two outs I was 
ready to hit." 
UCF tacked on another run 
in the fifth inning, and took a 2-
0 advantage when shortstop 
Stephanie Best ripped her A-
Sun-leading 16th home run of 
the seaso11. 
Pitcher Lindsey Enders went 
the distance for her seventh 
complete-game shutout of the 
season. Enders took a no-hitter 
into the seventh inning, but gave 
up two singles before getting 
right fielder Melissa Lett to 
ground out to end the game. 
"She is an anchor out there 
for us heading into May," Luers-
Gillispie said. "She's really 
stepped up and worked hard to 
be our lead pitcher out there." 
In game two the UCF offense 
exploded, and the Knights were 
able to take an early 2-0 lead in 
the first inning. An RBI triple by 
third baseman Bryttani Lind-
PLEASE SEE FAU ON BS 
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Freshman Taylor Meier earned his second loss of the season and second loss to USF after two errors paved the way for six runs for the Bulls. 
Errors· hand series win to Bulls . I 
·Pitching receives no 
. help from defense 
in rematch with USF 
FRANK KOSHEL . 
Staff Writer 
Taylor Meier wanted pay-
• back. 
Last week USF not only 
· handed Meier his first loss of 
· the season, but the Bulls 
racked up five runs in only 
. one and two-thirds innings. 
''You definitely want to get 
them back," said Meier. 
Tuesday night, Meier 
appeared to have his payback 
against the Bulls. However, 
costly errors turned an other-
wise flawless pitching per-
. formance into a 6-3 loss for 
UCF and Meier's second loss 
· of the season to the Bulls. 
.....,--.,,,.._,.,..,,,.,.,--;-,,.....,,,r,-::....,.-,;:-.,,,-~ 
Meier rebounded from 
last week's shaky perform-
ance with six and one-third 
. innings of shutout pitching. 
PHOTOS BY BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Right fielder Dee Brown, above, had two of the Knights' four hits against USF Tuesday night. 
Below, USF pitcher Daniel Albritton gave up only one run on one hit through six innings . 
The freshman gave up only 
four hits and struck out four. 
In the sixth inning, Meier ran 
into some bases-loaded trou-
. ble, however, two outs into 
· the inning he struck out USF 
coach Eddie Cardieri's son 
· Nick to get out of the jam. 
"With the bases loaded, it 
was a tight situation. Defi-
nitely [my biggest strikeout 
. of the season]," Meier said. 
The right-hander received 
· early run support from first 
baseman Dave Lambert, who 
hit a solo home run that 
. snuck just past the right field 
foul pole. "It just hit inside 
: the foul pole, it hung in there, 
the wind was blowing it 
. down. [USF starter Daniel 
· Albritton] hung a change-up 
and fortunately I kept the ball 
· fair," Lambert said. 
Lambert's bomb gave the 
: Knights a 1-0 lead heading 
· into the seventh inning, but 
: sloppy fielding cost UCF (32-
9) the nonconference series 
against the Bulls (26-13). 
Things got wacky after 
' Meier's departure in the sev-
. enth, though. USF · second 
baseman Mike Macaluso 
drove in Brian Biasley. Clay 
Timpner's attempt to throw 
Biasley out resulted in a poor 
throw, which led to USF cen-
ter fielder Jeremy Bellotti 
scoring from third base. After 
reliever Matt Rhodes got 
USF catcher Devin Ivany to 
hit a grounder to short with 
two outs in the inning, a 
throwing error by shortstop 
Chandler Rose allowed 
Macaluso to score and kept 
the inning alive for Brian 
Biasley's three-run dinger to 
left. 
"It was a circus of errors 
that all happened at one ti.ine. 
It was a very ugly game. We 
just siilply gave them six 
runs," Bergman said. "What 
disappointed me the most is 
the way we gave them the 
runs in the sixth inning, and 
then we came back in the 
seventh and eighth inning 
and we didn't get anything of 
any value offensively, what-
soever ... that's very disap-
pointing," Bergman said. 
UCF would rally in the 
• floSl!~fiP.!r~ark ~ 
Waterford Lakes 
"A Full Service Florist" 
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY 
5689 Red Bug Lake Rd. 10069 University BJvd. 711 N. Alafaya Trai l 
Winter Springs, FL 32708 Orlando, FL 3281 7 Orlando, FL 32828 
Phone 407-740-0018 Phone 407-679-5144 Phone 407-281-7666 
Fax 407-740-0096 Fax 407-679-6787 Fax 407-281 -8005 
1-888-548-7484 1-800-827-1097 1-866-41 5-9554 
Stop by, call, or visit us on11;,he! www.allinbloom.com 
bottom of the ninth, scoring 
two runs before Bulls pitcher 
Matt Ingram struck out pinch 
hitter Drake Wade, who had 
taken the pitch. trying to get 
the tying run to the plate. · 
"They gave us a chance to 
get back in the ballgame," 
Bergman said of the Knights' 
ninth-inning i:ally. USF (26-
13) now leads the all-time 
series 44-42. 
The Knights have a 10-day 
lay-off before their next 
series with Atlantic Sun rival 
Troy State. 
"Every series you play is 
important, I don't think 
there's anyone more impor-
tant than the other. The most 
important series is the next 
series we play, and that's with 
Troy State,"· Bergman said. 
15% Discount with UCF 
Student or Faculty ID! 
We service to ALL parts of the 
country! "Same Day ~elivery'' 
Wire service or Delivery available 
over pho e with major Credit Card 
(wire and Nery service excludes discount) 
These individuals have been selected from 
our essay .contest to win free textbooks 
for a yearl This annual contest* selects 
two students from each college who ~nter a 
250 word essay entitled "If I were a book, 
my title would be ..• " 
Congratulations to the 10 winners! 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Deborah DiazGranados 
Zachary Hughes 
College. of Health and Public Affairs 
Sara Fuhrman 
Julie Taylor 
College of Education 
Alba Palenzuela 
Dawn Aiello 
College_ of Business Administarion 
Polya Barba 
WHliam Wells 







*Contest is held every spring semester. See bookstore representative for details . 
The Sports Marketing unit of the UCF 
Athletics Association, Inc. is now · ~ 
accepting resumes for internships for · 
the fall semester. If you are interested 
in a career in sports marketing, this 
.is the best way to get experience for 
your resume and help out your school · 
at the same time. 
For more information or to send · 
your resume, please email 
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- CASH FOR BOOKS -
IT COULDN'T BE EASIER 
GET UP TO 50% BACK FOR TEXTBOOKS 
IF THE THEY ARE BEING USED AGAIN NEXT TERM. 
INCREASE THE SUPPLY OF USED TEXTBOOKS. 
MORE MONEY BACK+MORE USED TEXTBOOKS= 







' ' . 
Bookstore 
\ 
•· Your On-campus Store 
You said, ''MORE MEAT!'' Vie say, ''LET'S EAT!'' 
. . 
If there's one thing every college student needs, it's a big sandwich. Well, the sandwiches at Crispers are now bigger -
and better - than ever. · 
Announcing ... the Great Sandwich Expansion! It's our highly successful effort to build you a bigger sandwich, 
piled high with th~ greatest gourmet ingredients and flavors. In fact, Crispers deli sliced sandwiches now have 
50% MORE MEAT. So ... let's eat! 
We've expanded our selection, too ... with FOUR NEW SANDWICHES built on our delicious focaccia 
rolls and bread. Try the Asiago Beef ... Northern ltalian ... Southwest Chicken ... or Tropical Chicken for 
flavors that'll make you open wide. 
Hungry? REALLY hungry? Bring in the coupons and SAVE on any Crispers sandwich ... including our 




· \ '°"H >ACAD' AND .UCH 
436 & UNIVERSITY 
391 SOUTH SEMORAN 
WINTER PARK 
ph (407) 673-4100 
WATERFORD LAKES 
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL 
ORLANDO 
ph (407) 482-4727 
. ' ·-------------------------------------· ;: S 1'V ,E $2 : FREE Focaccia~! : . ~~ ~ I Purchase any bowl of soup or chowder, I 
~ .I Bring in this coupon and SAVE $2~.-· ( .··: .·. ~· or a~y garden-fresh sa.lad over $4, and < 1 
; I on any Crispers sandwich ~~-.... , . ·· >~~I r~ce.1ve. a FREE focacc1a rol~-. ·.... .. ..  · _ I 
. I over $4. ( :' . · ~2~~1 with this coupon. ... .... . ... "·:_.· ·., I . ~~~"' ....... ~: I . ~\l ·  ~ ONE FREE FOCACCIA ·. , ".. . .... ... .. . · 
; LIMIT ONE OFFER PER COUPON. . ROLL.PER COUPON. "· .... :- ·.. I 
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Knighty awardS bring fame ·but not fortUne 
J 
Best pitcher in the universe: 
Taylor Sawyer 
Well, she'd 
· have to be to 
strike out the 
sports editor of 
the Future not 
once but twice 
in a single exhi-
bition game. 
Sawye~ 
Player m~st li~ely to make 
an opposing pitcher ay: 
Stephanie Best 
She has a .474 
batting average. 
She has 16 home 
runs, 12 doubles 
and 47 RBis. If it 
weren't for Jania 
Shinhoster's 
three triples, 
Best would lead Best 
the Knights in 
every single offensive category. 
She's only a junior. Forget 
BALCO, this girl is 100 percent, 
· all-natural talent 
Biggest robbery: 
becomes the first-ever two-time 
winner of the prestigious award 
Lyons won in the fall for best hair. 
Best athlete you've probably never 
heard of: Barry Roof 
While me,n's 
golf typically flies 
under the radar 
· at UCF, most of 
Barry Roof's tee 
shots have been 
spotted by 
NORAD. Roof 
spent five years R~of 
away from golf, 
playing baseball. 
Roof transferreq to UCF, picked 
up his driver and hasn't looked 
back, leadiiig the team the past 
two seasons in scoring. 
Greatest moment of the spring: 
Ben Stout scores at home 
after an impressive spring prac.i: ~ 
tice. O'Leary has made it clear ! 
that he won't choose a starting t-
quarterback until the preseaso~ 1 
however, a controversy betweeq : 
Connell and Steven Moffe~ ··" 
could be in the cards. .J 
j 
Most outstanding twin brothers: 
Ryan and Kyle Bono 
OK, so they're the only twin 
brother student-athletes at UCF. 
Nevertheless, 
they've played an 
essential role in 
UCF baseball's 
success so far this 
season. Ryan is 
carrying a .323 
batting average 
with ll doubles 
and 24 RBI. Kyle 
is 6-0 with a 136 
ERA in first sea-
son as a starting 
pitcher. While it's 
obvious that both 
of these brothers 
have talent,. it 
has not yet been 
determined 
~ 
BRffi HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUT)JRE 
Men's basketball, which ·enjoyed an Atlantic Sun championship this season, totaled a spring-high five Knighty awards, including.best moment. 
Dexter being named ESPN 
Second-Team All-Hair 
Forget Lyons 
not winning the 
A-Sun "Player 
of the Year" 
award. This 





poster boy for fan 
favorites this 
year. The crowd 
cheered for Stout 
like . he was 
Michael Jordan, 
· whether he 
played for two · 
minutes or two· 
which Bono is the evil twin. 
Most talented transfer: 
• r. 
FROM 81 
Team that stole our hearts: 
Men's basketball 
Can anyone argue this? 
With all due respect to the 
other teams and student-ath-
letes at UCF, men's basketball 
could have very well run away 
with every award. In fact ... 
Knightys given out earlier 
this evening include: Most 
exciting winni.iJ.g streak: Men's 
basketball; Best hecklers at a 
UCF baseball game: Men's 
basketball; Most entertaining 
use of airtime on CBS in the 
past decade: Men's basketball 
vs. Pittsburgh; Team that 
would stand a better chance in 
the NBA Eastern Conference 
than the Orlando Magic: Men's 
basketball. 







the plate with 
50 Cent as his 
theme music. 
Brown fin-
ished with a Brown . 289 average 
after hovering 
around the .200 mark for most 
of the year. This season Brown 
is leading the Knights with a 
.396 average and approaches 
the plate with Bubba Sparxxx 
on the loudspeaker. Moral of 
the story? Bubba Sparxxx is 
better than 50 Cent. 
The perfect 1 O award: 
Matt Fox 




uled starts left 




son looks right 
Fox 
now. Fox has emerged as one 
of the p,remier pitchers in the 
nation and has earned 
Lbuisville Slugger "National 
Player of the Week," Sporting 
News "Player of the Week" 
and two A-Sun "Pitcher of the 
Week" nods. Next up? That's 
right, the cover of Tiger Beat. 
why Lyons Lyons 
deserved first-
team honors: L Stanford's Josh 
Childress took first-team hon-
ors with his "old-school" Afro. 
Lyons' Afro was wild and 
Untamed It had energy and flair. 
Childress looked like the Great 
Gazoo from The Flintstones. 2 • 
Florida's Matt Walsh made the 
first-team with his curly mop. 
Suddenly stapling an Irish set-
ter to your head is a zany hair-
style. 3. No hairstyle on the first 
or second teams caused a con-
troversy as large and ridiculous 
as Lyons' Afro. 
With this Knighty, Lyons 
Saturday, May 1, 1 :00 - 5:00 p.m. 
UCF Student Union, Egmont Key.224 
Tuesday, May 4, 6:00 ~ 1 0:00 p.m. 
Classroom A, Marriott Courtyard UCF 
(Just Behind Burger King on University Blvd) 
1-800-881-LSAT 
www.Blackstone-LSAT.com 
Undsay Enders r 
seconds. Stout rewarded his fans 
in the final game of t)ie season, a 
106-56 demolition of Campbell, 
with his first-ever basket on· 
UCF's home court. 
Softball coach Renee Luers- ;, 
Gillispie knew she had something 
The feisty freshman: 
Gerry Connell 
Since spend-
ing a year at 
Naval Prep 
Academy and a 
redshirt season 
good when she 
brought pitcher 
Lindsay Enders 





not only the .ace Enders . 
of UCF's pitch-




Gerry Connell's Connell 
stock is on the 
rise among the quarterback crop 
best pitcher in the short history of; , 
the program. Her current 17-5 • 
record is one win short of Dottie ·.' 
Cupp's program-best 18-win sea:. r. 
son last year. . h • 
~ ,'f, / ~· 
and rface Book ~, . 
~ • I~ 
OPEN DAILY & NIGHTLY 
YEAR - ROUND SIMUlCASTING 
tJHOROUGHBRED, HARNESS & JAl-AlAI> 
LIVE JAi-ALAi RRURNS IN DECEMBER 
YOU TOO CAN PLAY JAi-ALAi! :.~ .. ·: ·:·" 
LESSONS & COURT RENTAL AVAILABLE 
UCF is proud of over 60 doctoral and over 700 master's students graduating this Spring. They now have 2.2 
million more reasons to celebrate their graduation. 





The latest Census Bureau study shows that people with a 
.~ ~\'··· - ·~. 
\ ...... "",~achelor's degree earn an average of $1.2 million over the 
\ · c~rse of their working lives. However, individuals who earn a 
i \ 
1 master's degree are expected to earn $2.5 million, and those 
/ 
with a doctoral education will earn $3.4 million during their 
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BREIT HART / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior Taylor Sawyer earned her second save.of the season as she gave up one nin on one hit in two innings of game two against Mercer. 
. ' 
FAU leads by half game in A~Sun 
FROM B1 
heim scored designated player 
f > Amber Lamb, and Lindheim 
scbred when Lett dropped a 
fly ball. , 
UCF extended the margin 
to 6-0 in the fourth inning as 
first baseman Kacie Feaster 
·cleaned off the base pads with 
a grand slam over the left field 
fence. 
· "She produces a· lot of ener-
gy, and a lot of power for us in 
oi~ the line-up," Luers-Gillispie 
said. "I think she has started to 
get her confidence back at tli.e 
~l Plate." 
"To be honest, with that 'at-
bat I really felt in the zone," 
Feaster said. "You don't find 
l · . that zone very often. It was 
surreal when I hit the ball." 
UCF continued to widen 
the h~ad, bringing home two 
:'). -more runs in the fourth inning. 
Feaster tied a career high with 
her fifth RBI of the game, 
_1 when she hit a sacrifice fly to 
score· center fielder Jania Shin-
hoster and Iµafft scored as 
pitcher Kelly Mcintyre 
smashed a ball up the middle 
1
' to make it 8-0 . . 
Mcintyre picked up her 
seventh win of the season, 
pitching five innings, while 
pitcher Taylor Saylor finished 
the Bears off with two strike-
outs in two innings of relief. 
The Knights ·have a rare 
t1Neekend off, and will take on 
Stetson in a. doubleheader at 2 
p.m. Tuesday at the UCF Soft-
ball Complex. 
- "Every year it always seems 
to come down to these series 
[Stetson and FAU]," Luers-
Gillispie said. "Especially 
when it comes to seedings for 
the conference tournament." 
. the Hatters have cooled off, 
splitting their last two series 
on the road against Gardner-
Webb (27-27-1, 9-7 A-Sun) and 
Campbell (18-32, 5-15 A-Sun). 
Stetson (39-9, 11-3 A-Sun) 
has already clinched its spot 
in the A-Sun tournament in 
Boca Raton, May 13-15. 
The Hatters pace the con-< 
ference, hitting .325 as a team, 
and have six players hitting 
more thane.300 for the season. 
Outfielder Brittani Houghten 
is second in the league, 9nly 
behind UCF shortstop 
Stephanie Best, hitting .472. 
Houghten has yet to hit a 
home run, and only has two 
extra base hits on the season. 
Stetson also leads the A-
Sun with a 1.10 team ERA. 
Pitcher Blake Horrelbeke is 
· 21-6, and has pitched 26 com-
plete games with 7 shutouts. 
Hough.ten has a 10-4 mark, 
and has struck out 94 batters 
in 92 innings of work. 
UCF leads the all-time 
series with Stetson 3-2, but the 
Hatters lead .. the series 2-1 in 
the regular season. UCF and 
Stetson met earlier this sea-
son in the championship 
game of the. Triple Crown 
Scouting Stetson Classic ip. St. Augustine. The 
After· reeling off five • Hatters outlasted the Knights 
straight wins to open April, 8-6. 
WHEN ILLNESS AND AILMENTS KEEP YOU FROM MAKIN~ THE GRADE, 
make the smart choice and swing into your neighborhood Florida Hospital Centra Care. With 15 Central 
Florida locations, Centra Care .offers ·extended evening and weekend hours ·and treats a variety of urgent 
care needs, including: 
• INFECTIONS • BROKEN BONES 
. 
• COLDS & FLUS • CUTS REQUIRING STITCHES 
Get well ,sooner! Most major insurance plans are accepted, 
and our hospital credentialed physicians will see you now - . no 
appointment necessary. 
Visit CentraCare.org · 
or call 407/6,60-81· I 8 for a location near you. 
Proud recipients of JCAHO's Gold Seal of Approval TM for patient safety and quality. 
-~--· 
WALK-IN URGENT CARE 
- - · - - ..:--;.i. -~ - -·· 
I , ~· 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!~· I. _fl!eStudent News~~pe~ Serving_UCF Since 1968 j~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
. - .;.  
CLASSIFICATIONS OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS HOW TO PLACE AN AD 
100 HelpWanted:General 
125 Help Wanted: Sales/Mall!eting 
150)1etpWanted:Part-nme 
175 HelpWanted:Full-Time 
200 For Rent Homes 







$300 a day potential. 
Good for students. 
400 Services . 
450 Retail 
Monday- Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 500 Ewnts:Campus 
525 Events: Greek Life . 
550 ~:Off-Campus 
600 TraYel 
OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS 
' By E·mail; classifieds@UCFnews.com 
In Pe:tson: University .Court, Suite 115 
·"\Jniv..Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A 700 Worship 
800 Miscellaneous 
900 Wanted · 
999 Lost& Found 
Two Men and a Truc;k is looking for 
FT/PT team members to move 
residential/commercial cusiomers. Must 
1mr-
Ms. eri\ny;s B~d & Biscuit 
SUBMISSION DEADLINE 
SUMMER SCHEDULE: 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
PAYMENT METHODS 
Cash, Check, 
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX 
2 Issues (1 week): 
8 Issues (4 weeks): 






















Oharges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35 
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line. 
FITNESS CONSULTANTS: 
r
rrim HELP WANTED: 
~General 
TUTOR NEEDED 
for 7 & 15 YR old . SAT prep, math, and 
English.' Dr. Phillips area, in house only. 
Training provided. No exp. needed. be neat in appearance, have clean 
driving record, strong work ethic, & exc. 
customer skills. We offer excellent wages 
+tips, & bonuses. 407.-816-0915. We are 
Is lookir\'g for sbmeone who Is a 
dedicated animal lover to work 
flexible hours as a kennel tech. Fax 
resum~ to 4o7-823-7415 
ATT: lnternaJional Company 
needs English an<;! Bilingual speaking 
individuals. Work from your home. 
$400-4,000/mo. Call: 800-695-9166 
Visit: www.globalhealthcorp.com . 
UCF Faculty/Staff Wellness Research 
Center seeks CPR/AED t rained 
individuals. Duties: supervision Please call Jennifer at 407-963-0903 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
FINALLY! Earn $5 in 10 mins. each week 
@ brandpori.com! 
Watch ads, earn cash. Free registration. located west of the airport at 2901 
McCoy Rd, b/w Conway and Orange Ave. 
Step straight into a job after exams. 
Co.11,fident, outgoing .students on summer break needed to help.our fjr(n 
invest in the Florida real estate market. Great pay, full training, loc:ati9ns 
all overthe state. Good resume builder. Buying, not B.elling . . 
• Le11rn to bid at real estate 4uctions 
·• Opportunities ihroughou.t the state 
• Two paid training sessions 
•Jobs run mid-May thru mid-June 
Mooring Financial C«;>rporgtion 866-404-4200 
Pick your own training locations: · Jacksonv.ille, Palm Be,a.ch. 
Tampa, or Tallah11ssee. All will be he~d the wet;.k of May ) 7th. 
faiJ1ted Oak F~ 
1 
• Lessons available 7 days /week 
• Full lesson & training facility ' 




Info on form: www.paintedoakform.com 
Info on head trainer: www.darkhorseequestrion.com 
or call 407-737-Q774. 
. G~t Pai\:f for'Your Opinions! 
Earn $15 -$125 and more per survey! 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com. 
Babysitter wanted. Mon-Fri. afternoons. 
(3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.) For t;ioys ages 4 
and 6: starting early August. 
Driving- requir,ed Call 407-341-8325. 
·MA.i&ES WANTED! 
• $2.1 oo, Room and Board Included 
• 90-Ed camp 
• 7 Weeks (June 7 - July 24) . 
• 18 and up Recreational Summer Camp Counselors 
• Florida Elks Youth Camp - Umatilla, FL 
• Contact Kfy$ Ragland 800-523-1673 ext 250 
, • AworlC location near UCF? 
· •A casual work environment? 1 
•Flexible hours? 
• Great pay?· 
i . 
Jhen, T·rader Publishing 
.is for you! 
Now hiring experienced sales agents 
• I . 
. · to sit photographer appointments 
' , ~~ 
Earning Potential up·to $20/hr. + 
Call '(407) 896-0124 eXt. 2961 
,· · or apply at . 
3451 Te~hnological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817. 
' 
of fitness area, spotting, orientations, 
fitness assessments. Contact 
Bob Lowe 407-823-4470 or 
rclowe@mail.ucf.edu More info on WRC 
@ http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-wrcenter/ 
Babysitter needed for 2 YR old in UCF 
area. Pays $5/hr, exp reqd, flex 
schedule, must have own transportation . 
Please call 321-356-6386 or 
shivlie @hotmail.com 
FREE WEIGHT TRAINING 
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and 
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to 
examine how genetics ('!ffects the way a person responds to weight 
training. 
Participants will receive: 
• 24 supervised training sessions-




' 40 7-948-8502 
~.. - -- - - ... · 
., 
... 
A Chance for Florida's 
Stat~ University .. Students 
to Meet With Employers 
From All Over to Discuss 
Career and Employment 
Opportunities 
; I "• 
, . For more information, 
please contact the 
. . 
:Career Resource Center: 
' . 
.. Student Resource Center 
J 
·B..uilding 7G, ( 407) 823-2361 
'' 
Florida Career Centers 
· ·16th·411.nual 
• I • ~ '· 
' ' 
• ' > (. ' . f • • ,~~ l,,. • ),,' . . 
At· the ·uaiversity. '.o~ Central Florida Arena . - ',. ~ .• 
'Thursday, May 13, 2004 
' I • 
• 
• 










Professional Attire Required 
• 














Associate Publisher Intern · 
Enthusiastic, out going indiv. w/ desire 
for exp. in publishing industry. Gain real 
world exp. w/ new ethnic home 
publication start-up. Call Jason @ 
407-247-6152. 
MY,STERY SHOPPERS Needed! 
Earn while You Shop! Call Now Toll Free 
1-800-467-4422 EXT.13400 
Leasing Professional - Part lime, 
Experience Required., Great pay with 
commission opportunities. Fax resumes 
to (407) 482-9991 . EOE 
17 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE WEIGHT. 
100% Natural. Call Gary at 
916-705-0175 
Great part or full time job opportunity. Be 
part of our winning team!! Flex hours, 
competitive pay, benefits avail. Apply in 
_ person at Apartment Hunters 12227 Univ 
· Blvd or call 407-282-0980 
, HELP WANTED, AMIGO! 
P.M. Line cooks w/open avail. No 
restaurant exp. req. Apply in person, 
' .1 M-F after 2 p.m. at Don Pablo's UCF · 
11400 University Blvd. 
PIT Doggy Daycare Position. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! 
... www.dogdayafternool).net*** 
Call 407-628-3844. 
(Truck/SUV a plus) 
E-mail brian@UCFnews.com 
(cntral 1for.iba ::f utur.c 
' ' 
lfrim HELP WANTED: ~General 
WANTED: 
Students To Take 
. Online Surveys For Money 
Get Paid for Your Opinion . 
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss 
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125 
Get Paid To Parti(ipate in Focus Groups $25 to $250 
All You Need.is a Computer I. an Intemet Connection 
For More Info, Please Visit: 
www.SurveysForStudents.com 
s 100 sign on bonusl 
• flexible schedules 
" • guaranteed salaries 
• paid .training_ 
• weekly paythetks 
We have immediate opennings and 
you get to choose a schedule thats' 
flexible for you. No experience is 
neccessary, we'll get you up and 
running with complete confidence. 
We offer great opportunities for 
moonlighters and students. 
Call now and set up an 
immediate interview @ 
Orlando 407-243-9400 or 
Winter Park 407-673-9700 
Marketing Part lime 
Flexible Hours 
Donates Pizzeria 
Call 407-221 -8685 
$2.5 BILLION TELECOM CO. 
EXPANDING TO ORL AREA 
SEEKS MARKETING & PR STUDENTS 
& PROFESSIONALS. FLEX. HRS & 
EXC. PAY! INTERVIEWS ON MON. 
4/26 ONLY. PLEASE CALL 
' 877-656-3344 
Administrative front desk assistant 
needed in LBV apartment complex. 
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,' 
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax 
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103. 
NOW HIRlNG: 
Independent Sales Rep for new ethnic 
home publications. Work your own hours 
and start immediately! Commission 
salary .. Call 407-24 7-6152. 
Gymnastic and Tumbling Instructors 
wanted. Prior exp. req., must work 
well with kids In a positive 
atmosphere. $8-$15/hr. Call 
407-679-6620. 
YARDWORK. $10/hr. App. 8-10 hrs. 
a month. Private residence in 
downtown brlando. Mowing, 
trimming, weeding, general upkeep. 
All equip. supplied. Must be avail. 
this summer, next fall, and next 
spring. 407-898-8082. 
Valet parking attendants needed for the 
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal 
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate 
openings ayailable. 407-971-9131. 
Phone Sales , 
Experienced, Money Motivated. 
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fri. 
$350 base + comm. Gas & med 
insurance. Call Nick 407-467·4102. 
PT Cleaning/Supervision 
EVES. Cleaners pay $6.50-$7.50/hr. 
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr. 
Looks good on resume, flex hours must 
be neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180 
Administrative front desk assistant 
needed in LBV apartment complex. 
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s, 
bright, gciod w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax 
. resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103. 
The sales Consultant Of The >> 
. ........... . =···················~> Analyzes trends from a proactive viewpoint. 
The future 
is hem now. 
Where are you? 
:. ........... >> Listens with integrity for honest opportunities. 
:-·····················~> Is passionate about building trusting relationships . 
:----·->> Handles clients reliably and responsibly. 
:········>> Has the maturity and motivation to track results. 
: ::···->> Is capable of setting personal goals 
for better earning potential. 
: ' 
Welcome to Hancock Information Group, where we've 
created the Sales Consultant of the future. This professional 
plays a key role in our success, managing qualified business 
opportunities to schedule appointments and close sales 
while leveraging our client's ·reputation as one of the 
financial services industry's best-known global brands. 
The Sales Consultant works through a defined sales 
cycle, receives continued professional development 
that will enhance their career, and is compensatep 
based on individual and team performance. 
Complete Details Online Now @ 
www~hancockcareers.com 




I've found that having the talent to succeed often times isn't enough. You 
al.so need plenty of support and a great workplace too._ That's why I'm so 
glad I chose Enten>rise. Here, it's all about growing a business, advancing 
my career, and having a lot of fun doing it. 
At Enterprise, there's an entrepreneurial philosophy that guides everything 
we do. This means that I get to approach the business like it's my own and 
I get to share in the profits I help create. And, what's more, my hard work 
and ability never go unnoticed here. Just the opposite - they lead to more 
promotions, more autonomy, and bigger rewards. I also like that an 
industry leader backs me every step of the way. By putting customers and 
employees first, Enterprise has created a unique business and work 
environment that's perfect for me. . 
M ._J ftrscrMl tht""trf fist 
.E Enter~r!:~~~j 
Apply online at: www.enterprise.com/ careers. Or 
We are an equal opportunity employer. M/ F/ D/ V 





It's not our fault. 
We pay $180/mon.th 




1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 
(321) 23S~9100 
~~where it Pays to Care'' 
Graphic Designer - Roberts Supply, Inc. 
a 40 year old outdoor power equip. 
distributor located· in Winter Park seeks a 
motiv!ited team player, looking for a 
growth opportunity with graphic desigh, 
production,& web experience. Req.skills 
incl. HTML exp. & knowledge of 
. Macintosh computer software incl. 
Quark, Photoshop, & Illustrator. 
Practical knowledge of pre-press, print 
production, & color management pref. 
FT w/ benefits. Fax resume to 
407-657-4007 or email 
l.sklar@robertssupply.com. 
Apartment Maintenance Tech 
Clean background, reliable transportation 
+ n/s = great job and benefits in LBV 
area. Fax resume or written inquiry to 
407-658-6103. 
Upscale Acupur:icture 




to run the front office 
• Computer Proficient 
• Excellent Customer Service Skills 
• Bilingual Preferred (English/Chinese) 





HOMES· FOR R.ENT 
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes 
and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295. 
Call 407-629-6330 or 
www.ORLrent.com to view our 
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty. 
PLANNING AHEAD? 
Furnished room in a 3/2 home near UCF. 
$325/mo + 1/3 utilities-free internet. Male 
student for Fall semester (late July/Aug) 
No drugs/parties. Students only. 6 mo 
lease. 321-689-9295 
Room for rent in 3 bedroom house. · 
Waterford Lakes 'area. Mus) like cats. 
No parties. $550 util. incl. 
Call 407-282-7560. 
1 room ayail. in 3/2 house behind UCF. 
10 rr1in from UpF. M/F. $450/mth. 
All util. ind. plus cable modem. 
Call Lee 772-528-6347. 
New 3035 sqft. Home 
4BR 3.5 BA w/ loft in E: Orlando 2 Story, 
2 car garage, walk-in closets, inside 
utility, cable/phone outlets in every room, 
all kit. appli.,W/D, priv. bath in 2nd BR, 5 
miles from UCF. Only $1S95/mo.($398 
per br) + util. Call today! 407-249-1417 
3/2 townhouse for rent. Responsible, 
clean renters only. 2 mi. to UCF, 
spacious, remodeled, W/D, com.pool, 
etc. $400.00/rm. downstairs, $500.00 for 
upstairs master, + dep. , share util. 
$1 ,000.00/mo. takes all 3 rms. Avail. 
ASAP or will consider future rental w/ 
deposit. E-mail me for pies & questions 
@ trose348@earthlink.net or call 
407-282-0146 after 7 p.m. 
4/212 house near Goldenrod & Aloma in 
Wrenwood subdivision. 1,700 sq. ft., 
privacy fence/scrn porch, W/D. Pets OK. 
Quiet Neigh. $1,200/mo. Avail. Apr. 26th. 
Call Gary or Phil at 407-782-0404. 
PLANNING AHEAD 
FOR SUMM/FALL HOUSING? 
Gorgeous 4/2 on lake. Eastwood area 
avail 7/25. $1400/mo + Dep. Min 6 mo. 
lease. Please call 407-579-7590 
I'll Help Pay The Rent! 
... if you take my lease for summer. 
Female 1/1 in 4/4 at Jefferson Lofts 
$450/mo. utll. Incl. through July!!! 
Call Amanda 727-798-0083 or 
pgkdkk@aol.com 
No sec. dep. 2 F needed to take lease 
starting Aug. '04. $526/mo. at · 
Jefferson Lofts. Fully furn., W/D, free 
tanning, Internet, 8 HBO channels, 
and pool and spa. Call 
321-720-7665. 
www.collegerentals.com 
UCF's best apartment search 
for college students! 
Fully furnished economic efficiency in 
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh. 4 min. 
from UCF. Comm. pool, tennis, 
basketball, etc. $500/mo. 1st. and last. 
$300 dep. All util. incl. Call 
407-758-3939. 
Need a lease for the summer or longer? 
·Getting kicked out of your dorm? 1/1 in 
4/4 @ Riverwind Apts. Fully furn., lots of 
amenities, UCF shuttle. $490/mo. incl. 
all. Avail Apri l 27! Call 321-754-1740. 
The Club @ Orlando on Chickasaw Trail. 
212 condo for rent, lake view, gated 
community with pool, all appliances & 
cable included $750/mo + utilities. Avail 
ASAP. Please call 407-282-1285 
One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons 
avail. now. Pool view apt. , move-in 
special incl. covered parking, free 20" 
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player. Just 
$410/mo. F student only. Call Tessa@ 
352-551-6728. 
FREE RENT 
1 ·& 2 bedroom 
Floor Plans 






Room avail in 4/2 house close 
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub, 
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable, • -
1, high-speed wireless internet & 
·storage Incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 utll . 
· Call for info. 321-230-0658. :)H: 
---'---G~r-ad_u_a-te_s_t-ud_e_n_t..,.lo-o..,.k:-in-g-=fo_r_s_c.,..ho-o...,.1-
oriented F roommate to share 2 story 
home starting ASAP. Incl office/study, 
huge kitchen, fenced in yard, & 2 1/2 
bath. fully furn e.xcept bedrm. $475/mo + 
1/2 util. Please call 407-620-9772 . •"'" 
Rooms for rent, 7 miri. from UCF in new " . 
4 bedroom house, new neighborhood. Lg '• 
Bedrqoms, back yard faces preserve. 
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys., -
high-speep .wireless Internet, cable tv, 
util. incl. $550/mo. Call 954-349-1580. 
LOOK ' 1 • . ' 2 rooms avail. in a large house close 
to UCF. Incl. in ground pool, W/D, 
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split utll. 
Call 407·641-4205. 
Room for Rent. $400/mo. util. incl. 
including basic cable. Sec. Dep. w/ cable ' 
Internet access. Behind UCF. 1 O min. "· 
drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of land. 
Call Steve at 407-281-4345. -
Female student roommate needed for 
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @ 
Waterford Lakes. $425/mo + util. Move in 
Aug '04. NS & clean a MUST! 
C~ll Lisa @ 954-648-1600 
·Roommates wanted to share 3bed/2bath 
house in Rio Pinar Lakes. $450/mo. incl.' 
util: electric, water, basic cable, W/D 
privileges. $300 refundable sec. deposit. '" 
Call Zak @ (407) 384-9247 or email 
zsiddle@cfl.rr.com. 
Room .avail. behind UCF. ~ •• , 
$300/mnth. incl. all util. (except 
phone), use of W/D and kitchen 
privileges. Call 407-484-7889. 
Roommate needed for 2/2 in Tivoli Apts. -~ 
Avail. Aug. 1st. F & upperclassman pref. 
Apt is new & clean! Under $500. Call 
Katie a~ 407-739-2182. ' 
2 clean, quiet and NS roommates ' 
wanted. 3/2 home in UCF/Suncrest' 
area. Unfurn. bds.° $525/mo. Incl. ' J " 
util., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd 
r/' 
porch. HS Internet separate. Avail. 
NOW!!! Email: kleir;ist_ 42@yahoo.com-;) ~ 
with name and number. ' ~ if 
Avalon Park: 2 rooms avail in 3/2 town _ !' 
home fully furn living area. $450/mo for -
downstairs, $500/mo for upstairs+ 1/3 • 
util. Cable included, adj comm. pool, flex 
leases, no pets. Please call 407-489-8127 
1 room in 3/2 house avail. 5 min. 
from UCF. N/S. No pets. Furnished. Cf\ 
Rent incls. util. phone, DSL, cable, ' 
W/D, and alarm system. Avail.able 
immediately. Call 407-282-6250. i . 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ·· 
~.orgeous Place to Live!!! ·, ·• • 
F needed for 4 Bd house behind UCF. 
Lg room, pool. Fully furn. · $500/mo. All -
Incl. DSL, avail. 8/01 /04. Must be clean! 
Call after 9 p.m. at 401!-748-0887. , , 
No Place Like Home " ; 
2 great rooms av~il. Aug., near UCF, 
·pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake. 
$500/mo., yearly lease. "i 
Call Sherry /Todd @ 954-753-2247. 
PETE~S I B~NTLE~JR. 




The PBJ Administration wi.1:1 consist of the following positions: 
·• ' 
• Attorney General 
,, 
OOver.nmentfd Affairs Unit • Director of Governmental Affairs 
Di~ector of ll11~ve~sity Relations.• ·Director of StUdent tobbying 
Directoi o~ Community Relations ., . 
Campus LifeUnit 
· Dire€tor of Hons ...... ·· •& 
/! .. 
Communicatien and Public Relations Unit 
Director' ·of Communications and Public Relations 
(2) GPaphic Design Tecllltic~ans • Web Technician . . . 
Application Deadline: , 
April 30, 2004 (5:00 p.1t1.) I 
In, the Student Government Office 
Funde d by A c t.ivity ~-...nd Service Fi e ch:rough the Stude nt o v ernm.e nt Associ a tio n. 
'' f:I 
·~ ~~ ·~ 
~ 
'· 
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Room Avail. in new 3/2 house. 
Cypress Bend~ gated comm., pool 
soon. Dean & Curry Ford. $475/mo. 
+ 1/2 util. Mature M/F. No pets. NS. 
Clean. Call Wade@ 407-761-0857. 
Room avail. in 3/2 house close to UCF in 
Oviedo. Twin Rivers subdivision. M/F. 
1 unfurn. bedroom, W/ D. kitchen 
appliances, $425/mo util. incl. 
Call Arthur at 407-376-8715. 
MOVE IN MAY 15th 
2 roommates needed to share 3/2 house. 
$500/mo incl all util & internet, 10 mins 
from _UCF, 10 secs from Valencia. fenced 
in yard, & pool. 407-737-6700 
3 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share 
utils. Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. 
room, kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, 
lg. yard. lndiv lease. Near UCF off Dean. 
$400/ mo. Call Jen 561-351 -8906. 
F student looking for 2 female 
roommates to share a 4/3 house. 2 
'flt bdrms. furn. Great location: behind UCF. 
Nice, quiet neighborhood. Ample bdrms. 
w/ walk-in closets. New W/D to share. 
$450/mo. incl util. No pets. Contact 
, Natalia at 407-782-2375 or 
ii naty1984@yahoo.com 
3 rooms avail. in a 5 bedroom home 
close to UCF. Screened in pool' and W/D 
incl. $440/mo. + 1/4 util. Males pref. 
Call Vicky at 321-287-7278. 
F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alaf!!-ya 
;woods. $460/mo. util. incl. , ethernet, 
W/D, cable & phone. No Pets. Avail. 
, August. Furn. if needed. Call 
ff 407-824-7883 daylime or 407- 298-1263 
after 6 p.m. 
House to share Alafaya Woods 1 O mins. 
from UCF. M seeking M/F student. Furn. 
Prem. cable. High-speed Internet. W/D. 
Nice yard. Roomy I split fir. plar). 
$375/n;io. 407-532-3194. 
M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 3/2 
, HOME IN OVIEDO. 
$480/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING. 
CALL STEFF @ 407-971-9245. 
Miff. from Valencia, UCF.and Full Sail. 
Unfurn./furn. rms for reht in gay 
household. $450 incl. all util. Prvt. home 
on 3 acres, rms. AVAIL NOWl!I 
Call 407-482-6913. 
Large bedroom, huge walk in closet, 
private bathroom, utilities, cable, 
water and trash included in rent. 
UCF shuttle bus. Lots of ~menittes. 
Call 407-384-7080. 
SUMMER )-EASE- M/F wanted in 4/2 
flat in Jefferson Lofts May 1st-Aug 3rd. 
Pool front furnished. Incl. all utilities, 
ethemet, tanning, gym, W/D, and hot tub.-
• Paying $497/mo. but willing to negotiate.-
(727)385-6396. 
Summer Savings! 
Private BD/BA & walk-in closet. 
$75/mo. off! Great F roommates. 
Village at Alafaya Club. $404/mo. all 
incl. Starting 03/01. Call 
727-692-1714. 
Vl~w all classifieds online anytime 
at www.UCFnews.com! 
71Jrowinf >1Jur NoneyAw"YOn Rent.'? 
NewTO 71Je Areo.'? Need A N~Home.'? 
ICt1hHelp! 
No matter what your needs, I have the experience 
necessary to expertly represent your interests in any 
real estate transaction! 
J oAnn L. Straub, REALTOR® 
407-448-4844 
www.JoAnnRealty.com 
RE/MAX Town & Country R!!alty 
''.Eac1i. omee indep<:ndent1y owned '*' operated~ nc.M. . A t...V 
1315 TuskawillaRoad, Suite 101 Kll'.l'Flnl\... 
Winter Springs, FL 32708 Outstanding Agents. 
Office: 407-695-2066 O ~!- R ·It 
utstanu.wg esu s. sm 
FREE apartment assistance! 
Fi.nd your ideal apartment in hours not days! FREE moving 
· guide and exclusive prices and discounts. 
Call: 407-282-0980 or check us out at www.apartmenthunters.com 
Visit us at 12227 University Blvd. at the corner of Alafaya Trail across fi'om UCF 
Furnished room available now in 3/3 apt. 
at Pegasus Landing. $500/mo. Lease 
until end of July. Non-smoking female 
preferred. All utilities incl. & free HBO. 
. April rent is Free Call 407-489-6747. 
Sublease @ University House, avail 
ASAP $418/mo. includes all utilities, 
ethernet, 3 HBO's, and free UCF shuttle. 
Minutes from UCF! 
Please call 352-634-4792. 
Largest Room in Furn. 4/4 Apt. at 
Boardwalk. 1st floor. All util. incl. Phone, 
W/D, cable & ethernet. F only. Beg. 
5/1/04. $485/mo. Call 704-2n-7265 or 
email: natrellt@hotmail.com. 
1 bedroom in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons. 
Female only. NS. $485/mo. all util. incl. 
WID, 3 HBO's, and private bath. Free 
shuttle to UCF. Avail. ASAP. Call 
Courtney at 407-435-9632. 
2 bedrooms ·in 4/2 available ASAPI 
$475/mo all utilities included except 
phone. Lease ends Aug 4th. Please call 
Megan or Sharon @ 407-381-1947 
2 BD's Avail. at Jefferson Lofts!!! 
From a 4/2 flat. Move-in ASAP. 
Starting at $450/per room OBO. 
Everylhing includedl 
Call Cris at 727-418-6475. 
Room for rent in 4/4 at Pegasus 
Landing. No Move-In feeslll Util. lncL 
Private bath, balcony/patio. Across from 
pool. $490/mo. Starting ASAP! Call Erica 
at 954-937-0947. 
Master bdrm/ private bath $370/mo. + 
1/2 util. no sec. dep! W/D, full kitchen, 
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July 
2004. Move in ASAP! Please call Lisa at 
407-923-8880 . 
Need a room for summer? 
1/1 In 4/4 apt. across from UCF. 
Avail April 28th. Free shuttle, furn. 
room, pool, 3 HBO's, 3 friendly 
female roommates. $450/mo. Incl. 
everything! Willing to work w/price. 
Call Alyssa 407-362-2596 or 
561-436-9362. 
LARGE 1/1 In 4/4 avail May 4th-Aug 1st. 
May rent FREE! F only, $400/mo + 1/4 
util. Walk in closet, UCF shuttle, unfurn, 
great ·roommates, lots of amenities! 
Please call Lindsay@ 407-341-5266 
$200 cash for taking over my lease. 
No security dep. 1 mile from UCF. 
Luxurious 1 bedroom in Arden Villas. 
Call Anuja at 321-277-9494 or 
kjlsa7@yahoo.com. 
I'll Help Pay The Rent! 
.. .If you take my lease for summer. 
Female 1/1 in 414 at Jefferson Lofts 
$450/mo. 4tll. Incl. through July!!! 
Call Amanda 727-798-0083 or 
· pgkdkk@aol.com 
1/1 of 4/4 at Village at Science Dr. 
$400/mo. obo. all util. Incl. Personal 
bathroom, walk-in closet, pool and 
24/hr. gym. Call Amanda 
954-993-2863. 
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·Fully Furnished Units 
~Pree Ethernet Access 
-All Inqusive Utilities and Appliances* 
-FliU Size washer & Dryer 
-Roommate. Matching 
-24 hr. Emer~eno~ Maintenance 
-2~·· ru. customer Service .. · 
.. 24 hr. Fitness <I;enters 
-24 hr. Comput r 'Labs 
~24 hr. Clubo0uses and Game Rooms 
-:cPo61 & ·Hof Tubs* · 
. --Basketball, Tennis, & Sand~olleyBall Courts 
-Full Calendar of Community ·Activities 
-Free Shuttle o UCF 
-Floriaa Pre-Pq.1d f\ecepted 
~dludveUy eit ~ ~ 
UCF Residential Life .and Services on site 
UCF Academic Advising & Counseling on site 
l!Xotbu1swenv 11t ~u. F1t>mte 
College Park Lifeworks Programming and Staff 
*Som~ restrictions apply. Amenities may vary by community. 
j 
"1ucF 
Affiliated Housing · 
Pegasus Landing 
,.-----------------, 12440 Golden Knight Circle 
l $200 Qff : Orlando, FL 328 l 7 . 
Pegasus Pointe 
2635 College Knight Court 
Orla n d o . FL 32826 
407.384.6800 I - -- - I 407.380.5807 
I I 
1 Move-In Fees 1 - . 
I Must present coupon to recieve discount I 
I Expires 7 p.m.4115/04 I 
L-----------------~ 
VV\!VVV. collegepark. org/ucf 
1 805 Lof.tway Circle 
• Orlando, FL 32826 
WWW. [efferrsoraJofrrs C©.lilTI VISA 
CHECK OUT THE DETAILS! 
Individual Leases 
Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN 
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi 
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment 
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes 
Fitness Center with Free~weights 
Covered Basketball Pavilion 
Internet Access 










&._ ______________________________ ... ________________ .... __________________________________ __ 
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6nttal :Ylorib 1utuie • April 22, 2004 
Sublease 
1 bedroom apt.fl bath/living room 
All utilities included 
Shared kitchen 
less than .5 min from UCF 
$400/month 
Anyone Want $100 Cash? 
I will give y0u $100 cash if you sublease 
my apt. at Pegasus Landing! Beg. May 
1st - July 30th. All utll. incl. Call for more 
info at 407-362-2216. 
1 bedroom in 4/2 available beg May 
to end of July. $445/mo includes all 
util, cable, ethernet, pool view, UCF 
shuttle, fully furn, and phone. NO 
MOVE-IN FEES! Please call 
321-231-6578 
Edge Moving Transfer & Storage 
Registe~ed Mover State of Florida 
Registration# IM993 
Home • Office • Apartment 
Grown-up life Euents7 
Graduation Hnnouncements 
Wedding inuitations 
We'll help you create the perfect expression of your personality 
and the event with our wide selection of announcements, 
invitations and original designs. 
Personal. Stationery · 
811 
Thank you notes for all the gifts generated by those announcements, 
or perhaps a note with th¥tnks for that job interview you aced! 
r l ~ May 1st-Aug.1st 
i •  . Call Maria at 
Wanna Windsurf?! The wind is great, so 
get out there... 13' enclosed, ventilated, · 
windsurfing trailer. Plywood, aluminum, 
stainless steel upper shell, 12" tires+ 
spare, all good tread, 5' Terzo racks for 
topload, GC. 12' AHO Eliminator"!!! 
Course Race, Bic Presto 122L, Bic 
Electric Rock105L, 90's UP World Cup 
Race 4.5m, 90's Sailworks Race 5.1m, 2 
booms, mast, several G-10, carbon, 
glass fins, lots of accessories, parts. All 
GC or EC. $1500 obo. May separate. 
407-671-8551 eves, email 
blakeh~@hotmail.com. 
407-695-1433 We'll come to you or uisit our 














or call toll free . 
... /-~;:~<~:,:::·:~'''''':.::;\i. 
· · 10% Dlsc~untfor 
UCf Students and Staff 
407-998-3928 1-888-908-MOVE .( Greek ff 
t( · Stationery!! . . /::-' ~ (6683) 
'::;::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::X ~h~1bed with study/extra bdrm. Huge 
bathrm. ethernet, 24/hr. Fitness rm. 
Bball+Vball courts, pool, jacuzzi. Fully 
fwrn. w/ W/D. 8 HBO chnl. Comp. Lab, 
free tanning 4 res. Need sublease by 
Queen Bed-$125 OBO 
2 Wood Dressers and Hutch $80 OBO 
Mini Fridge $60 OBO 
561-212-3692' 
Local and Long Distance Moves! 407 .273 .5688 mystatementbiz@yahoo.com 
www .mystat.ement.biz 
5/1/04 Please call Lindy 321-689-1881. 
College Students only. 1 room available 
rn 212. No move-in fees! $585/mo, 10 
month lease, includes all utilities, fully 
furnished Available ASAP. Please call 
727-798-0238 
CHEAP Summer Sublease 
,4.vailable! Pegasus Landing $375/mo. 
Incl. Everything! 3BR/3Bth - One room 
avail. Access to storage, flex. move-
in/out dates. Call 407-362-3392 Kelly. 
Lqoking For Summer Housing?? 
1 bd/1 ba in 4/4 @ Peg. Landing. All util. 
' incl. Great roommates-Avail. ASAP! 
MUST SELL! - Lease ends 7/31/04. 
$480/mo. Call ~ngela 407-362-4258. 
Summer Term: 1 bed avail in 4/2 
$425/mo incl everything! 1 bed also ava)I 
in 212 $535/mo incl ever'ything! 
; Call Eric .or.Jen 407-489-0877 or 
evoatcollege@yahoo.com 
CAN'T BEAT THIS DEAL! MAY FREEi 
Room avail in CV! beg. May 1st. M/F. 
$435/mo. incl. all util, cable, high speed 
net, shuttle & UNLIMITED MEAL PLAN! 
Please call Guiseppi @ 814-233-5251. .. 
''1 in 4/4 available ASAP!!! 
• $490/mo .. eve~hing Included. 
Y/llllng to negotiate. ·Call Lauren at , 
407-362-3746. 
Two UCF females looking for third 
female roommate to complete 3/2 apt. 
Y,Jith all amenities. Off campus on Red 
Bug Lake. Nice apt. $300/mo. incls. utils. 
' Call Katie at 407-620-6197. 
1 bd/1 ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons. 
Old Ren·ewal rate only $485/mo.! All util. 
'. incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free · 
• shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call 
I Anthony at 954-461-6939. 
1/1 in 414 available ASAP in Jefferson 
L©fts. Huge bedroom! $460/mo includes 
j 
all utilities, & covered carport. 
' Please call 407-466-9106. 
-~ 
All wood entertainment center, 6x6, great 
condition! $100 .. Email Shawna at 
knightgrlt2@yahoo.com. 
Stamina 880 ·air resistant exercise bike. 
Excellent condition. Selling for $35. 
$100. brand new. For more info. call 
407-484-0867. 
Fabric and. clothing design 
Kristina Fecik 
3338 Arden Villas Blvd. , #12 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Call 4:07-380-2272. 
1997 Toyota 4 Runner. White. 
4 cylinders, 5 speed, 67,000 miles. 
Great condition! $9500. 407-625-6148. 
1986 Jeep CJ-7. 4 cylinder. Runs well. 
Hard t9P and doors included. . 
$1,700. Must Sell! 
Call 407-222-0929. 
'97 Sporty Avenger. 
Metallic-green, retractable moonroof, 
enjoyable stereo, cold A/C, 
_ loaded, immaculate. 
$5,250/0BQ Call 407-227-9226 
LOOKING TO RENT/BUY 
A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL? 
We can help free of charge! Contact the 
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at 
UCFRea!Estate@yahoo.com. 
3/2, large backyard, new A/C, new roof, 
screen porch & tile. Great deal! 
$149,900. Donna Ashley 407-463-1120 
Keller Williams Advantage Realty. 
www.ashleysells.com. 
TO GET A BETTER JOB 
you need a Better Resume. Professional 
Resume Writing results guaranteed! Call 
321-239-6162 or email 
info@abetterresume.info 
Daniel's Tutoring Service. 
Tutors available in ALL math classes 
K-12, college level, entrance exams. 
407 -427-0067. 
Term Paper Help 24/7 
Paperexperts.com will help you with 
writing, editing or college applications. 
All subjects/all levels. 
Toll free 1-888-77 4-9994 or 





And Much, Much Morel!!! 
. TUTORING 
in Writing, Dissertations, & Theses. 
Edited and Reviewed by prof. technical 
author. Email david@techpump.com or 
· call 407-252-5009. 
NEED A LAWYER? 
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service 
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI, 
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death, 
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law, 
Corporate, Immigration, 
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate, 
All Civil & Criminal Matters. 
1-800-733-5342. 
, Tutoring Available 
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools, 
and many other classes available. 
$20 per session or a full term rate. 
Call Hare! (407) 362-2726. 
UCFsingles.com 
Online photo personals 
for UCF students only. 
JOIN FREE, STAY FREE! 
UCFsingles.com 
~rian 
.$450 Group Fundraiser 
Scheduling Bonus 
4 hours of your group's time PLUS 
our free (yes, free) fundraising 
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 In 
earnings for your group. Call TODAY 
for a $450 bonus when you schedule 
your non-sales fundralser with 
CampusFundraiser. Contact 
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, 
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com. 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Floor Hockey Champions 
#1!!! 
Way to go ladies! 
On behalf of Panhellenic, good luck to 
everyone with finals and have a great 
and safe summer. 
The ladies of 
· ALPHA XI DELTA 
Would like to wish everyone 
a Fun and Safe Summer. 
Free concert & community service 
credit! STAND, Students Taking A 
New Direction, needs 100 volunteers 
as ushers, security, hospitality staff 
for a large Christian rock & hip hop 
concert at the TD Waterhouse Centre, 
June 4th. You get 2 meals, t-shirt, 
community service certificate for 12 
hrs. Email blakehd@hotmall.com. 
View all classifieds online anytime 
at www.UCFnews.com! 
rm TRAVEL 
New York only $69 each way tax 
included. Other worldwide 
destinations cheap. Book on-line at 
www.airtech.com or 
call (212) 219-7000. 
fZlI!] WORSHIP . 
IS HEAVEN F.OR REAL???? 
www.isheaven4real.com 
24 lesson bible prophecy course. 
Jesus is coming soon! Be ready. 
www.15ibleuni:verse.com 
CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL 
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester 
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF 
Sunday Worship Service @ 11 a.m.· 
Wednesday Bible Study @ 7 p.m. 
www.bishoplc.com 
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL" 
LOOKING FOR OUR CLASSIFIEDS CROSSWORD? 










"Experienced Leaders, Innovative Ideas" 
Qll 
to all of the hardworking, dedicated men and women who helped make this year a success, 
and without who, ~he f olloWing would not have been possible . 
UCF Community 
• UCF Card Discounts at Surrounding Businesses 
• Main Campus Support tor Branch Campus Events 
• UCF Paraphernalia in Surrounding Businesses 
• Hi$h Schdol .Outreach Program 
• Involve the Commun~ty in UCF Dance M "arathon 
• Community Task Force 
• SafeRide Program 
UCF Academics 
• Freshmen Survival Kit 
• E..oundtable Discussion with Faculty Senate 
• Who's Who at UCF Publication and Scholarship 
• MidKnight Breakfast · 
UCF Awa.re:ness & Advocacy' 
• State of the Campus 'Address 
Cabin.et Committee Sys·tem 
• Student Government N ewslet:ter 
• Additional Electronic Marquees 
• Expand Inf"ormation and Feedback on SGA Website 
• Publicize Student Accomplishments and Awards 
• Stron.g Student Representation on All Univ~r~ity Campuses 
•Judicial Advise for All-Appeals Processes 
• Equitable Fees tor Non ).raditional Students 
•Improve Police Student: Relations 
• Student Body Preside.nts Freshmen .Advisory Council 
• Voter Registration D ,rives 
• .Florida Student Association 
• Rally in Tally to Save Bright Futures 
• Increase Voter r.lurnout in. SGA Elections 
UCF Campus Services 
• Support "Knigh.tcast" A Student Run Radio Station 
• Additional Student and Club Space in Student Union 
• In.crease Graduate .Ass~stantsh.ips 
•Increase Oricntation·Tca..m Compensation 
• Increased Support for SGA Computer Lab 
UCF Athletics & Traditions 
•Free Student Parking at the Citrus Bowl 
• Pep Rallies for All Sports 
• Lighting for Intra1n.ural Fields 
• Support Spirit Police 
• l st Ever Sp.Orts Day 
• SGA Support-A-Sport 
• Black and Gold Fridays 
• Homecoming Tradition of K..nighttn.are 
• ;K..nightR.iders Away Mission 
• First Ever KnightStock 
•Increase:-; Support :for Intramural.s 
• increased Support for the Rec Center 
•More Sch.ool Spirit within the Union 
• J<ree ·Printing during Finals Week 
• Expanded the Readership Program. 
• Increased Scholarships 
• Expanded t:he MSC 
• lncrease,d Student Legal Services 
• 1st: Ever Leadership Dinner 
Visit the site at -www.sga.u.c£.edu. 
Fu.:n.clecl by .Acti-vi.ty an.cl. Service F<;:e th.rough. the Stu.cle:n..t Gov-ern.men.t .Association.. 
j ' J 
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·State-of-the-Art Fitness Ce.nter 
•Basketball' & Sand VoHeyball 
Courts 
• Sw1imming Poof with Sun Deck 
•· CommunJty Center 
• Gated Common ity I 
. • I 
• Ethernet Service· I 
• Private B'edroom.s and 
Bathrooms 
• La·rge Walk-in Cliosets 
• 24-hour Com·munity Assistant 
Staff· 
• o·n-stt:e Management and· . 
Maintenance. 
3100 Alafa:ya· C.lub D1r~. 
-0r:la,ndo, Florida 32.8·17 
407·482·9990 
w~th·evillageatQ/afayaclub.cotn: 
2913, Ein:stein· Way 




. T- H E V I L 1 A G E A T 
ALAFAYA CLUB: 
Community Amenities · 
•Computer Cen·ter 
• Sta:te-o,f-the·-Art Fitness, Center 
' 
··Basketball & Sand VotreybaU · 
Courts 
• Swirmm.ing Paoli with Sun Deck 
• Gated Com.mun ity 
• 24-hour Maintenance 
·Local Telephone Servrce 
• 24~ho.ur Comm.unity Assistant 
Staff 
• Private Bedrooms and 
Bathrooms 
~ . Large Walk-in Closets 
· •· Less Than One Mile from UCF 
( l j l" 
· ~ 
' t) 
.. ··· ·Go~ what a.l 'awtul racket · . God what an awful. hea-dline 
. ' God what an awful colunln 
GWAR rocks the 'Connie and Carla is Jerrod Rockhill put~ 
House of Blues. almost as bad. as the out another almost-
Bring earplugs headline we used for pornographic column 
" and a mop. the article. that's so bad we ~ 
don't even bother to 
edit it. • 
'' 
SEE HAPPENINGS, PG. 4 SEE MOVIES, PG. 7 SEE Music, PG. s 
• ~---.=-~-~-- ~'---"------- ~---~--· -------===--=----
Putting the super in superlative 
' . 
The indie's year-in-review 
THE INOIE STAFF 
Staff • 
With the school year finally 
reaching its end, it's 'time for 
long-winded term papers, 
Christmas-treed scantrons, 
chugged-down' energy drinks 
and, of course, superlatives. 
Take a break from finals and 
enjoy reading what the indie. 
does best: self-deprecation. 
Without further ado: 
Best takeover of rival 
newspaper headquarters 
involving upside-down nin-
jas: the indie's first feature 
Best story we decided to 
use at the last-minute: 
"Pimp Juice" , 
Best trivial interview-
turned-into-life-and-death 
situation: ''A minute and six 
seconds with Kevin Smith" 
Laziest cover art: indie 
boot camp 
Most offensive headline, 
like, ever: "Japan: Making 
rape fun again," from Geek Life 
Biggest over-reaction: 
Ludacris getting mad at our 
fake story 
Most overblown story: 
"Win a date with John Thoma-
. son" 
Most fashionably hip 
cover photo: Arboretum golf- · 
ing 
Best reason to almost like 
Eurotrip: The free Eurotrip 
cups, coasters and !condoms 
we received to promote the 
film 
Best Gigli reference: This 
one. -S~e, we knew we'd get 
one in this week 
Most inexplicable col-
umn photo: Going Over the 
Underbelly .. 
Coolest way to deliver 
articles to the Future office: 
Robbie Raborn's endless sup-
ply of Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtle folders. 
Worst font ever: The one 
we used for most of our· photo 
spreads 
Most butchered concept 
issue: The Biblical sense 
J'he indie is the Thursday artS and entertainment section of the Central Fl-OridaFuture, 'the free independent 
campus newspaper serving the University of Central Rorida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual 
columnist and not necessarily those of die editorial stalf or the Central Florida.Future. All content is property 




EDITOR ...•... .. ...•••.•.... ...•..•.•...... •..••. John Thomason 
Ass1c EDITOR .... ...•...•.....•..••••...•..•.•..•. Sean Hunting 
Assic EDITOR •...•... ·· ·· · .•... . ... ..•...... Brandon Hardin 
PHOTO EQITOR .•.•..••.. ... ...••...•. l!lizabeth Fernandez . 
CoPv Eorroa .................................. Kasey Cerasale 
• SALES MANAGER .... ...... •....... .•.•...•...•.•. Mark lanaris 
STAFF WRITRKS: Bretl Ryan Bonowicz, Dana 
Del.api, EUzabeth Fernandez, Kate Howell, Michael 
Lawrence, l!lizabelh Palik, Sharon Pare, 
Mackenzie Pause, Jerrod Rockhill, Nicole Schaub, 
Christopher Schwarz 
lu.USTRAmR: Ben Henderson 
. PKooucnoN: Amber Plank, Jerrod RockhJll 
SALES: Joseph Reid, Adam Vercammen 
r (entral jfoiiba '1ttuft 




Funniest cover: "Sue Us 
form" · 
Most salacious feature: 
Boob job series 
Hottest indie male: 
Robbie Raborn 
· Hottest indie female: 
Elizab~th Fernandez 
. In this issue ... · 
Well, that's it. It's over. 
We've spent a whole semester 
. together sharing laughs, tears 
and beers. We've entertained, 
annoyed and scared you, per-
haps all at the s:µne time, but 
hopefully more of the first 
one. We've vandalized offices, 
double-bogeyed in the 
Arboretum, held a recruit-
ment boot. camp, followed a 
hippie commune, fell asleep at 
rodeos, killed off a fictitious 
writer, . held our own prom, 
made a bunch of contests 
nobody entered and almost 
got sued. Not bad for just four 
months' time, eh? 
Over the summer, we'll 
publish only once a month, in 
the last weeks of May, June 
and July. This summer, the 
indie will undergo a signifi-
cant revamp. We are reverting 
back to the tabloid format of 
the Independent Journal, as 
opposed to the broadsheet 
form we use now, and our con:. 
tent will be based less on per-
sonal-experience journalism 
and more ~n investigative 
pieces and longer entertain-
ment features. We'll still retain 
our distinctive, fun, edgy voic-
es, but the content will be less 
overtly opinionated and more 
heavily researched. 
Have a . fantastic summer, 
and we'll see you - improved 
with a great new taste · and 




Staff writer ·who makes 
the worst puns imaginable: 
TIE: Brett Ryan Bonowkz and 
Christopher Schwarz 
"Celebrity" who's lucky 
he got an entire column 
written about him: TIE: 
f 
Tony Danza and Gary Cole-
man 
Best press kit we got for 
an item we didri't review: 
Ee-De, A.K.A. Mr. Vp-and-
Down, whose press materials 
came in the form of a half-Chi-
nese delivery order and half 
seduction kit., 
Best rejected headlin,e 
intended to attract readers 
to see a classical music con-
cert: j.s. Bach and posse rock 
the hizzy old school 
Review for which most 
people want John Thoma-
son's head: A trashing of Kill 
Bill: Vol. 2 
Writer most obsessed 
with porn: Brandon Hardin 
Animal most featured in 
Happenings spotlights:· dogs 
Stupidest reader: Whoev-
er made it necessary to qualify 
that Angus wasn't .a real per-
son. 
·THE BARBER ·ZONE 
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS 
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA! 
M-f 9-5:30 1 SAT 9-4:30 1 SUN CLOSED f $1~ ~ oci .. 
407-681-6715 
10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO r o FF 
~------ ---"" 
. SMOKEE_._, 
I • I TAVERN../ 
····;······-··-··-··-·--~..: ' ---·----·-·····-·,,./ 
Live Music 
Friday, April 23 
10:00 p.m. 
21 AND UP• $3 Cover • $1.50 drafts 
Thursday night: Open Mic & Karaoke 9p.m. - la.m. $1.50 pints 
Saturday night: Live entertainment . 
Music by Uodger and Unicor~licopia - Next Friday! 
• Race party on Sunday • Have a-great summed 
12727 E. Colonial Drive • 407-277-7665 
(Eos1 of Aloloya, past 408 overpass an left) 
Monday- Friday, 2 p.m. -close • Saturday -Sunday, noon -close 
Difference Studios 
2720 N. Forsyth Rd. Ste.#316 Winter Park, Fla. 32792 
SPECIALS 
Band demo $129 -Singer Demo $99 (no song limits) 
Block rates· $35 per hr. - Broadcast quality tracks $100 
Automated console • Pro Tools • Digital Performer· Cubase 
16 Trk analog • Cubase • Cakewalk • Wavelab • Neumann 
Focusrite • Lexicon • AKG • Antares • MAC & PC platforms 
Mastering • Programming • Musicians & Instruments available 
Only S minutes from UCF Area 
Award winning Producer & former A&M recording artist". 
. David Mikeal - owner and chief engineer ' . 
407-657-5425. e-mail: diff2@earthlink.net 
Most major credit cards accepted 
MATTRESS SOLO IN SETS 
TWIN FULL QUEEN KING 
•35~. s39~ s49~ sgghr 
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BEDDING MART· .. 
ilf 401J 249·2649 f I 
t;;iiill 9909 £. eo1oaia1 (romer or 0tan &. so) I ~ COl..ONIA1. 
tr.r. Mon· Sat 10:00- 6:00 •Sun 11:00. 4:00 EASTWESTEXmESSWAY(408) 
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, ·Lower your monthly payments, lock in low interest rates, 
1
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• 
· Recent Grads - act now to get a lower ratel 
) : . 
. . 
) 
~ --- "'!' 
C:all the Student Loan Experts 
. 877. 893. 7907 
.· Or visit 
www.OneStudentLoan.com 
for the week of April 22 -28 
From outer space to in your face:· it's GWAR! 
The raw, blood-spurting metal rockers are here today.to ruin your clothes 
SEAN HUNTING 
indie Asst. Editor 
Going to a GWAR show is a lot like 
a family reunion. Most likely you don't 
really want to see your crazy Uncle 
Feely Hands, or your second ·cousin 
twice removed who had to get a special 
. permit from the warden to be there 
with you, but unfortunately going is a 
matter of family obliga,tion. 
GWAR is more than family. They are 
your ancestors. 
According to the GWAR mythos 
(read: Web page bio), a gang called the 
Scumdogs of the Universe decided to 
abandon GWAR "on the most remote 
mudball of the Galaxy ·- Earth." They 
killed off the dinosaurs and inadver-
tently created the human species by 
raping prehistoric apes. They were in 
fact the original crazy Uncle Feely 
Third Annual Spring Sensation 
The ThirdAnnuruSpringSensation 
will be held this Saturday in Thorton 
Park, two blocks east of Lake Eola 
Events begin at 10 a.m. and concludt; at 
5 p.m. Admission is free, and there will 
be art and live music. A strolling street 
magician, caricature artists and. face 
painting clowns will also contribute to 
the street fair atmosphere. In addition 
to the entertainment, there will be ven-
dors with special offers and giveaways. 
Titls event is sponsored by the Thorton 
Park Merchant's Association for the 
purpose of promoting Thorton Park's 
business district. Scattered showers 
with an anticipated high of 86 degrees 
and a low of 65 are expected Saturday 
afternoon, so visitors should arrive 
early before the weather acts up. VISi-
tors attending the Spring Sensation can 
park on the street or in the Administra-
. tion parking garage off Liberty Street 
for $1 an hour. 
Antony and Cleopatra 
April 22 to April za_, 
Call for times, $10 to $35 
Lake Eola Park · 
Rosalind Avenue and 
Washington Street . 
407-246-2827 
Mount Dora Fe5tival of Music and 
Literature 
April 22 to April 25 
Call for times and prices 
Downtown Mount Dora 
East Fifth Avenue and 
North Donnelly Street 
352-385-1010 
Hands. . 
Today they will be in Orlando to 
visit their great, great, great, great, 
great, great (etc.) grandchildren and 
rock their asses off with a burst of alien 
heavy metal. 
Even if you have never heard a 
GWAR song in your life, this is a con-
cert not to be missed. In fact, the musk: 
totally pales in comparison to the per-
formance. Listening to any of their CDs, 
whether it be the classic Scumdogs of 
the Universe or the recently ignored 
Violence has Arrived, ·even the most 
heavy of heavy metal fans will notice a 
false sense of the generic in the music. 
Going to the show; however, will prove 
quite the opposite. · 
Dressed in huge latex and papier-
mache costumes and armed with axes 
of both the guitar and battle variety, the 
interpfanetary warriors of metal will 
Requiem for a Heavyweight 
April 22 to April 24 
Call for times, $12 to $35 
Theatre Downtown 
2ll3 N. Orange Ave. 
407-841-0083 
Leesburg Bikefest 
April 23 to April 25 
Call for times, free 
Downtown Leesburg 
Main Street and Towne Square 
352-365-0053 
Apopka Art.and Foliage Festival 
April 24 to April 25 
9 am. to 5 p.m., free 
Kit Land Nelson Park 
South Park Avenue and 
East Orange Street 
. Apopka 
407-886-1441 
Central Florida Book and Music Festival 
April 24, 10 am. to 9 p.m., free 
April 25, 10 am. to 5 p.m., free 
Park Avenue, Winter Park 




April 24; 3 p.m., $4 
· German American Society 
of Central Florida 
381 Orange Lane 
Casselberry 
407-834-0574 
A Taste of Oviedo 
April 24, 3 p.m., $7.50 to $10 
400 Alexandria Blvd 
407-365-6500 . 
Championship Bull Riding and Silver 
Spurs Rodeo 
April 24, 7 p.m., $25 
April 25, 2 p.m., $25 




Orlando International Fringe Festival 
Preview Party 
April 26, 7 p.m., $10 
SAK Comedy Lab 
380 W. Amelia St. 
407-648:-0001 
It 
show you what it feels like to be rocked 
While being rocked, you will witness 
pagan rituals, be splattered with the . 
blood of innocents and have your 
eardrums shattered by the hardest 
drum solos in the universe. 
When the show is over, you will 
walk out of the House of Blues covered 
in dried (but completely machine 
washable) blood, with your eais ring-
ing, and for the first time ever, appreci-
ating the quality time spent with some 
distant family members. Ifsomebody 
asks you to describe a GWAR show; 
you don't even need to use fancy words. 
Just make a'. . fist lifting your forefinger, 
and your pinky. Stick out your tongue, 
.throw the goat and in your most metal 
of voices, scream "GWAAAAAR!" It 
might not explain anything properly, 
but nothing embodies the spirit of our 
ancestors' music more. 
GWAR, Watch Them Die (metal} 
April 22, 7 p.m., $15 to $35 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
Sugarcult, Mae, Maxeen (punk} 
April 22, 5:30 p.m., $10 to $12 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Element 80, The Accident Experiment, 
Canvas (hard rock} 
April 22, 9 p.m., $5 to $7 
Will's Pub 
1850 N. Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 . 
Jimmy Buffett and The Coral R~r Band 
April 22, 8 p.m., $30 to $64 
St. Pete Times Forum 
Tampa 
813-301-6500 
The Golden Vanity, Sum of Us, Tinman 
Jones, Open (rock) 
April 22, 8:45 p.m., $19.81 
Rock and Roll Beach Club 
· . DoWn.town, Disnex · 
.Pleasm;e Island 
' 407-824-4321' '\ . ' . '-
. , Mac.Id lllz, AWOL One, DJ Stranger, 
Chairman H~o (hip-hop} .· · 
April 22, 9 p.m., no cover to $3 
Back Booth 
37 W. Pine St. 
407-999-2570 
Avenged Sevenfold, My Chemical 
Romance, Moments in Grace,.Funeral 
for a Friend (metal}' · · 
April 23, 6:30 p.m., $12. to $15 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
Spitvalves (punk} 
April· 23, 6 p.m., $5 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
E-mail your event to editor@theindie.com for indusion in our weekly Happenings calendilr. 
Planet Asia, Tzarizm,Andromeda, . 
Remington Steele, Jesse Jazz (hip-hop} 
April 23, 10 p.m., $10 to $15 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave . . 
407-934-2583 
Loss for Words, Hand to Hand, The 
Horror, Free Martin (metal} 
April 2~, 9 p.m., $5 to $7 
Will's Pub 
1850 N. Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 
Love Goat, Florganism (rock) 
April 23, 10 p.m., $3 to $5 
Copper Rocket Pub 
106 Lake Ave. 
407-645-0069 
Greyscale (rock) 
April 23, 9 p.m., $3 
Underground Bluz UCF 
12261 University Blvd 
407-482-4141 
lndo11>hine, Stillkept, Allele, Drill 187 
(metal} · · 
April 23, 8 p.m., $6 
Hard Rock Live 
CityWalk at Universal Orlando 
407-351-5483 
Sugar Oaks (indie} 
April 23, 10 p.m., $4 
The Peacock Room 
1321 N: Mills Ave. 
407~228-0048 . 
Kynda (rock) 
April 23, 10 p.m., $5 
Hard Rock Live . 
8437 lnterriatiohal Drive 
407-599-7625 
Skit Dank, Green Goblyn Project, Libyan 
Hit Squad, Playground Heroes (punk} 
April 24, 7 p.m., $5 to $7 
House of Blues · 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
Big Sky, The Curve (rock} 
April 24, 9 p.m., $10 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 . ,. 
Yanbo (world} 
April 24, 9 p.m., $3 
Underground Bluz UCF 
12261 University ·Blvd. 
407-482-4141 
Soft Rock Champion, Bhreo,Josh 
Brookoff · · · 
April 24, 10 p.m., no cover 
Stardust Video and Coffee 
1842 E. Winter Park Road 
407-623-3393 
Gargamel! (meta.I} 
April 24; 10 p.m., no cover 
Calico Jack's 
1259 SR 436, Casselberry 
. 407-671-2066 
A Scissors (electronic} 
April 24, 10 p.m., $4 
The Peacock Room 
1321 N. Mills Ave. 
407-228-0048 
New Mexican Disaster Squad, Elephant 
Gun (punk} · · 
April 24, 6 p.m., $5 
Back Booth 
37 W. Pine St. 
407-999-2570 
Finned Pilot, Vegas Choirboys, Franchise 
(rock} 
. April 24, 10 p.m., $5 
. Back Booth 
37 W. Pine St. 
407-999-2570 
) The Toasters (ska} 
April 25, 8 p.m., $10 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave . 
407-246-1419 
The Offsprin9, Puddle of Mudd, Trapt, 
Three Days Grace, Smile Empey Soul, 
Sevedust, Damageplan, Hatebreed, 
Shinedown, Tantric, Drowning Pool, Lo-
Pro (rock} for"Earth Day Birtliday" 
April 25, 11 am., $35 to $45 
Lee VISta Center 
7600 T.G. Lee Blvd. 
407-851-3673 
Beautiful Mistake, Anatomy of a Ghost, 
The A.K.A:a (Are Everywhere), Emery 
~punk) 
April 26, 7 p.m., $10 
The Social 






April 26, 6 p.m., $5 to $7 , 
Will's Pub 
1850 N. Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 . '-.. 
-Prince(pop} · 
April 26, 7:30 p.m., $49.50 to $76.75 
St. Pete Times Forum, Tampa 
813-301-6500 
Peaches (rock} 
April 26, 8 p.m., $10 
Back Booth 
37 W. Pine St. 
407-999-2570 
Exodus, Deroot, 5 Billion Dead (metal} 
April 27, 6 p.m., $12 to $15 
Back Booth 
37 W. Pine St. 
407-999-2570 
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy ijazz} 
. April 28, 7 p.m., $15 to $35 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
• j 
Nashville Pussy, Artimus Pyledriver (rock} 
, April 28, 8 p.m., $10 to $13 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Cyndilauper(pop} · 
April 28, 8 p.m., $27.50 to $34.50 
King Center for Performing Arts 
3865 N. Wickham Road 
Melbourne 
321-242-2219 
I ...,,,,,- · . -~-·...,.., ., . . 
Art Auction 
April 23, 6 p.m., $10 
Wmter Park Public Library 
460 E. New England Ave. 
407-623-3300 
Tom Peterson (opening reception} 
April 23, 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.; free. 
Crealde School of Art 
600 St. Andrews Blvd 
407-671-1886 r 
Figuratively Speaking (opening reception} 
April 24, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., free 
Wme Warehouse 
959 Fairbanks Ave. 
407-647-4744 
UPCOMING 
Cinco de Mayo 
It's Cinco de Mayo time! Time toL-
celebrate the anniversary of when 1 
Mexico defeated the United States with, , 
tequila and frozen margaritas. Oh,~,; 
come on. No one knows what Cin~de .. , · 
Mayo is for, aside from mass quantities ' 
of rucohol And what better place to get 
imboozulated on a Mexican holiday 
than at a Mexican restaurant? 
Don J>ablo's Cinco de Mayo, . 
Blowout features free Bud Llght from,8 '; 
p.m. to 10 p.m. Combine that with 12 
bars, and you've got the start of a party. 
But there's-more. 4 ,. • , • ~., .. 
TWo QJs will be sp~ ~L.,nd ,sev-
erru live· baD.9s ·wm :take t9. tjie "stage 
during:~ 'fiesta Last'teai', :mO~· than 
3,000,pe<?pl~ shOW.ed·1:J.P-.fur ~,~fust, 
and thiS ~·is, sure to ·be as pig,' ; . ', 
All tpiS kicks off on May -5 ,at· th,e 
Don Pablo's' on University Boii!ey.ud 
Buy tickets in advance for $5, or eipect 
to pay more at the door. Call 407~208-
1828 fo ,_,, ti' ' ... r more uuorma on. ; , ·i' 
1 , • .., 
George Clinton anJ .Parfiament j!' } 
Funkadelic 
May 7, 7 p.m., $25 to $27.50 , 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
Gnco de Mayo Blowout 
. May 4, 8 p.m.; $5 to $10 
· Don Pablo's 








• • Billboard top five albums •.• 
1. Usher, Confessions 
2. Various Artists, Now ·15 
3.Janet Jackson, Damita Jo 
4.Jessica Simpson, In This Skin 
5. Norah Jones, Feels Like Home Bill 
.. for the week of April 22 -28 
Local band spotlight . . · 
·THE ROCK OF RORY 
I "' 
• • 





ory's live show has more 
energy than a can of Red 
Bull. It cowd have some-
thing to do with the fact 
that vocalist Jeremy Menard drinks 
them constantly. Or they could just 
rock. 
The Central Florida band's 
power exists even in the worst con-
ditions. Perfori:ning at a Battle of 
the Bands at Pegasus Landing, they 
played poolside with so much feed-
back it sounded like another 
melody' in the song. Despite the 
sound guy's failed efforts to fix the 
mix, Rory played on and rocked. 
Bassist Marc Ispass got a few . 
chuckles from the comatose crowd 
when he put his bandana on the 
mic stand. "I hope I don't offend 
Steven Tyler," he said. 
Even though feedback pre-
vailed, the Rory rock reached a few. 
"You guys should drop out of 
scho.ol and go on the road," an 
American Idol-esque judge said. 
Actually, August may be the 
month for the band to do just that. 
A six-month tour is in the works to 
promote Rory's first EP. Always 
Right As In We Are (say that one 
slowly) will be released June 22 on 
One Eleven Records 
·(http://www.lllrecords.com). 
Christopher Fudurich (Finch, 
RxBandits, Armor for Sleep, Nada 
Surf) produced the five songs. 
"He's amazing," said guitarist and-
vocalist Jordan Shroyer. "He did an 
incredible job." 
Rory finds it difficult to adhere 
to one genre but describes its 
music · as indie-core. Influences 
vary from alternative to indie rock, 
and comparisons range from Tak-
ing Back Sunday, Alkaline T~o and 
.. ,New spins 
Brand New to Deftones, Finch and 
Foo Fighters. 
Rory didn't always sound this 
good, but you could say it gets bet-
ter with time. Founding members 
Isp'ass and Shroyer have six years 
under their belts of member 
changes, middle school talent 
shows, high school house parties 
and musical-style shifts. 
The two began playing in mid-
dle school, and over the years, their 
efforts went through numerous . 
band names and drummers before . 
they found Joel Setzer (drums), 
Chris Moore (guitar, vocals) and 
Menard. 
Since the final reincarnation, 
Rory has shared the stage with 
bands such as The Early Novem-
ber, Fallout Boy, Murder. Book, 
Mashlin and My Hotel Year. How-
ever, Rory is not one to name drop. 
The band's humble attitudes and 
progress speak for itself. 
This year will hold many "firsts" 
for Rory. The members joined their 
first record label and completed 
their first professional recording. 
Soon, they will release their first 
EP and go on tour. It's just the 
beginning for this band, whose 
youngest member is 18 and oldest 
is 21. 
The guys handled the sound and 
feedback very professionally, while 
still managing to perform a great 
live show . 
"The whole thing is to have fun," 
Menard said. "Even if no o'ne is 
there and the show is a bust." 
"We ju~t take everything as it 
comes," Shroyer added. 
There may be many opportuni-
ties to take in the near future, and 
Rory is excited to see what hap-
pens next. ' 
The band's dedication has taken 
it from backyard parties to Back 
Booth and other venues like The 
Social. "Everything lately has been 
really good," Setzer said. 
Everyth,i.ng may get even better. 
It started that same day when Rory 
won the Battle of the Bands, 
regardless of feedback. 
The band will bring the rock to 
Will's Pub on April 24 with The 
Start and Dialect. Menard e[\lpha-
sized how great this· show will be 
be.cause his friends' band, Sleeping 
Girl Drowning, is also playing. 
For a list of upcoming shows, go 
to http://www.roryrock.com. For 
your listening pleasure, visit 
http://www.purevolume.com/rory. 
COURTESY HTTP://WWW.RORYROCK.COM/ 
· ~right Eyes/Neva Dinova • OneJugofWine, Two Vessels ••• 
. ' 
G!nre: lndie rock/alt-country 
Release date: April 20 
Record label: Crank: A Record Company 
f 
I ~ 
l ; NICOLE PREZIOSO 
:i : StaffWriter 
~t ; :j I 
:! : If yoµ're not a die-hard Bright Eyes 
·or Neva Dinova fan, One Jug of Wine, 
; 1Wo Vessels may not be the next CD to 
already self-indulgent. 
But, self-wallowing aside, One Jug 
of Wine, Two Vessels is a melodic path 
through classic emo and alterna-coun-
try that just misses the melodramatic 
mark. 
:$pend eight bucks on. . 
·'1 :· : This EP is strictly for emo kids 
, lQoking to expand their CD collection. 
;;Even though the EP was made to make 
~ :.Neva Dinova fans out of Bright Eyes 
, fans and vice versa, it's more than like-
l'ly 1:he Bright Eyes fans are pl.ready 
familiar with both Omaha bands, mak-
The collaborative effort features 
three songs penned by Bright Eye~' 
Conor Oberst and three by Neva 
Dinova's Jakes Bellows. However, "col-
laborative" becomes an iffy term. Each 
track lists its writers and performers 
as "Bright Eyes, featuring Neva Dino-
va," or vice versa. The tracks do not 
reveal ·who is playing and who is 
singing. 
If you're not someone who can pick 
apart which band is which, the tracks 
tend to blend together and become 
indistinctive. The casual listener is 
thus reduced to a sense of "well, that 
kind of sounds different." 
.~ i,mg this a rather self-indulgent, though 
1 pretty, CD. Then again, emo itself is 
I . 
Nonetheless, the CD seems intend-




:rrhe Hold Steady •Almost Killed Me 






' .. ! . . . 
·• 
Genre: lndie rock 
Release date: April 20 
Record label: Frenchkiss 
JOHN THOMASON 
indie Editor 
It's rare when a rock band sounds like vir-
tually nothing else before it, but The Hqld 
Steady has that distinction. "Geek-rock with 
balls" might be an apt description. although 
"the Quentin Tarantinos of indie rock" would 
work too. Like the rambling dork's movies, 
vocalist Craig Finn's lyrics are almost all based 
on references to other artists, trends and gen-
res. 
The geek-rock part comes from these 
humorous, but largely insubstantial lyrics, but 
only the reference-heavy nature of this record 
brings to mind the nerdy sweater-rock of Nerf 
Herder. The music itself is accomplished and 
always shifting, with the slicing, punishing 
bass lines ofDischord post-punk merging with 
extended, molten Zeppelin-esque guitar solos. 
The opening notes of "The Swish" could even 
pass for (a good version of) AC/DC. These 
guys are on Les Savy Fav's Frenchkiss label, 
and there's also enough of the angular rhythms 
of Les Savy in this obscure cornucopia. 
bands apart. It almost seems to be so 
seamlessly sewn together to aptly fit 
the mellow-friends-jamming-out ideal 
the EP is begging for. If that is the goal, 
One Jug is a success. 
The lyrical quality these bands are 
known for, of course, appears in abun-
dance. Emo kids will love sorting 
through the complicated "Get Back" 
and "Black Comedy," though may be 
slightly offended by the easy-to-follow 
storylines of "I'll Be Your Friend" and 
"Spring Cleaning." . 
These storylines are carried out 
through lush vocals that move from 
angsty · and throaty to sweet and 
nightingale-esque on their way to 
combine with the occasional violin 
and sax. "I'll Be Your Friend" is a rare 
variation from the rest of the EP's 
dream-like state, with a kind of Mon-
kees-running-through-fields-of-rapid-
ly-expanding-sunflowers feeling. The 
only other clash is "Poison," which 
ironically sounds like a jaunty tulip-
picking excursion with '60s side-to-
side head bobbing. 
More than anything else, One Jug is 
a dreamy walk through a tulip-mead-
ow that occasionally cries over tar-
nished petals. But, know your flower, 
or you're bound to be plucked. 
Northstar • Pollyanna 
Genre: Pop-punk 
Release date: April 20 
Record label: Triple Crown 
RICKY SURILLO 
Staff Writer 
Take the second star to the right, 
and go straight until morning. That 
may be the way to get to never never 
land, but take the Northstar route 
for good music. Listening to these 
1 
• four talented musicians, it's hard to 
imagine that they come from Alaba-
ma Northstar is an emo/punk band, 
but they breathe new life into an 
otherwise redundant genre. Their 
music is carried by singer Nick Tor-
res, with his strong voice and 
unique lyrics. He may not be the 
next American Idol, but who cares 
- this is better. The album flows 
perfectly, from up-beat songs to 
mellowed acoustic tracks. The pro-
duction value is something to take 
notice of, which is uncommon in 
punk music. Pollyanna is just a good 
CD from a good band. Sometimes 
things are simple like that. 
JERROD ROCKHILL 
NO-FIDELITY 
Music festival a 
bland noise.fest 
I saw a burst of embers die out 
behind my car as I accelerated 
past a car in the center lane on 
State Road 408. I somehow fig-
ured that a small, violent explo-
sion of hot ash and embers was 
foreboding. As I exited west-
bound off of Rosalind Avenue, my 
sandal slipped as. I pumped the 
brakes in my Escort. 
. I was downtown. 
This wasn't any regular night 
in the city. The air had something 
in it other than the pollution and 
staleness that engulfs downtown 
and its petty politics. I was too 
busy bµrning out my sense of 
smell with my next cigarette to 
realize . that there may have been 
life in the air. 
After paying $4 to park in the 
library garage, I found myself 
being forced to park in a corner 
on the top-level of the lot. It was 
the first time I've ever seen it full. 
When I opened my door, an 
eerie sound echoed off the build-
ings. The view from the parking 
' garage was mediocre, as the only 
thing in sight was a busy street. 
Instead of waiting for the eleva-
tor, I decided to take the 12 or so 
flights of stairs. 1 
I'm a poster child for ADD. 
The ground-level pafking 
garage door swung open, and I 
stepped into the Florida Music 
Festival. 
Crossing a few busy streets 
crowded with ambulances and 
gurneys filled V{ith teenage girls 
suffering from alcohol poisoning, 
I stood in the middle of the 
square in front of the history 
museum, scrolling through my 
cell phone to locate my friend 
Kerry and his guests. ( 
In that alleyway in front of 
Planet Smoothie, a small concert 
area was set up. A mediocre frat-
rock band (think bastard child of 
Sublime and Nirvana) was per-
forming. Unfortunately the 
acoustics in the square mangled 
the already horrible music that 
worked its way into your ears 
with the delicate sound of a train 
derailing. . 
I had come 15 minutes too late 
and missed the New Roman 
Times set, so I wandered the 
streets of downtown with a small 
group of 20-year-olds. Walking 
from club to club and bar to bar, 
we noticed that our kind was 
shunned. We were forced to roam 
the streets and catch sound bites 
seeping through the cracks of the 
doors. 
After 30 minutes of ear-bleed-
ing blandness, I quickly discov-
ered that there really was nothing 
new being played downtown and 
that the music festival was noth-
ing more than a joke. The music 
festival was created to boost prof-
its for downtown merchants and 
get people addicted to the sifted, 
fine, white-powdered drug that is 
downtown. 
Downtown is an addictive 
place. I've always said that. But it 
depends on where you hang out 
in downtown. 
Regardless, I refused to pur-
chase a $7 music festival pass 
because there was·really no place 
to go. I was truly disappointed. 
After this discovery, I decided 
I wanted to see what kind of 
music was being played. Store-
front after storefront, I .realized 
again that it was nothing but the 
same generic music that always 
echoes through downtown. 
Now, I didn't participate all 
day long, I took my chances with 
the busiest night. Cheap house 
music, the same remixed trance 
tracks, tired hip-hop and alterna-
tive rock from the '90s were the 
only variety the music festival 
had to offer. 
Maybe next year, downtown, 
you'll do something with your 
life. 
E-mail Jerrod Rockhill at 
jerrod@theindie.com 
for the week of April 22 -28 
In review 
Innovative Dogville the best film in y,ars 
Psychological 







. Giving \new meaning to the 
term "minimalist" and making 
literal the concept of "theater of 
cruelty," Dogville is part theatri-
cal conceit and part film aes-
thetic, part Our Town and part 
Breaking the Waves. The critical 
response to this film ru1s ranged 
from enormously enthusiastic 
(see this review) to utterly 
repulsed, but whether you love 
it or revile it, Dogville will like-
ly change you either way. 
· Nicole Kidman's symbolical-
ly named Grace, running from a 
group of gangsters, stumbles 
upon the quiet town ofDogville 
and immediately is taken under 
the wing of town philosopher 
Tom Edison (Paul Bettany). 
Our on-the-nin heroine gets a 
mixed reception ' from the 
· town's dozen inhabitants, but 
they agree to hide Grace in 
Dogville and provide her with 
food and shelter if she becomes 
a working member. At first, the 
townsfolk treat Grace amicably, 
until they realize that they hold 
all the cards and have free reign 
to take advantage of her. 
Set in the '30s, this three-
. hour experiment takes place on 
a stage - hence the film's the-
atrical basis - that encompass-
es an entire town. In an artistic 
more than economic constraint 
(although the film was made for 
about $3), director Lars Von 
Trier uses chalk outlines to des-
ignate where one house ends 
and another begins. In place of 
a real dog, the word "dog" is 
scrawled on a chalk drawing of 
the canine. In lieu of doors, the 
actors simply go through the 
motion of opening invisible 
doors, while Von Trier supplies 
a door-opening sound effect. 
There are plenty qf props, 
which, placed upon invisible 
. ·settings, only add to the artifi-
ciality of the movie. 
Von Trier, the gloomy, avant-
garde Danish filmmaker whose 
other English-language funere-
al dirges include Dancer in the 
Dark arid the aforementioned 
Breaking the Waves, has finally 
made the masterpiece he's flirt-
ed with for so many years. 
Claims of the shallow empti-
ness of Von Trier's previous 
exercises in torture do not 
apply to Dogville. This film is 
the director's deepest and most 
profound statement on human-
ity, smartly juxtaposed by its 
austere presentation. Von Trier 
deeply probes into the emo-
tionally bereft and psychologi-
cally disturbing condition of the 
human soul. Freudian concepts 
abound in the director's solemn 
thoughts on the perverse and 
torturous sadism that lies 
beneath placid exteriors. 
Of course, this societal view-
point is as timeless as Shake-
speare and has been analyzed to 
,(usu.ally) more-watered down 
and accessible effect in previ-
ous films. Such a cynical look at 
humanity's inherent hatred is 
usually covered in a high-visual 
gloss, handled with comedic 
undertones (see Pleasantville) 
or laced with time-jumping 
melodrama (see American 11rs-
tory X). However, Von Trier 
does not provide the viewer 
these entertaining concessions, 
which ·all trace back to the pic-
ture's naked presentation. He 
uses the see-through voyeurism 
of his stark setting to enhance 
~e film's themes: When Grace 
J 
is raped by apple farmer Chuck, 
the viewer has the (dis)advan-
tage of seeing the act from afar 
thanks to Von Trier's wide shot. 
With no physical borders 
between houses, we have the 
godlike omniscience to see this 
horrible act being committed, 
while the ullknowing citizens 
casually stroll across the stage, 
mere inches from the crime. It's 
a devastati.I~gly powerful 
moment. 
Narrated with stately elo-
quence by John Hurt, Dogville 
boasts a perfectly selected cast. 
Oscar-worthy performances 
from veteran Ben Gazzara as a 
pathetic, blind pervert and 
Patricia Clarkson as a despica-
ble mom you love to hate high-
light the supporting players. 
The film also features Magno-
lia's Philip Baker Hall as a doc-
tor who constantly thinks he's 
dying and Stellan Skarsgard as 
the applif farmer with cruel 
intentions. But, it's the emi-
nence of Kidman that elevates 
Grace - and the film - to 
unforeseen heights. 
Von Trier has always been 
able to pull the greatest per-
formances of their careers from 
his lead actresses, and Dogville 
is . no exception. Anyone who 
saw ·The Five Obstructions 
knows Von Trier can be as 
sadistic to real people as ~e is to 
his characters, but while his 
methods may be questionable, 
the results have never been so 
mesmerizing. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: We were originally 
told Dogville opens Friday, but unfortu-
nately that is not the case. The film's 
release date remains unknown. How-
ever, Stardust Video and Coffee is cur-
ren(/y offering an import DVD. of 
Dogville that plays on computers. Rent 
away! 
' . 
· Welcome back, slaughter 
Another bad comic 
book adaptation? 
Aw, Jeez! 





This isn't just any review of 
The Punisher. It's special. 
Throughout it, I will be making 
references to the titles of John 
Travolta's movies. The person 
who e-mails me with the cor-
rect amount of references first 
~ my copy of The Essential 
Punisher. Good luck and happy 
hunting. 
John Hensleigh's The Pun-
isher is a simple B-movie with 
a basic concept: a man loses his 
family, becomes an urban cow-
boy and takes revenge. Based 
on the Marvel comic (but not 
at all accurate) The Punisher is 
one of those guilty pleasures 
you know you'll watch at 3 a.m. 
on TNT. 
Frank Castle, an FBI agent, 
screws up a drug bust in one of 
the most convoluted film 
openings. Somehow, the son of 
kingpin wannabe Howard 
Saint is killed, which causes a 
domestic disturbance betWeen 
him and his wife. Saint's wife 
tells him that taking civil 
action wont work, and that he 
must kill Castle and his entire 
family. S~t, being a greasy 
.sle~ebag, orders his gay in a plastic bubble, until their 
henchman Q!ientin (shades of generosity gets to him. Even 
. -Bob from Batman) to go to though he lives in an apart-
Puerto Rico with a handful of ment, the only neighbors we 
goons and wipe out the whole see are the attractive and flirta-
Castle crew, who are conve- tious Joan, the punk with a 
niently holding · a family heart of gold Spacker Dave, 
reunion. By the end of the mas- and the neurotic, token-fat-guy 
sacre, Castle is the only one Mr. Bumpo, as played by mas-
alive, thanks to the powers of a ter thespian John Pinette. 
mystical black guy (shades of These three characters were a 
Brother Voodoo). part of the comics; but they 
Castle is left in Puerto Rico just don't fit in this film. When 
and in his stead emerges The theywerewritten by the' clever 
Punisher, a man · who has pen of Garth Ennis in his story-
c;rossed the line between reali- line "Welcome Back Frank,'~ 
ty and sanity. The Punisher the characters appeared to 
heads to the mad city of · have a more natural chemistry. 
Tampa, searching for Saint In this movie they're just 
and his minions. He's armed to annoying. , 
the teeth and dressed in black The Punisher puts a dent in 
and White. Saint's shady operations and 
While in Tampa, his neigh- . fights several assassins. They 
bars try to warm up to him, but include the awkwardly-named 
he acts defensive like the boy country singer aarry Heck 
and the Russian, played by the 
towering wrestler Kevin Nash, 
who surprisingly didn't frac-
ture his leg on the set. By the 
film's end, when Saint and The 
Punisher finally face off, you're 
relieved that the movie is over. 
And then you realize you just 
spent that much time watching 
his origin story. Seriously, the 
whc>le movie focuses on The 
Punisher fighting Saint, where-
as when The Punisher 
appeared in the comic, he had 
already dealt with that ordeal a 
long time ago. But alas, I didn't 
mean to trail off like a broken 
arrow. This movie as it stands 
is passable at best. It's a Steven 
. Seagal movie, without Steven 
Seagal, which . is always 
refreshing. Wait until it's in the 
cheap-seat theaters, or down-
load it and skip all the. crappy 
parts. · 
Also new to theaters this weekend 
Japanese Story (RJ 
Drama 
http I /wNNjapanesestory.comau 
13 Going on 30 (PG-13) 
Comedy 
http I /www.13goingon30.axn 
I 
'Perhaps because of t}tis offbeat romance's title and because it features an American director making a movie in a foreign country, it's hard 
not to think of Japanese Story without relating it to last year's indie smash Lost in TI-anslation. But wtlike Sofia Coppola's quiet story of two 
Americans in a fo~eign land, Japanese Story features an American geologist anc;i a Japanese businessmen falling in love against a scorched 1 
Australian desert. Opens at Regal Winter Park 20. 
We liked this better the first time, when it was called Big. Gary Ross's innovative script, ~out a boy wishing so hard to be older that it 
flill\lly comes true, is retold in this Jennifer Garner vehicle about a teenage girl who wakes up to realize she's a magazine editor with a'live-in 
boyfriend. High-concept, whimsical movies like this are either delightful or just plain stupid. With Hollywood fresh out of original ideas, I 
wonder which category this film falls under? 
J 
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ 
CINESCENE 
The Land Before 
Police Academy 
In celebration of the recent 
Police A,cademy DVD set , 
release, I thought it would be a 
good idea to draw attention to 
the animated equivalent of the 
Police Academy series. 
The Land Before Time 
debuted in 1988, and since its 
theatrical release nine direct-
<" to-video sequels have followed, 
thus creating a parallel to the 
similarly carbon-copied Police 
Academy series. .;11<' 
When first released in 1984, 
Police Academy was a highly 
successful comedy, grossing 
more than $80 million in its c 
theatrical run. It was a fairly 
harmless, crowd-pleasing com-
edy starring up-and-comer 
Steve Guttenberg. I'm sure it 
was a surprise to all when 10 
years later the Police Academy 
crew was still sticking to the 
institution and releasing the 
series' seventh and final install-
ment, Police Academy: Mission 
to Moscow. 
During thE(,, long reign• of 
Police Academy, Disney 
released ~ little film called The. 
Land Before Time. A modestly 
scaled film involving dinosaurs, 
it also follows a gaggle of char-
acters on the fringe of normal-
' cy. With a budget of $12.3 mil-
lion, The Land Before Time 
grossed a modest $48 million in 
its theatrical run. Worldwide, it • ·"' 
pulled in almost $83 million. , 
What made these two films 
so special? What made Police 
Academy and The Land Before 
Time become 16 films? Was· it 
the low cost? The general 
appeal? Overall laziness? As the 1 
films progressed in each series, 
quality and release strategy 
became less of a factor in the 
overall . quotient. With each 
film, the bar was unequivocally 
lowered. 
As the carbon copies contin-
ued, its unbridled· repetition of 
title,- plot and character arc 
dropped off like flies. Still 
dreaming of a career in feature 
films beyond Short Circuit and 
Three Men and a Little Lady; 
Guttenberg bowed out of the 
Police Academy series just ) 
before its death rattle in the 
direct-to-video ninethquel Mis-
sion to Moscow. While. he may . 
now regret his decision (I'm . ' 
sure he needs the paycheck), I 
suppose it's · never too late to 
put the call into someon~ with 
the backing for another Police 
Academy farce. 
The Land Before Time has 
been more consistent with its ' 
output of family-frieridly fea-
tures. Since 1994, and with the 
exception ofl999, each year, we 
have been graced with the pres- ~ 
,,~e of another Land Before 
Time film. From The Great Val-
ley Adventure . to the most ,1 
recent release, The Great Long-
neck Migration, The Land Before 
Time gang, unlike the Police 
Academy crew, is showing no ,,. 
signs of slowing down. 
When visiting the video 
store, take a look around, 
peruse the shelves if you will. • 
Take a scan in the comedy and . 
the children's sections, and 
you'll find the illustrious series • 
of films in this article. Keep a 
keen eye out for the new special 
edition of Police Academy; a 
new. transfer and some com- 4 
mentary should please the 
three fans of the film that read 
this article. The Land Before 
Time, though bare bones on 
DVD, should find enjoyment 
for littler tykes who actucllly 
think they're getting something ., 
new every year instead of the 
same old carbon copy. 
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The Whole Ten Yards 
12:00 p.m. 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00 
Johnson FamilyVacation 
12:30 p.m. 3:00 5:20 7:50 10:20 
Hell boy 
12:40 p.m. 3:30 6:40 9:30 12:10 a.m. 
Home on the Range 
12:20 p.m. 2:20 4:40 7:00 9:20 11:30 
The Prince and Me 
12:10 p.m. 2:40 5:10 7:40 10:10 
Walking Tall 
12:20 p.m. 2:30 4:50 7:20 9:30 12:00 a.m. 
Jersey Girl 
12:50 p.m. 7:10 
The Ladykillers 
12:50 p.m. 4:00 6:50 9:40 12:10 a.m. 
Scooby-Ooo 2: Monsters Unleashed 
12:40 p.m. 3:00 5:20 7:40 10:20 
Starslcy& Hutch 
~.,, 12:10 p.m .. 2:40 5:10 7:30 10:00 
The Passion of The Christ 
12:40 p.m. 3:50 7:00 9:50 
Regal Waterford Lakes 
541 North Alafaya Trail, 407-207-9110 
13 Going on 30 
12:00 p.rn1 12:30 2:30 4:00 5:00 7:00 
, ~ 7:30 10:00 10:30 12:30 a.m. . 
_,·, 
Manon Fire 
12:40 p.m. 12:40 4:00 4:00 7:20 7:20 
10:10 10:40 
Connie and Carla 
12:40 p.m. 4:50 7:40 10: 10 12:40 a.m. 
kitlBill-VoJ.r '- "' • i '• 
12:10 p.m. 12:50 3:30 4:00 6:50 7:30 
10:00 10:4;0 1:00 a.m. 
' The Punisher 
•r 12:20 p.m. 12:50 3:40 4:10 6:40 7:40 
9:40 10:40 12:40 a.m. 
.. 
The Alamo 
1:10 piIIl. 4:10 7:10 10:30 
Ella Enchanted 
12:40 p.m. 7:20 
The Girl Next Door 
4:20 p.rn. ·10:20 
The Whole Ten Yards 
12:50 p.m. 7:50 
Johnson Family Vacation 
12:30 p.m. 4:10 7:40 10:00 12:30 a.m. 
Hell boy 
12:20 3:50 7:10 9:50 12:50 a.m. 
Home on the Range 
12: 10 p.m. 2:20 4:30 7:00 9:50 12:00 a.m. 
The Prince and Me 
12:20 p.m. 3:40 6:50 9:40 12:20 a.m. 
Walking Tall 
1:00 p.m. 4:30 7:10 9:40 ·12:10 a.m. 
Jersey Girl . 
4:20 p.m. 10:10 12:50 a.m. 
The Ladykillers 
12:30 p.m. 3:50 7:20 10:30 
Scooby-Doo 2: Monste" Unleashed 
12:00 p.m. 2:20 4:40 7:30 9:50 
The Passion of The Christ . 
12:00 p.m. 3:20 7:00 10:20 
Regal Winter Park 
510 N Orlando Ave., 407-628-0163 
13 Going on 30 
12:05 p.m. 1:05 2:45 4:00 5:10 6:50 7:50 
9:20 10:25 11:55 
Manon Fire 
12:20p.m.12:553:354:106:557:2510:1010:40 
Connie and Carla 
12:10 p.m. 2:35 5:05 7:35 10:05 12:25 a.m. 
KlllBill -Vol.2 . 
12:30 p.m. 1:10 3:40 4:20 6:45 7:30 10:00 10:35 
The Punisher 
12:35 p.m. 1:30 3:50 4:45 7:00 7:40 9:50 
10:45 12:40 a.m. 
Ella Enchanted 
2:00 p.m. 7:05 12:00 a.m. 
The Girl Next Ooor 
10:20p.m. 
The Whole Ten Yards 
12:00 p.m. 2:30 4:55 7:20 9:55 12:20 a.m. 
Johnson FamllyVacation 
12:50 p.m. 3:10 5:35 8:10 10:30 
' Hellboy 
. ' 
i' · .• 
.. 
"' ( ., .. 
' 
12:40 p.m. 3:45 6:45 9:40 12:30 a.m. 
Home on the Range 
11:50 am. 1:55 p.m. 3:55 5:55 8:00 
The Prill<I! and Me 
12:45 p.m. 6:40 12:15 a.m. 
The United States of Leland 
4:35 p.m. 9:30 
Walking Tall 
12:25 p.m. 2:40 5:00 7:10 9:25 11:50 
The Ladykiliers · ' 
11:50 a.m. 2:20 p.m. 4:50 7:45 10:15 
Scooby-Ooo 2: Monste" Unleashed 
11:55 a.m. 2:15 p.m. 4:25 
Eternal Sunshine oftlie Spotless Mind 
12:15 p.m. 3:00 5:45 8:15 10:45 
Taking Lives 
6:40 p.m. 9:10 1l:40 
The Passion ofThe Christ 
3:30 p.m. 9:35 
Japanese Story 
1:15 p.m. 4:15 7:15 9:45 12:35 a.m. 
Enzian Theatre 
1300 S. Orlando Ave., 407-629-1088 
Good Bye, Lenin! 
Ftiday (4/23): 4:00 p.m. 7:00 9:30 
SatW'day (4;24): 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30 
Sunday (4/25): 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30 
Monday (4126): 7 p.m. 9:30 
Tuesdey (4;27): 7 Pt:U. ' 
Wednesday (4/28): 7 p.m. 9:30 
'Thursday ( 4129): 7 p.m. 9:30 
Listed times a re for Saturday and~ only, unless noted. 
· t. Allshowtimessu~tochange. 
New on DVDADril27 
::L 
No tall tale: Lov
1
e, Actually and· Big Fish are good 
SEAN HUNTING 
indie Asst. Editor 
. Two great dramedies are 
coming out on video this week 
- Tim Burton's brilliant tall tale 
Big Fish and great comedy 
writer .Richard Curtis' brilliant 
directorial debut Love, Actually. 
Burton and Curtis tell two very 
different taJes of love and 
laughs, both bringing a huge 
emotional range in their respec-
tive movies. 
Love, Actually (RJ 
Theatrieal release: 
Nov.7,2003 
Box office gross: 
$59.5million 
Mentioning Richard Curtis 
in the intro probably didn't ring 
any . bells with most people. 
Naming his writing credits, 
however, should be enough to 
pro,ve to anybody that Love, 
Actually is a dramedy worth 
seeing. Having worked on BBC 
shows such as Black Adder and 
Mr. Bean with Rowan Atkinson. 
and being responsible for more 
than a few successful Hugh 
Grant screenplays, Curtis has 
In revieW 
had a ' strong career already. 
Directing his first film (that also 
happens ·to star both Rowan 
Atkinson and Hugh Grant) was 
a challenge he undertook and 
did a superb job. 
Balancing eight or so differ-
ent couples, often linked . by 
nothing more than coincidence, 
would have been tough for a 
veteran director. Curtis is suc-
cessful, if just barely, in showing 
how the ideal of love differs 
from couple to couple. Love, 
Actually is actually as heart-
warming as Big Fish, and funnier 
than Stuck on You, which makes 
it a more than a safe rental this 
weekend. 
Big Fish (PG-13) 
Theatrical release: 
Dec. 10, 2003 
Box offic€ gross: 
$66.4million 
Mars Attacks and Sleepy Hol-
low were fun but mediocre at 
best. Planet of the Apes was a 
complete and horrible disgrace. 
It was fight or flight time for 
Burton to finally put out anoth-
er film that was darkly personal 
and visually brilliant on the 
table. He succeeded with flying 
colors with the critically 
acclaimed Big Fish. · 
Big Fish is the story of a son 
who grew up not knowing the 
truth behind his father's tall 
tales. When his father Edward 
(Ewan McGr.egor, young; Albert 
Finney, senior) is on his 
deathbed, Will Bloom (BQly 
Crudup) launches a personal , 
investigation into the series of 
events that inspired his big fish 
stories. The truth is often rhixed 
with the myth as Will meets the 
witch, the giant and Siame_se 
twins that his father . always 
talked, about, and learned where 
the exaggeratiOn began. 
Besides the run-of-the-mill 
director's commentary by Tim 
Burton. the DVD also includes a 
ton of special featurettes. First 
there are four different film-
maker's featurettes. These 
include Tim Burton: Storyteller 
which shows how the film was 
made from a directorial point of 
view, and A Fairytale World 
where Tim Burton and mem-
bers of the cast and crew discuss 
the importance of mythology. 
Another . great documentary 
from the filmmaker point of 
Nou1 available on DVD 
view is The Author's Journey a 
short film on how the film went 
from the page to the screen. 
To top it off, there are three 
more documentaries based on 
the world the characters live in. 
Edward Bloom at Large which 
shows the world Bloom inhabits 
(specifically the one that he has 
built. in his own head), and 
Amos at the Circus which has 
Danny Devito hosting a tour 
through the big-top scenes. One 
of the greatest films. of 2003 
adds to its high quality for a 
DVD release packed with tons 
of special features. 
Step Into Liquid 
(unrated) • · 
Theatrical release: 
Aug.5,2003 
Box office gross: 
$3.67million 
This surfing documentary made waves into 2003, partly because it was made by Dana 
Brown, son of lege.ndary Endless Summer director Bruce Brown, and partly because of its 
stunning cinematography and broad scope oflocations. Brown documents the art of surfing 
from Southern California to Ireland to Vietnam Loadep with more surfing love than the 
Beach Boys' entire discography, the two-disc set's special features are likely to keep you off 
the boards and glued to the Tv. 
Wild Things 2 (R) 
Theatrical release: 
n/a 
Box office gross: 
n/a 
Great, just what we need ... yet another direct-to-video. sequel to a film that '(1'3.sn't very 
goOd anyway. More of a camp movie than a serious attempt at cinema, Wild Things was part 
thriller and part soft-core porn, and the sequel aims to replicate this with the exact same 
plot. Only the cast has changed from A-list celebs to minor stars. At least this alriiost-
remake isn't quite as blasphemous as North of Fargo, the recently-released direct-to-video 
knockoff of the Coen brothers' masterpiece. 
Vardalos vardaloses her touch in lackluster film 
Cross-dressing crowd-
pleaser Connie and 
Carla is a criminally 
cute crapfest 
Connie and Carla (PG-13) 
.Comedy 
httpJ/www.connieandcarla.colTi/ · 
BRETT RYAN BONOWIQ 
StaffWriter · 
·Connie and Carla is a very 
safe movie for Nia Vardalos to · 
follow· up with My Big Fat 
Greek Wedding. It's a crowd-
pleasing, light-on-the-brain 
comedy that rips heavily from 
Some Like it Hot. Connie and 
Carla is the story of two girls, 
Connie and Carla. They have a 
knack for showtunes and will 
stop at nothing to become per-
formers. When they witness a 
terrible crime, they've gotta 
lamb it in one of the most 
breathtakingly offensive 
ripoffs of the year. 
Director Michael Lembeck, 
who previously helmed The 
Santa Clause 2, injects Connie 
and Carla with flaccid colla-
gen implants, forcing the film 
to take turns into uneven tone, 
choppy editing and unin-
spired mise-en scene. While 
the direction . is weak, the 
movie also lacks an exception-
al script. Vardalos again 
resorts to caricature and 
stereotype to create character. 
In this film, she uses drag 
queens as a humorless back-
drop for the hackneyed plot 
she's conceived. 
A surprisingly good roman-
tic lead is found in the form of 
David Duchovny. Shockingly 
dull in non-X-Files , work, 
Dtfchovny shows a sweet; ten-
der and frank side to his 
screen persona that almost 
lifts the work to a higher level. 
Instead of actually pursuing 
Duchovny's romantic interest 
in the man-dressed-as-a-
woman side of Vardalos' Con-
nie, Vardalos the screenwriter 
never skims more than the 
surface and the film suffers. 
Vardalos's acting is a slight 
notch above her writing. 
Much cuter than beautiful, 
· Vardalos has a friendly face 
that induces a laugh where 
one might not always be 
apparent. Toni Collete is a 
good foil to Vardalos. Collette 
is a woman whose acting abil-
ity has proved extraordinarily 
versatile, as exhibited in such 
fare as The Sixth Sense and 
About a Boy. Here again, Col-
lette pulls off a part many 
actre$ses may shy away from. 
Of the pair, Collette is the con-
vincing drag queen. While one 
never forgets Vardalos's beau-
tiful interior, Collette is a coµ-
vmcmg chameleon. Her 
woman dressed as a man 
dressed as a woman is another 
character with the. potential 
for more. 
The film is laced with mes-
sages of self-esteem, body 
issues and being comfortable 
with who you are, inside or 
out. While this is all good and 
fun, the messages,,.seem like 
commercial breaks that inter-
rupt the flow of the narrative. 
on 
Laughing at or with Connie 
and Carla is bardly a crime. 
Parts of the film are actually 
fairly amusing. What is a 
crime, however, is Vardalos's 
lazy writing and Lembeck's 
flat direction. While some ana-
lysts 'are saying that the film's 
$2.64 million opening week-
end is akin to My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding's opening weekend, 
it's a good bet the film cools off 
like a bowl of tomato soup full 
of ice cubes, proving once 
again that while some like it 
hot, others settle for bland. 
Last weekend's top box office hits ... 
1. l(ill Bill: Vol. 2 $25 .1 million 
2. The Punisher ---------~--~· $13.8 million 
3.Johnson Family Vacation $5.95 million 
4. Hellboy $5.65 million 
5. Home on the Range $5.51 million 
A comedy for the kid in all ~f us. 
-
Top five Pharb-beating hangover cures ••. 
5.Aplacebo 
4.Watching Gigli 
3. Nectar of hobo. 
2.Motoroil 
1.Morebeer 
.for the week of April 22 -28· 
DANADELAPI 
NOT JUST SEX 
Sweet memories 
of bar-top dances 
The last week of school. 
The words just seem to roll off 
my tongue. I have never been 
· so happy to see the end of a 
semester. The perfect time of 
year to play "remember the 
time" with your best buds. So 
to all of you out there who 
have stuck by my column, here 
are some of my favorites to 
remember ... 
Remember the time I wrote 
about virgins? I'll never forget, 
because I got a whole hoard of 
e-mails from angry students. I 
would like to thank all those 
studentsfortl_leirignorantand 
--rude comments. If it were not 
~for you, I would not have 
' pressed forth to piss you off 
' even more, Today I leave you 
, with this: Sex is still a niajor 
part of intimacy and if you 
don't have that, you're missing 
out. 
Remember the time I wrote 
about e~es? .Special shout-out 
' to Arny, who couldn't agree . 
more with my ex-factor theo-
' cy. I would also like to thank all 
my exes who have called this 
semester. Oh, and. also to tell 
them to hold their breath until 
I call back. 
Remember the time I wrote 
; about oral sex? This is by far 
• my favorite column, and it 
. seems it was most beloved by 
, everyone on campus. I never 
' thought so many people 
1 wollld love it, but the compli-
ments rolled on in. Including 
: an e-mail that said "RE: Cun-
, ning Linguisitics ... haha! 
' That's awesome." Glad to 
; appease the masses. 
Remember the time I wrote 
: about dancing on bars? If it 
' were not for Mako's, I would 
1 not have had anything to write 
; about that week. Isn't my job 
: grand; dancing on bars and 
having sex is required as 
research. i still think every girl 
should hop on a bar at least 
once in her life. And if anyone 
tells you it's slutty, give them a 
few drinks and see how little 
time it takes them to climb on 
, up. -
Remember the time I wrote 
about taking a chance on love? 
This topic runs .a close second 
to oral sex. I truly believe that 
, although love is a risk, it is 
· something you can't live with-
out. The journey of life would 
be but a boring car ride if not 
for the trials and tribulations 
. of love. And with the end of 
the semester here, now you 
get. to look forward to sizzling 
summer love. Yum. 
Remember the time I wrote 
• about long distance relation-
• ships? This was near and dear 
to my heart since my 
boyfriend just moved. Which 
; puts me smack in the middle 
of an LDR yet again. Should 
"make for great summer reads. 
So I'd like to thank him for all 
"the sexual inspiration he has 
"given me over the semester. 
You're the best; J. 
I should also send a shout-
out to my girls for without you 
I would have nothing to write. 
• I will always remember our 
times on the bench talking, 
complaining and analyzing 
• sex and relationships. Thanks 
: for some great topics, ladies, 
• and keep up the good sex. 
, Well. I had a great semester 
talking about sex. But the best 
·is yet to come, so if you're 
sticking around for summer 
classes you can take a break 
with me and talk about sex. 
The semester may be over, but 
. sex never ends - so have fun 
and keep it dirty. 
I 
• . .. 
J 




·.Reality hit documents star-obsessed makeovers 
Rosie O'Donnell 
yet to be selected 
NICOLE SCHAUB 
Staff Writer 
Just how far will someone 
go to look like celebrities Brit-
ney Spears, Brad Pitt, Pamela 
Anderson, J-Lo or Elvis? On 
MTv's newest reality show, I 
Want a Famous Face, people 
not satisfied with their 
appearance go under the knife. 
The new reality makeover 
show phenomenon first began 
with ABC's Extreme Makeover 
and has taken off with knock-
offs such as FOX's The Swan. 
MTV, however, has taken a 
new approach by concentrat-
ing on young adults ranging 
from ages 18 to 28. The new 
show, airing Mondays at 10:30 
p.m., has already transformed 
eight people into the celebs 
they admire most. , 
The document:µ-y series-
films individuals ~ho decide 
to get and pay for their own 
plastic surgery and then fol-
lows them through their jour-
ney before, during and after 
surgery. The procedures range 
from tummy tucks, nose jobs 
and breast enhancements to 
brow lifts, cheek and chin 
implants and lip enhance-
ments. · 
Although the show has 
become rapidly popular, view-
ers wonder · if the painful and 
risky surgeries are worth it for 
such young people, who think 
looking like a celeb will get 
them work in Hollywood. "I 
think it's wrong for them to 
think that looking like some-
one famous will immediately 
lead them td fame; it's really 
sad,'' said Annette Ruelf, a 
UCF sophomore. 
"I think it's sad that our 
society if so concerned with 
appearance in the first place," 
senior Elissa Kirley said. 
"Shows like this just make it 
worse." 
Despite its critics, the show 
has been ranked in the top 10 
shows for young viewei:s (peo-
ple between 18 and 34 years 
·old) almost every week since 
its debut in February. Even 
though some viewers don't 
agree with the subject· matter, 
they still continue to watch the 
show every Monday night. "I 
don't like what the show rep-
resents, but I will admit that 
I'll watch it,'' junior Laura 
Gierach said. However, with 
only two · episodes left, MTV 
officials still have not decided 
if they will order a second sea-
son. 
"It's under discussion, but · 
no decision yet,'' an MTV 
spokeswoman said. 
Critics have suggesting that 
MTV pays and encourages the 
show's subjects to get the 
expensive face lifts, boob jobs 
and face implants. The net-
work says the show is a docu-
mentary and does not con-
done the surgeries. The 
producers have cautionary-
tales in every episode about 
others who had bad experi-
ences with similar surgeries. A 
whole segment will be devot-
ed to a young girl named Cas-
sandra, who will have her 
breast implants removed after 
suffering from arthritis and 
memory lapses. 
. Though most of the people 
getting surgery say it's worth 
it, some viewers say ' the 
results aren't stars - and 
sometimes they look worse 
than before. "The girl Sha, 
who wanted to look like 
Pamela Anderson, looked so 
much better before the sur-
gery,'' Gierach said. "She 
looked ridiculous afterwards; 
her boobs were way too big." 
: 'I couldn't believe the guy 
who wanted to look like J-Lo. 
J-Lo is a natural beauty, and he 
looked so fake afterwards,'' 
UCF sophomore Gio Irene 
said. 
This week, I Want A 
Famous Face will feature an 
Elvis impersonator who 
desires to look more like The 
King. The series will air its 






Makers of Pharb slander indie staff writer 
Plus, the hangover 
pill revealed to be 





media (Whatshott.com & 
Pharb Co.) decided to con-
glomerate together in an 
attempt to slander a name due 
to a comment made back in 
the Spring·Break issue of the 
indie, which stated: "Pharb 
contains acetaminophen and 
caffeine. Let's just stick to our 
basic Tylenol and Red Bulls 
just to be safe, and assure our-
selves that we won't have 
mutilated body parts growing 
out of unknown places." 
The bottom line is that 
things were .just being put into 
perspective. Why? For one 
thing, it's a much easier state-
ment for "non-chemistry stu-
dents" who don't know the 
exact definition of acetamino-
phen, caffeine (hopefully not) 
or calcium carbonate. 
Let's pinpoint why the com-
motion is all aflutter. First, a 
4:03-minute Pharb TV com-
mercial was made to ridicule 
the lack of research made for 
the article. (Unfortunatelx it 
was not a Joe Francis GGW 
video.) The video began with 
Bleeps and bloojJs 
lines from Pulp Fiction and 
proceeded with gunshots. A 
monologue followed, per-
formed by mister over-age 
man in his mid-life crisis, who 
used the words: "wood puss, 
puss wuss, and peenie 
weeinie." This is a college-tar-
geted product, and the best 
way to get the product name 
out should be through word of 
mouth and the use of attrac-
tive guys and girls - not an 
old, molding man as therr pro-
motions representive. 
If Pharb is such a good 
hangover-cure pill, approved 
by the FDA, why hasn't any 
documentation on the product 
been recovered? It is quite 
striking that the pill has met 
. FDA approval considering 
most vitamins and herbal sup-
plements have not. 
Nick Santos, a psychology 
and nursing double major, 
said: "I do not know what 
'Pharb is; it sounds like some-
thing I coughed up. When I'm 
drinking, I am not worried 
about hangovers. It is the next 
day I'm worried about." 
Giving Pharb some consid-
eration, he hasn't actually tried 
the pill. However, Nathin P. 
(last name withheld), a mar-
keting major, has actuaUy used 
it. "I took Pharb while drinking 
one night, and two hours later, 
Pharb made me more nau-
seous and gave me dry mouth 
(I was extremely thirsty),'' he 
~ . . 
·Tentacle content rating: 5.0 
New ~atings 




Following Europe's lead 
earlier this year, Japan decided 
to give its game ratings system 
a complete overhaul. Previous-
ly sporting the age-based rat-
ings we have in the United 
1 
States, the new system divides 
content into nine categories, 
induding sex, horror, crime 
and ridiculous sexual fetish 
presence. With idiots right and 
left blaming games for school 
shootings, industry content 
continues under constant 
scrutiny. Don't be surprised if a 
similar system swims over to 
the States in time. 
In an effort to promote its 
upcoming Tribe: Vengeance, 
Vivendi Uriiversal Games is 
going to offer its best-selling 
Tribes and Tribes II titles for 
free via download or packaged 
with the June issue of Comput-
er Gaming World. All of them 
offer a multiplayer experience 
based on team combat and 
making sure every button on 
your keyboard has at least one 
use. When doW'nloads begin 
on May 4, you can look for-
ward to enjoying some warez 
legally for a change. · 
Microsoft, in its continuing 
efforts to own everything, is 
buying Canadian developers 
Bioware. These are the dudes 
who brought you Star Wars: 
Knights of the Old Republic and · 
. Neverwinter Knights, among 
others. This perhaps means 
that their PC development is 
over, but either way, expect 
Microsoft to make an official 
announcement at E3. 
. On the cubic side, develop-
ers are leaving right and left. 
Silicon Knights, makers of 
' 
said. "It also made my piss a 
bright yellow Mountain Dew 
color. It made me more dizzjr 
ahd gave me a headache. I 
would never use their product 
again." 
Whoops. That is not the 
perspective that is going to 
help Pharb. '~d just like the 
dog murdered the hot chili,'' 




on_Low.wmv). Sorry to bre~ 
it, but creepy videos are not 
the way to ease into the gener:. 
al population of college stu-
dents. Sex sells: Not a disturb'- _ 
ing rotting man who obviously ' 
took too much of the. product: 
Eternal Darkness and Metal 
Gear Solid: The 1Win Snake$,, 
dissolved its second-party sta:-
tu's with Nintendo, allowing it 
to create games for any plat-
form. Meanwhile, Factor 5, the 
• guys behind some sound tool$ 
and the Rogue Squadron series, 
announced an end in Game-









They intend to shift Nintendo; "' ' 
based efforts toward the next ~ 
cortsole and develop for othe~ ' ' \ 





Show individuality with DIV fashion · 
Trashymagazine 
offers unique attire 
. to rival mall stores 
ELIZABETH PAUK 
Staff Writer 
Do college clones, mind-
lessly conforming to. the latest 
fashion trends dictated by 
Delia's and American Eagle, 
make you sick? These (once 
cool) "indie" clothing labels 
- the cooler budget alterna-
tives as opposed to over-
priced runway brand names 
like Gucci and Fendi - have 
become so much a part of the 
collegf ' ·.kid's wardrobe that 
their . SO-.called I "fashions" 
have become niore like mass-
· produced school uniforms 
than indie designs. 
Gone are the days when 
fashion was all about self-
expression and individuality. 
' . 
Instead, fashion is increasing-
ly becoming the greatest 
avenue for expressing con-
formist tendencies. It's 
depressing to see that almost 
everyone has come so close to 
corrupting the artistic 
essence in fashion by treating 
it as nothing more than a 
commercial commodity for 
profiteers. Where have true 
fashion artists gone? 
Enter Crystal Haines, col-
lege student and founder of 
highly successful online fash-
ion store "Trashymagazine" 
(http:/ /www.trashy-
magazine.com/). Armed with 
the slogan "One girl's trashy is 
another girl's _treasure'', 
Haines dominates the world 
of DIY fashion with. the help 
of her trusty sewing machine. 
Take, for instance, the 
reconstructed kid's Sponge-
Bob Squarepants T-shirt' that 
had been made into a tube top 
(who would've thought!). 
:f. ' . . .. , .... • 
~he crate'~ great, . 
.tiut it~.4ay is de'le,:,; 
'>'I • • •I ~· '"l . r' ' : 
:~Furnishing tip ..s for ' ... ba~<ler i? a smai,i rbo~. she. . 
used this techmque m her 
frugal Students office, and. it looks u. nique and professional. . 
To give windows the 
treatment they deserve, 
Joanne's Fabrics sells $12 
hooks that can be ~ade into 
valences with minimal 
sewing. It only requires a few 
yards of fabric that can be 
KATE HOWELL 
Staff Writer 
The ever-versatile crate has 
! • . ' 
:served broke students well for 
'•years. If you tlirow a tablecloth 
'.on it,)~'s an end table. Flip it 
'over ·'for coiiv;enient storage 
1spJce, Pface it hear a chair and 
;;it's aJo6tstool. Sit on-it and it is 
·the chm. While no one can 
discredit the usefulness of the 
. crate, . some iocal 'students and 
\businesses offer new solutions 
:·to" an old problem, nQJ.}.e of 
~'fhich invplve ci:~~& .~;;a I 
" ~ "Good ·decorahng · a:aesn't 
I ~ I j. ~ .. , > ~. 
.,have to be new," said student 
>Tracy Whigham_, }'Old· school · 
·:can be cool too.".With,tbis'' in 
:·mind, Whigham suggests1Chiv-
.ing though affluent neigfi.bor-
~ hoods - on .,the weekends· 'or 
before garbage day. fier sug-
. gestion: Erro1 Estate~. ~·They're 
, always havmg garage sales or 
leaving nice things on the 
curb." Not into snatching one 
man's trash in searcb. .of treas..: 
ure? There are several used 
furniture stores in the Orlando, 
but shopping there requires a 
ton of digging through junk for 
that one special item. Howev-
er, it saves in cash what it costs 
in time. The best bets, accord-
ing to the masses: Backstreet 
Furniture or The Salvation 
~y Family Store, both off of 
~tate Road 436. Good buys can. 
also be found in the classifieds 
section of the newspaper . . 
. purchased affordably some-
w}lere other then Joanne's. 
· Wal-Mart has a decenLfabric 
department. Go, de~orate 
and let the crate enjoy its 
well-earned retirement. 
Another way to furnish 
c;heaply is to buy unfinished 
furniture and finish it yourself. 
Home Depot sells . stains, fin .. 
ishes and one.:.step stain and 
finishes. · The store also pro~ 
vides information on how to 
use them properly: It ·is also 
possible to refinish old furni-
ture by· removing the current 
finish, using paint stripper or 
sand p~per, filling in the grain · 
and then finishing the wood. 
Borrowing a belt or disk 
sander from Dad is recom-
mended over hand-sanding, , 
which will only wear out the 
sander's arm. Detailed instruc-
tions can be found at 
http://www.furniturekn9wl- . 
edge.com/how _to_ refinish.ht . 
m. Quality unfinished furni-
ture can be found at Wood You 
Furniture at '7204 W. Colonial 
Drive. 
Nobody wants to stare at 
tired, blank walls day in and 
day 'out. The quickest and 
cheapest way to perk up walls 
is with a fresh coat of paint. 
Don't be afraid of color - not 
all walls must be white. 
- Posters also are a fun way to 
cheer up a room, and if framed, 
they look less dorm-standard. 
Amanda Simpson works at a . 
movie theater, and she brings 
her work home in the form of 
theater sheets an'd mylars to 
brighten up her space and 
express her love of movies. 
S · mpson also r ecommends 
using old postcaras to form a 
This kind of attire elicits lots 
of weird l_ooks from people 
wearing shirts that say "AE," 
but the novelty is proven with 
the · exclamations of "it's SO 
you!" and "that shirt is the 
cutest!" Clothing like that · 
Spongebob tube top can be 
worn with the knowledge that 
express something other than 
th~ shirts-on-a-rack mentali- . 
ty. 
· Trashyrriagazine has gone 
through lots of changes since 
the Spongebob tube top. 
Haines has initiated a total 
upheaval of the . site . with 
major renovation. She has 
definitely gone far, with a yeai: 
of more fashion creations, her 
own glamerous cover girl on 
her site and her creations 
sold. in an Australian store 
(http:/lwww.myfirst-
madei.Q.china.com.au). · 
To encourage other young 
fashionistas to dare to spread 
their sense of style to a j;i.ded 
Real Life fol"' Rial 
mcGnwhile - UGF's boobt~ra ... 
population of clothing buyers, 
Haines set up her own Live-
journal community 
(http:/ / www.livejournal.com 
/community/trashygirls/). 
There you will find hordes of 
funky females who love fash-
ion and dare to wear ·what 
others avoid. Speak of a great 
political and cultural state-
ment! Spread individualism 
and self-confidence to yc;mr 
children, your siblings and 
yourself. Support artists like 
Hain~s and make your 
wardrobe and your self-
image, like none other. 
c;urrently, Haines has sev-
eral of her creations put up on 
eBay. You can follow the link 
from her Web site. Other than 
being a great fashion artist, 
she is also the nicest and most 
sincere businesswoman. For.: 
get Donald Trump and his 
apprentices. Make a deal with 
Haines and you will see true 
business skills in action. 
· w~lll l: .lvs+ 




·KEGS .TO GO 
Dom est icAhnport ed , ·\ 
,l,l f>' ..... . 
•Budweiser · 
• (oQrs Lite • Bud Lite 
. ~~ Miller ~Lite • Ice House & 
D ·· # I:~ II $A~99+ om.ffJ~~negs... !u.~ 
eeks·:. __ 5 =1-·1 4°0 ..... · · 
l 
• f 
" ... S,99~. 
BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART: 
Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs 
407-678-4443 






$79S SOUP OR APPETIZER r 
& ENTREE 
CHOICE OF ONE: CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE: 
· Wooton Souo 
(stuffed with chicken & s1irimp) 
or 
Chick~ Spring Roll 
or 
Small Mixed Salad 
863 !\' . .\lafaya Trail 
Waterford Lakes Town Center 
407-382-8201 
1!'.!Be~~Jl:'~1~t ~!!T2t~ 
tamarind chili garlic sa11ce. 
or "-
Soft-Shell Crab 
Sa11teed Soft-Shell Crab bedded on angel 
hatr pasta and topped with That yellow 
curry cream sauce. 
or 
Pork Basil 
Stir-fried Sliced Pork Lotn with 
bastl, ontmis and bell p epp ers rotth 
stoeet chili paste 
Critic's Choice 
BEST THAI RESTAURANT 
· Scott Joseph: Orlando Sentinel 
Foodie Award 2003 
103 OFF 
w/UCF ID 
OPEN . 7 DAY'S 
MON - THURS llam • 10pm 
FRI 11am - 11pm · Dine In •Take Out• Delivery• Catering 
• sAT 110m - iopm 7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, 0. vied. o SUN 4pm - 9pm 
lunch menu available 407-706-021?tax407-706-0256' 
r----------- y-----------T----------~, 
: 2 LARGE :2 MEDIUM: l~~E;/~EN~E ., ~ 
I CHEESE PIZZAS I CHEESE PIZZAS I TOPPING & 1 o · l 
: $1 5 99 : $1 3 99 : WfNGS(orKNOTS) • ~ 
I • I . • I & 2 . LITER SODA . f 
I Toppings $1 .50 I Add $1 .25 for each I $1 5 95 ~ 
I additional each pizza I topping - each p izza , I • ,I 
~-----------·-----------·-----------· I 1 MEDIUM CHEESE I 2 MEDIUM I SATURDAY ' 
I PIZZA w /ONE I CHEESE PIZZAS I . I 
: TOPPING & 1 o : w / ONE TOPPING . : SPECIAL : 
I WINGS (or KNOTS) I & GARLIC KNOTS I $ 99 s· LI c E I 
1 & 2 LITER SODA 1 & 2 LITER SODA . • • j 
: $1 3.95 : $1 9 .. 99 : 11:00~~;~:g:i~ONLY . 
.. - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - -·- - - - ~ - _,_ - - - - - - - _ J 
r-------------------------------- ~ ---~ : FAMIL y SPECIAL $3 •. oo OF,F $30."00 or MORE ~ 
~------------------------------------~ ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • "NO CHECKS PLEAS~• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER • 
Duffy's Subs· 
' $6.25 
GIANT PHILLY' COMBO 
(Includes 24 oz Drink/Ch.ips), 
$2.99 ' 
GIANT MEATBALL COM~O 
(Includes 32oz Drink) · 
407-679-2448 
'10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD 
· One mile west of UCF corner of Dean & 
University beh°lnd Discount Auto Parts 









school newspaper in any given year. 
This includes rallies, be they political 
or social in nature, such as those held 
by the Black Student Union or the Gay 
Student Union, as well as protests 
against political or social issues, such 
as the student protests held during the 
Iran hostage situation in 1979. This 
event drew the largest audience for a 
protest to date, with an estimated 1,500 
to 2,000 students coming together to 
support the American hostages. 
Kharis Rojas, a senior majoring in 
business management and vice chair-
man of the College Republicans, 
believes Sept. 11 had a major effect on 
the political mindset of the average 
student. 
"I think 9/11 made people react," he 
said. "Before they would just look at 
their lives, their jobs, and they woke up 
and realized there are other issues 
affecting their lives." 
His group has been quite active at 
UCF in recent years, although he 
remembers there being less then four 
people present at his first meeting. 
Now there are more than 50 people 
· present at most meetings and their 
mailing list includes more than 300 
people. 
' · He thinks that Sept. 11 "brought out 
a lot of quiet Republicans. After 9/11, 
people stopped being so quiet." 
"I take pride in saying we are prob.: 
ably one of the most active organiza:. 
tions on campus," he said. "Especially 
with the fall elections coming, we're 
going to be very busy." · 
UCF has always been an exception-
ally conservative school In June 1973, 
during the midst of the Watergate 
scandal, UCF was one of the few 
schools conservative enough for for-
mer president Richard NTxon to speak 
at. He gave a commencement speech 
to graduating students, and there were 
as many students holding up signs sup-
porting him as there were disparaging 
him, though there were few on either 
side. There was no protest about him 
coming to speak on campus. Soon 
afterward, in November of that year, he 
gave his famous "I am not a crook" 
speech to a group of newspaper editors 
at Walt Disney World's Contemporary 
resort near Orlando. 
Edmund Kallina, a historian whose 
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
main interests are American diploma-
cy and political history, admits that 
apathy has played a large role in UCF's 
past, though things are changing. 
"Clearly, there has been a major up 
tick in the last three years or so," he 
explained. "Over the years, UCF was 
regarded as a· pretty quiet and non-
activist campus and things have 
changed drastically. I think the nature 
of the newspaper has changed quite a 
bit and I think that's part of the nature 
of the story." 
Kallina thinks the Future has gone 
through some transformations in 
recent years, and this has led to more 
pronounced political coverage. "One 
fador has been that the newspaper has 
a more political bent then it used to 
have. I thirlk that's just one factor, but I 
think it's an important element in that 
it proVides an orientation and publici-
ty, where it's possible that earlier 
things were going on that people were 
not aware of." 
But he doesn't think things have 
changed completely at UCF. "I think 
there was and still is a fairly significant 
amount of political apathy." 
"UCF was a commuter school ... and 
a large proportion of UCF students 
worked, had part time jobs and full 
time jobs that didn't leave them with 
the time to pursue those activities," he 
added. "Ifyou are working 20 to 40 
hours a week and carrying a full class 
load, you don't have that much time on 
your hands." 








Protest stories in the Future: 
The chart illustrates the amount of storie.s featuring 
campus protests in the Future over the years. 
' • 
1968 1969 1970 1971 .1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 .... 2003 2004 ' 
willing to sacrifice their jobs and time 
to devote themselves to what they 
believe in. Sophomore Matt De Vlieger 
joined Campus Peace ACtion, which 
formed in protest against the current 
war in Iraq, when he "couldn't take it 
anyi.nore." 
"I was bitter for a long time with the 
government ... with American arro-
gance and American apathy,'' he said. 
However, he figured that, since the 
American people decided on their 
own government, they were getting 
what they deserved. But all that 
changed a year ago as the war against 
Iraq loomed in ··the immediate future. 
"Once we imposed on another country 
... that's when I decided I needed to get 
involved and speak out for the people 
who can't speak out for themselves." 
He said wanted to offer "some sort 
of vision of peace and peaceful pros-
perity and hope" and wishes others 
would get involved as well. 
"It's as easy as you'd think it is ... it's 
as easy as picking up the phone or 
writing a letter to Congress," he said. 
It is up to individuals to band 
together, he said. There is strength in 
numbers. 
''We are each a medium. Together 
we are media" 
SPECIAL TO the indie 
., 
Facts about UCF then and now 
• Richard Nixon gave his famous "I am 
not a crook" speech at Disney's Contempo-
rary Resort on Nov. 17, 1973, at a convention 
of newspaper editor 
• Florida Technological University 
became a state institution on June 10, 1963, 
when the State Legislature passed Bill No. 
125 and Governor Farris Bryant signed it into 
law: "An act authorizing the state board of 
education to establish a state university or a 
branch of an existing state university in the 
east central part ofFlorida;defining the area; 
authorizing the board of control and the ' 
state board of education to determine the 
exact location; providing an effective date/' 
The act, which took effect July 1, 1963, 
defined east central Florida as including the 
counties of Flagler, Orange, Seminole, Lake, 
Brevard, Volusia, Osceola, Indian River and St. 
Lucie. 
• FIOrida Technological University 
changed its name by action of the Florida 
Legislature on Dec. 6, 1978, to the-University 
of Central Florida. 
Status: 
• One of Florida's 11 public universities 
Location: 
• 13 miles east of downtown Orlando 
Construction Began: 
• January 1967 
Date of first classes: 
• October 1968 
Original enrollment: 
• 1,948 students 
Preliminary fall 2003 enrollment: 
• 41,102 
Intercollegiate athletics: 
• Programs in Intercollegiate Athletics 
are coordinated by athletic department 
coaches and staff under the general supervi-
sion of the Director of Athletics. 
UCF is a member of the National Colle-
giate Athletic Association (NCAA), Bivision I. 
SACS: 
• Level 6 institution 
SREB classification: 




Academic programs: (as of 06/2003) • 







Degrees awarded to date: 











SOURCES: OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH; ACCENT ON THE INDIVIDUAUHE FIRST TWELVE ' 
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Iangdom gane · 
While engaging in the pastime that is 
perusing the infinite Universe of prod-
ucts on eBay, I came upon something 
that immediately caught my eye. On sale 
fqr $2A.99 was a case full of 200 copies of 
X...,Force No. 1. Back in the day, when 
yours truly was just a little cynic, this was 
the comic to end all comics. Up-and-
coming artist Rob Leifeld (whose life 
story is a joke in its own right) was taking 
on a new group of mutants who were hip 
and extreme. 
Severai versions of the comic were 
released, each with a different collectible 
card. You and every other fan worth their 
adamantium claws had them all. And 
now, flashing forward 14 years, a comic 
that was the Holy Grail in my youth has 
become about as valuable as an O.J. pog. 
See, the thlrlg that people didn't real-
ize was that if everyone bought the 
comic and kept it in mint condition, 
there'd be so many of them that they 
would become worthless. The same 
thing happened with "The Death of 
Superman" storyline a few years later. 
Hyped in the mainstream media, every-
one and their mild-mannered-reporter 
friend rushed out to get a copy and pre-
served it. Heck, most of them never even 
read it. 
They figured the comic would be a 
gold mine, like Action Comics No. 1 
(which one collector is offering $1 mil-
lion for), except that comic was printed 
OI). crappy paper in 1938 and is nigh-
impossible to find in mint condition. 
"The Death of Superman" was overpro-
duced, overbought and printed on a 
much better stock of paper. Releasing 
something and calling it collectibie dcies 
not a collectible make. Many of the "spe-
cial edition" comics · that were released 
and scooped up in the '90s are zilch. The 
gold.,.foil covers, variant editions and 
mega-crossovers that millions of money-
grubbing collectors bought are wasting 
away in closets and attics across the 
country. Comic companies became more 
concerned with appeasing these fools as 
opposed to telling good stories, ana as a 
result the industry itself became crip-
pled, and is still recuperating from those 
injuries today. 
When people ask me what comics I 
collect, I always correct theITL 'Tm not a 
collector," I say, ''I'm just an ever-lovin', 
blue-eyed fan boy." It's true. I don't own a 
single issue that I haven't removed from 
the backing board and have at least 
skimmed through. I'll admit, I haven't 
re;ad some of those Alpha Flight issues 
t:IiAt were so tempting when I scooped 
tliem up in the dollar bins, but I plan on 
it I've never seen the point 'of buying 
s9mething unless· you're really going to 
enjoy it. Go into your friend's houses and 
notice how many of them keep movies in 
tlie plastic wrapping or action-figures in 
tl).e boxes. What's the point? You're only 
gging' to live so long anyway. When 
everyone rushes to make a quick buck, 
tliey end up losing out due to.over-zeal-
oi.J.sness. Will the gazillions of Lord of the 
Rings DVDs sell like hotcakes years from 
rlow, when everyone who wants it has 
access to it? Movies were meant to be 
iVVatched and toys were meant to be ~ 
played with. If you're not going to cher-
ish them properly you might as well give 
them to someone who will 
~ The majority of people who bought 
comics in the early '90s have stopped 
sj;nce then. They've moved on to the next 
big thing, whatever .it may be (it ain't 
DVDs, trust me), and are praying they 
strike pay dirt. Comic companies were 
\. . 
forced to do what they should've kept 
c{oing all along - tell good stories. DC 
hlisn't recently promised us anything it 
cfui't deliver (Did anyone really think 
sj.J,pes would stay dead?), and the foil 
cbvers and collectible carc:l.s are a thing of 
~e past. While it's true that the main rea-
son any company does anything is to 
cfuke money, the comic companies have 
found that you have to treat your loyal 
fans with respect. They're the ones who 
~put up with you when everyone else 
has left you, so long as you're good to 
theITL And as for everyone else who's 
long gone, just remember: If you ever 
~t to come back, there are 200 paper-
weights ready to order on eBay, with 




E-mail Michael Lawrence at 
michae/@thf'lndie.com 
WEB LESS TRAVELED 
The best, the worst, and the last of Web I.ess Trawled 
BRANDON HARDIN 
Wow. That's really all I can say. 
After a run that started on Sept. 9, 
'2003, the Web Less Tiuveled column is 
about to end. At least, I'm about to 
stop writing it. if someone wants to 
take the helm of this ship after I leave, 
e-mail editor@theindie.coITL You and 
indie editor John Thomason can have 
fisticuffs over what should run in this 
space. I think he wants to shoehorn 
another review of a French film only 
he will see into this space. 
So, yes. I'm graduating in eight 
daY's. And with it, I'm no longer writ-
ing my column. I'll still be around on 
the indie staff, correcting typos on 
production days over the sum.mer 
and slapping Thomason when he 
uses the word ''weepie" or ''trans~en­
dental" around the office. But as for 
this column, I'm done. The Internet 
has only about 100 sites that aren't 
porn. And I've linked to them all If I 
were to continue this column it would 
end up being Brandon;s Pornography 
· Comer. And I could do that. Being a 
single Internet dork lends itself to 
knoWing many a good porn site. 
However, the publishers of the indie 
,wouldn't really appreciate it. 
In the spirit of the indie's superla-
tive issue, I've decided to run some 
facts and superlatives for this column. 
Most requested link (in per$0n): 
http://www.realultim.atepower.net. 
Many times a fti,end approached me 
and said "Hey! You should write 
about Real lntim.ate Power!" But alas. 
I did that in my "Pirates versus N"In-
jas" column way back in mid-Septem-
ber. , 
· Most requested link (in e-mail): 
After almost eight months of writing 
this column, only one person wrote 
me an e-mail suggesting a link. It was 
http://www.sinfest.net. Alas, I linked 
to that in early October. 
Best WLT column: This is a three-
way tie between pirates versus ninjas, 
cowboys versus robots and Mr. T. 
Worst WLT oohmm· Tony Danza. 
What was I thinking? That's the last 
time I write a column after I go on a 
Who's the Boss? binge. 
. Number ofWLT oohunnswritten: 
Twenty-five. Twenty-four were writ-. 
ten by me. A cookie for whoever 
knows who wrote the one I didn't. 
Number of links given: About 125 
COURTESY HITP://WWW.ABANOONEO-PLACES.COM/ 
GOING OVER THE UNDERBELLY 
Number oftimes,tbe oolumn has 
run the word "asSbattery": One. Just 
now. I've always wcµited to see that in 
print. . ~ 
Number of people who oom- · 
plained all of my Jinks were old: Four. 
And now theylre all dead .. They all 
mysteriously choked on an "End" key. 
Number ofbrokenlinks given: Just 
one, to the best of my knowledge. A 
typ-o in the link prohibited people 
from shooting bees with a slingshot. 
That was a temble mistake I will rec-
tify now. Have fun: http://www.wild-
heartranch.com/arm.adillo.htrnl 
Well, I think that about wraps up 
the last of my rambling. I'm going to 
throw some links at you, and then rm 
out of here. It's been fun. and thanks to 
anyone who has stopped me and 
given me their opinion on my column, 
good or bad. 
http://icantdraw.keenspace.com 
Behold, my webcomic! I've man-
aged to not link to it for the past 23 
columns I've written, but since this is 
my last o~e, here it is. A few of my 
comics that ran in the indie were taken 
from my webcomic. So if you liked 
those, or like dead hookers, maiming 
small animals or making fun of the 
Republican National Convention, you 
should check it out. · · 
http://www.subservientchicken.com 
This one's been making the rounds 
on the Web for the past few weeks. I 
have no idea where it came froITL All I 
know is my dream of having a giant 
chicken do my bidding has finally 
come true. 
http://russian.4tcom/index.htm 
In case you ever 'find you,rself in a 
Russian prison, here's a helpful guide 




Spealcingof prisoners, heres.a-link 
. on how to make your own ''pruno," · 
the preferred drink of incarcerated 
alcoholics. Made from fruit cocktail, 
oranges, sugarcubes, water and 
ketchup, how could you possibly go 
wrong? 
http://www.abandoned-places.com 
I'm a sucker for old, abandoned 
· buildings. This site simply features 
photography of unused buildings, but 
many are stunning. The photographer 
even includes historical background 
of many of the places he shoots. 
E-mail Brandon Hardin at 
brandon@theindie.com, 
Win a gold in the Idiot Olympics, earn m<Jl{ie tickets 
• SEAN HUNTING 
This has been the hardest col-
umn for me to write, ever. It isn't 
that I don't have an idea 'or I am not 
in a writing mood. Those are my 
usual excuses for not wanting to 
write this stupid column. No, this 
time it physically hurts to write this. 
Starting from my wrist and going to 
my elbow is a greenish-purple 
bruise on the bottom of my forearm. 
Like an abused girlfriend, I have 
been telling doctors and authority 
figures that I fell down the stairs or 
ran into the door. 
Truthfully, however, I just do 
really dumb things when I drink. 
A wise man once said, "There is·a 
time and a place for everything .. ·. 
and it's called college." Despite the 
fact that we are all here to learn, col-
lege is the time we all seem to test 
the limits. of our own stupidity. Most 
of us spent our first night on the 
bathroom floor in college. A lot of us 
experimented with things we proba .. 
bl)i shouldn't have when we got 
heie. More than half of us have 
• 
probably made the old "I had no 
idea she was a crack whore" remark 
after a long night of heavy drinking 
.Cand petting). · 
This is our time to make mis-
takes1 For instance, at my house we 
have a series of drinking stunts that 
have been invented over the past 
few years and bottles of Bacardi 151. 
We call them the "Idiot Olympics" 
and wear our cuts, bruises and .cra-
nial hemorrhages as battle scars. 
These tests of drunken abilities 
range. from the mundane (movie 
trivia contests and cinderblock-toss-
ing competitions) to the hardcore 
(sUghtly inebriated ultimate fighting 
championshil'!s· and unsuccessful 
couch moo~ts). . · 
Our defining moment for the 
Idiot Olympics is an event we like to 
call Urban Bobsledding. It started 
simply enough. One of us grabbed a 
busted beanbag chair (duct tape 
barely holding in the beans), sat on it 
and slid down the stairs. 
Later, it evolved. to lying down on 
your back and then going down 
stairs headfirst. The final incarna-
tion actually involved my roommate 
Nick rolling down the stairs sans 
beanbag chair. It is as entertaining as 
it is stupid. 
The Idiot Olympics has drawn 
huge crowds to the oig top circus, 
that is, my apartment, and I know I 
am not alone. I hear stories of stupid 
things people have done while 
~There is no way I am the only 
one who has video footage of myself 
b,eing power-bombed through a cof-
f~~ table. There are companies that 
produce tapes full of this stuff. I am 
craving the knowledge that I am not 
alone. 
You see, we have these movie 
tickets that we can't seem to get rid 
0£ I know there are only a few peo-
ple who read this section, but you 
would think the few readers we have 
could at least be passionate enough 
to enter a contest. We had about five 
entries for Win A Date With John 
Thomason, one entry for the prom 
contest, and not a single person 
filled out the Sue the indie form. The 
indie is losing faith in a readership 
who has already lost faith in us. 
This weekend, I was clinging to 
the back of a convertible in the clos-
est approximation to a Superman 
pose as my awkward body could 
muster. The driver was going 
around the corners at almost 40 
mph, and I had nothing but a drunk-
en death-grip on the seat in front of 
me to keep me from eating pave-
ment. Directly in front of my apart-
ment door, the driver slammed on 
the brakes, causing me to fly into the 
front-seat at breakneck speeds. 
Thus the bruise described above. 
I know somebody did something 
, dumber than that. You have to exist 
out there somewhere. Somebody, e-
mail me with your story, and you get 
free movie tickets. , 
. It's that easy. I don't care if I know 
you on a personal level. Whoever 
gives me the best drunken story 
wins the tickets. 
E-mail Sean Hunting at 
sean@theindie.com 
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ 
THE GEEK LIFE 
Co,lum,n gone 
~ •I ., : •• 
.. 
Life seems to be a series of begin-
nings and endings. Every book, 
movie and video game, as well as = 
our lives as mortals, has to end ·..,, 
sometime. All kids grow up. When 
you beat Super Mario World, there is 
always the big THE END to contend 
with. 
And it seems this lovely column 
is no exception. All good. things 
must end sonietime, it would seem. 
Not all ,end as early as they &hould 
(I'm looking at you, The X-Files), and 
some end far too early (like the love-
ly comic book series Preacher). Even 
columns come to an end, like this 
column dght here. As much as it 
pains me to say it, this seems like the 
end for The Geek Life. 
I know there ~e probably as 
many of you out there sighing with 
relief as are weeping at the injustice. 
I am sorry, but things happen. We all 
grow up sometime, even if we're not 
really sure what it means to grow up. 
It seems UCF is finally kicking me 
out the only way it can - it's giving 
me a degree and tossing me out on 
my ass. I'm not quite sure if the real 
world is ready for me, or vice versa, 
but I don't have much of a choice. 
So, it would seem I have to leave my 
half-dozen fans behind. 
We have had some good times, 
though, haven't we? Remember my 
first column? I helped define the 
word geek in hopes of teaching oth-
ers the true power of geekdom. 
Then there was, of course, my 
dreaded hentai issue. I can't tell you 
how many people got upset over 
that one, but I can't say I regret writ-
ing it. I figure even sexual deviance 
has its place in society. 
• Being a geek is like joi.ID:ng a spe-
cial kind of society. We geeks know 
things others don't know. Real geeks 
like to learn, to experience, to appre- · 
ciate. Some call themselves geeks 
but do little more then criticize and 
tear down. They use their vast 
knowledge of pop culture, movies, 
video games, obscure science fic-
tion writers or whatever else hap-
pens to be .their specialty, to make 
themselves feel sup~rior to others. 
Imagine Comic Book Guy from The 
Simpsons. He uses his store and 
extensive expertise in all things 
geeky to make others fe~l bad. But 
do you think he's really happy 
inside? No. In fact, I'm pretty sure he 
cries himself to sleep every night 
after masturbating to Captain 
Janeway. I hate that kind of divisive-
ness, and I think that an overblown 
sense of superiority and elitism only 
hurts you more then anyone else in 
the end .. Besides, remember how 
much it hurt to be made fun of? I'm 
sure it's happened to everyone at 
one point, and it isn't . fun. Why 
would you inflict that on someone 
else? 
Instead, let us geeks come togeth-
er in our common interests, without 
excluding and judging others. We 
can talk about Duck Tales and sing 
the theme· song karaoke style, or we 
can all get together for a nice round 
of Super Smash Bros: Melee or even • 
some old-school Street Fighter 2 
action, but there's no point in mak- ' 
ing some poor schmuck feel too bad 
for forgetting the lyrics or walking 
off the board. I mean, a little bit of 
good-natured ribbing is par for the 
course, but don't blow someone off . 
just because it's his or her first time. 
We all had to start somewhere. 
Still, the geek life is rather exclu-
sive, if only because it involves being 
almost obsessively fannish. Let's 
admit it. That plays a big part. It 
takes a special kind of person to 
devote large amounts of time and 
money to buy every single episode 
of TH.gun, not to mention the manga 
translations, toys and soundtrack. 
And don't even get me started on 
Star Trek. 
I cannot say for sure whether I 
will ever out grow out of my nerdish 
leanings or even if I would ever 
want to. ·:But one thing is certain. I 
have relished every moment I've 
spent writing this column. So thank 
you, dear readers, for participating 
in my little venture. Goodbye, for • 
now. 
E-mail Elizabeth Femandezat 
elizabeth@theindie.com • , 
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